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ABSTRACT

Design and Performance Optimization of Asynchronous Networks-on-Chip

Weiwei Jiang

As digital systems continue to grow in complexity, the design of conventional synchronous systems is facing unprecedented challenges. The number of transistors on individual chips is already in the multi-billion range, and a greatly increasing number of components are being integrated onto a single chip. As a consequence, modern digital designs are under strong time-to-market pressure, and there is a critical need for composable design approaches for large complex systems.

In the past two decades, networks-on-chip (NoCs) have been a highly active research area. In a NoC-based system, functional blocks are first designed individually and may run at different clock rates. These modules are then connected through a structured network for on-chip global communication. However, due to the rigidity of centrally-clocked NoCs, there have been bottlenecks of system scalability, energy and performance, which cannot be easily solved with synchronous approaches. As a result, there has been significant recent interest in combing the notion of asynchrony with NoC designs. Since the NoC approach inherently separates the communication infrastructure, and its timing, from computational elements, it is a natural match for an asynchronous paradigm. Asynchronous NoCs, therefore, enable a modular and extensible system composition for an object-orient design style.

The thesis aims to significantly advance the state-of-art and viability of asynchronous and globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous (GALS) networks-on-chip, to enable high-performance and low-energy systems. The proposed asynchronous NoCs are nearly entirely based on standard cells, which eases their integration into industrial design flows. The contributions are instantiated in three different directions.

First, practical acceleration techniques are proposed for optimizing the system latency, in order
to break through the latency bottleneck in the memory interfaces of many on-chip parallel processors. Novel asynchronous network protocols are proposed, along with concrete NoC designs. A new concept, called monitoring network, is introduced. Monitoring networks are lightweight shadow networks used for fast-forwarding anticipated traffic information, ahead of the actual packet traffic. The routers are therefore allowed to initiate and perform arbitration and channel allocation in advance. The technique is successfully applied to two topologies which belong to two different categories - a variant mesh-of-trees (MoT) structure and a 2D-mesh topology. Considerable and stable latency improvements are observed across a wide range of traffic patterns, along with moderate throughput gains.

Second, for the first time, a high-performance and low-power asynchronous NoC router is compared directly to a leading commercial synchronous counterpart in an advanced industrial technology. The asynchronous router design shows significant performance improvements, as well as area and power savings. The proposed asynchronous router integrates several advanced techniques, including a low-latency circular FIFO for buffer design, and a novel end-to-end credit-based virtual channel (VC) flow control. In addition, a semi-automated design flow is created, which uses portions of a standard synchronous tool flow.

Finally, a high-performance multi-resource asynchronous arbiter design is developed. This small but important component can be directly used in existing asynchronous NoCs for performance optimization. In addition, this stand-alone design promises use in opening up new NoC directions, as well as for general use in parallel systems. In the proposed arbiter design, the allocation of a resource to a client is divided into several steps. Multiple successive client-resource pairs can be selected rapidly in pipelined sequence, and the completion of the assignments can overlap in parallel.

In sum, the thesis provides a set of advanced design solutions for performance optimization of asynchronous and GALS networks-on-chip. These solutions are at different levels, from network protocols, down to router- and component-level optimizations, which can be directly applied to existing basic asynchronous NoC designs to provide a leap in performance improvement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital systems continue to grow in complexity. As transistor scaling continues, nowadays, the number of transistors on individual chips is already in the multi-billion range. Meanwhile, more components, such as processing cores, accelerators and memories arrays, are integrated onto a single chip, as many-core architectures are targeted [17, 186, 200, 241]. As highlighted in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), conventional digital design approaches are facing unprecedented challenges. These include dealing with the impact of increased variability, power and thermal bottlenecks, high fault rates, aging and scalability issues [166]. Also, success will rely on the designers’ ability to conceive large-scale electronic engines under strong time-to-market pressure [18, 49].

As an alternative paradigm to address most of the design challenges faced by a conventional synchronous, i.e. centralized clock, approach, asynchronous design – or the use of a hybrid mix of asynchronous and synchronous components – has received continuous growth of interest over the last two decades. Asynchronous systems naturally support modular and extensible system composition for an ‘object-oriented’ design style, on-demand operation without extensive instrumented power management, and variability-tolerant design [166]. Asynchronous approaches have been studied and successfully applied to a number of high-performance processors, as well as low-power embedded consumer electronics. In addition, it is generally believed that some form of asynchrony will inevitably be required to enable novel computing paradigms, such as quantum cellular automata, nanomagnetics and self-assembled molecular electronics [167].

Design challenges for asynchronous circuits still remain, however, in a wide range of topics,
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including synthesis (both logic- and high-level design and optimization), testing, performance and timing analysis, and formal verification [167], due to the unique features of asynchronous systems. Although the historical lack of commercial asynchronous CAD tools is gradually been remedied, at the current standing, only a few companies have developed custom in-house tools [13, 65, 227], which are typically specialized for particular design styles, and are not generally available to other researchers and designers [167]. Also, occasionally, when individual asynchronous components are implemented within a complex clocked system, speed benefits of asynchrony can be lost due to the synchronization needed at mixed-timing interfaces [167].

The use of networks-on-chip (NoC’s) is another recent thread for resolving the increasing complexity in digital systems [26, 138]. NoC’s borrow ideas from general computer networks, and provide structural communication infrastructures. In an NoC-based system, functional blocks are first designed individually and may run at different clock rates. These modules are then connected through a structured network for on-chip global communication [18, 49]. NoC’s entirely separate computation from communication, hence they naturally support modular system composition and plug-and-play assembly of functional units and cores. Research on networks-on-chip is highly active since its invention. NoC’s are very cost efficient, since they find a balanced point between network performance and the level of network resource sharing. Also, NoC’s have been demonstrated to be able to handle a variety of real-world issues, such as congestion, fault tolerance and real-time constraints.

In recent years, there has been significant interest to combine the notion of asynchrony with NoC designs. Since the NoC approach inherently separates the communication infrastructure, and its timing, from computational elements, it is a natural match for an asynchronous paradigm. The increasing role of asynchrony in system communication is also highlighted in the recent ITRS report.

This thesis aims to significantly advance the state-of-art for high-performance asynchronous NoC’s. The contributions include several aspects. First, practical acceleration techniques are proposed to focus on optimizing the network latency, while the throughput is still largely maintained or even improved. Latency bottlenecks have been identified in many NoC’s, both synchronous and asynchronous, especially for the memory interfaces of on-chip multiprocessors. In this thesis, novel asynchronous network protocols, along with concrete NoC designs, are proposed to break
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through the latency wall. The solutions improve the network performance considerably with only small overhead. Second, an advanced asynchronous NoC router is instantiated and validated using a leading industrial technology library. And for the first time, an asynchronous router is compared to a commercial energy-efficient synchronous NoC baseline in an advanced technology. Finally, we focus on a key component in an NoC – the arbiter. Arbiters are critical for NoC performance, and sometimes the bottleneck for the router as well as the entire network. The proposed efficient and scalable design can be directly applied in existing asynchronous networks, and promises its future use in opening up new NoC directions.

This introduction chapter first reviews the background for two different aspects – (i) the notion and potential benefits of asynchronous designs; and (ii) the concept of networks-on-chip and its advantage over traditional interconnects. It then highlights the contributions and organization of the thesis.

1.1 Asynchronous Design: an Alternative Paradigm

The section starts with a discussion of trends and challenges with traditional synchronous approaches. Then, the notion of asynchronous design, along with its advantages and challenges, is introduced. Finally, we present an overview of recent advances in the asynchronous world.

1.1.1 Trends and Challenges in Synchronous Design

Synchronous design, as shown in Fig. 1.1, is the most commonly-used style in digital systems. The system contains a collection of functional components which communicate using a global clock. The components only exchange information at clock ticks: computations are complete and new data must be ready before the arrival of the next clock tick.

The key benefit of a centralized clock is that it provides the designer with a discrete-time representation of the system, which enables a firm understanding of time within the design. Specification, implementation and verification are greatly simplified when the outputs only matter at the end of every cycle. However, as the complexity of an individual chip increases, the large-scale and high-density digital systems are posing significant challenges to the existing paradigm for globally synchronous design.
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**Figure 1.1: A synchronous system**

*Clock distribution and clock power dissipation.* As chips grow in complexity, the task of distributing a single clock across an entire chip becomes harder. The global clock now must reach a greater number of components, and physical design challenges become severe. Also, as the target clock rate increases, the tolerable margin for clock skew decreases. On the other hand, about 1/4 to 1/3 of a synchronous chip’s power may be burned by the clock distribution itself \[207, 210\]. Power consumption is now typically the key limitation for a system to achieve high operation speed, as well as to prolong battery lifetimes in portable devices.

**Worst-case performance.** In a synchronous design, all components operate at the same pace, and the clock rate is typically limited by the slowest component. Also, synchronous designs cannot easily exploit variable data-dependent completion times, thereby being bound to worst-case performance.

**Design reuse and scalability.** The synchronous approach becomes more difficult for design reuse. Each component in a new product may need re-design if the new product imposes a different clock rate from the old generation. However, as the system scales, there is a trend towards greater modularity and reusability of hardware components. Design reuse is becoming critical to keep a reasonable design cycle.

**Interfacing with arbitrary environments.** Frequently, a system environment is asynchronous. The external devices such as memories and other peripheral equipment run at different speeds. Synchronous designs need synchronizers to be added on the boundary of two clock domains, and therefore extra performance, area and power overhead are required.
1.1.2 Introduction to Asynchronous Design: Advantages and Challenges

In order to resolve the challenges faced by conventional synchronous designs, an alternative approach, named asynchronous or clockless design, has been targeted. A simplified model of an asynchronous system is illustrated in Fig. 1.2, which has no global clock. Components communicate through local handshaking channels, and can operate at different speeds.

While asynchronous design directly addresses the current challenges within the conventional clocked design and offers fundamental benefits, it still has not been fully accepted by mainstream industry due to its own unique challenges.

Several key advantages of asynchronous approach are first presented:

**Lower power.** Asynchronous circuits may save power consumption in terms of two aspects. First, the clock distribution circuitry is entirely eliminated as the global clock is no longer needed. Second, asynchronous components are only activated and consume power when stimulated by the arrival of new inputs. In contrast, synchronous designs have switching activity throughout the entire chip on every clock cycle, even when part of the design is idle and does no useful work. Although modern synchronous designs are able to selectively shut down the clock for inactive modules using clock-gating techniques, they are only partially effective and require extra overhead and design efforts. In particular, coarse-grain clock-gating can only turn on or shut down the entire clock network. The approach is not so useful when there are activities in only a portion of the circuits controlled by a single clock tree [23]. On the other hand, modern fine-grain clock-gating can selectively en-
able or disable individual flip-flops. However, as the clock-gating controls are added close to the leaves of the clock distribution tree, the technique largely does not yield power saving on the clock network. Also, extra control logic at leaves can pose additional challenges in clock tree balancing and physical layout [23, 101]. For asynchronous design, however, these power benefits are obtained automatically [229, 230], since inactive components do not consume any dynamic power.

**Higher performance.** Asynchronous systems can potentially obtain better performance than synchronous counterparts because they are not limited to worst-case timing assumptions. Components notify their environment when the operation is completed through local handshaking communication. Several early asynchronous designs take advantage of average-case performance, including speculative completion for high-performance dynamic adders [168], and an asynchronous implementation of the IA32 instruction-length decoder in Intel’s RAPPID project [212]. Recently, average-case performance was also explored in NoC applications. In asynchronous NoC’s, while the header flit needs to set up the path for the entire packet and incurs longer delay, the body and tail flits are processed much faster [80, 82, 97]. The overall performance can be determined by a combination of header, body and tail flits. In contrast, in synchronous NoC’s, every flit typically advances at the same pace, which can limit performance.

**Better scalability and modularity.** Asynchronous components are self-contained. Smaller modules can be simply aggregated to build complex large systems. Also, asynchronous components can be modularly replaced without having impact to the correctness of the entire system. The ease of large-scale system integration was already shown in several recent industrial examples (STMicroelectronics’ P2012 [17], IBM’s TrueNorth [144] and the SpiNNaker neuromorphic chips [74, 76]), all of which used asynchronous or globally-asynchronous and locally-synchronous (GALS) approaches. In contrast, any small changes in a synchronous system can lead to a potential re-work for clock distribution [229].

**Lower electromagnetic interference (EMI) and robustness.** A synchronous design generates noise on its power-supply lines and emits electromagnetic radiation at the clock frequency and its higher harmonics. In digital-analog mixed-signal designs, these electromagnetic emissions can cause analog receivers to malfunction. Solutions such as shielding are costly. Asynchronous circuits, in contrast, have much smoother radiation spectra, and also much lower radiation power, thereby making them more compatible with sensitive analog circuitry [75]. A
good examples is the asynchronous 80C51 microcontroller fabricated by Philips Semiconductors. The chip was able to achieve lower EMI noise emissions so that the microcontroller could operate harmoniously with the radio-frequency (RF) data link, without the use of shielding [166, 230]. An enhanced version of the asynchronous microcontroller (SmartMX) is now used in more than 75 countries, for biometric passports and IDs [166]. In fact, asynchronous designs are overall more robustness to voltage, temperature and process variation. The approach has also been explored to handle extreme environments, such as for space missions [198].

While asynchronous approach exhibits large attractions due to the above advantages, the design style is not widely used because it has more challenging design requirements. A few of these challenges are now presented:

**Hazard-free design requirements.** Hazards are usually not a problem for clocked designs, as long as signals are stabilized before the arrival of each clock tick. On the other hand, in asynchronous style designs, every transition on certain critical wires can potentially matter. The fundamental challenge of asynchronous design is to develop optimization techniques at each level of the classic synthesis flow, from logic optimization to technology mapping, which simultaneously guarantee hazard-freedom [167].

**Testability.** The state of an synchronous system is typically determined after each clock cycle. Most testing is done through a 'single-stepped' approach: the design is paused every cycle, and the internal states of the circuits are extracted and compared with the expected results. In contrast, asynchronous systems cannot be easily slowed down or paused, because of the lack of a centralized control that clocking can provide. Also, an asynchronous operation or communication can complete for an arbitrary long time, instead of a given number of cycles. This non-determinism adds testing complexity. In addition, hazard-free requirements pose a special challenge to testability. The testing tools need to ensure the absence of hazards, besides the functional correctness. Finally, asynchronous designs use distinct storage elements from synchronous circuits and require different testing approaches. Many asynchronous datapath use level-sensitive latches for storage instead of edge-triggered flip-flops; asynchronous controllers typically store state on combinational feedback wires rather than using flip-flops [167].

**Computer-aided design’ (CAD) tools.** Automated CAD tools are important for the design, optimization and verification of large digital systems. Without having proper CAD tools, it is ex-
tremely difficult to obtain a good and correct design within a given time period. It is always chal-
lenging to develop asynchronous CAD tools which resolve the balance between two completing
needs: (i) to provide compatibility with existing synchronous languages and CAD tool flows, and
(ii) to design specification languages that best capture the fine-grain concurrency, distributed syn-
chronization, and underlying clockless paradigm of asynchronous systems [167]. Also, at current
standing, although automated CAD flows have been developed and used at several companies [13,
65, 227], these custom in-house tools are specialized for particular design styles, and are not gener-
ally available to other researchers and designers.

1.1.3 Asynchronous Design: Overview of Recent Success

Asynchronous design is not new [166]. The early years, from the 1950’s to the early 1970’s, in-
cluded the development of classical theory (Huffman [223], Unger [223], McCluskey, Muller [155]),
as well as use of asynchronous design in a number of leading commercial processors (Iliac II, At-
las, MU-5) and graphic systems (LDS-1). The middle years, from the mid 1970’s to early 1980’s,
were largely an era of reduced activity, due to the advent of the synchronous VLSI era. The mid
1980’s to late 1990’s, represented a revival of asynchronous design, with the beginning of mod-
ern methodologies for asynchronous controllers [14, 43, 70, 163, 220], pipelines [72, 129, 169,
165, 244], initial CAD tools, initial commercial low-power consumer products (Philips Semicon-
donductors [231]) and high-performance interconnection networks (Myricom). The modern era, start-
ing from the early 2000’s, includes a surge of activity, with modernization of design approaches,
CAD tools and optimization techniques, migration into on-chip interconnection networks (Plat-
form 2012 from STMicroelectronics [17]), several industrial update update at leading companies
(IBM’s FIR Filter [205], Intel’s RAPPID project [212]) as well as startups (Achronix [217], Ful-
crum [55]), and applications to emerging technologies (sub-/near-threshold circuits [135], sensor
networks [66], energy harvesting [40], CT-DSP [36, 37, 38, 234, 235], neuromorphic computers [74,
144]).

In this sub-section, we will not fully cover all the activities in the entire history. Instead, a set of
interesting and recent topics are selected and presented.

Asynchronous synthesis and optimization problems have been systematically addressed. In
terms of logic synthesis, hazard-free logic minimization techniques were proposed for both two-
level [71, 163] and multi-level optimizations [123, 164]. Two alternative widely-used approaches for the specification and synthesis of hazard-free asynchronous controllers, burst-mode [162] and Petri-net based [44], were also proposed. In addition, an alternative approach, called NULL Convention Logic (NCL) was introduced by Karl Fant, targeted for the unified synthesis of both control and datapath [132]. For high-level synthesis, in an early asynchronous approach called ACK [102], systems are specified at a procedural level using VHDL with an add-on package of asynchronous channel abstractions, and the compiler maps the system to distributed asynchronous control and datapath. Resource sharing [7, 91] and scheduling [92] problems were also targeted.

A number of asynchronous specification languages and tool flows have also been implemented, including the influential Caltech Synthesis Method from Alain Martin’s group [139], Philips’ Tangram Compiler [225], along with its variant, Haste, and another enhanced public-domain version Balsa [12], NCL-based approaches [132, 152, 187], and synthesis tools which target optimizing pipelined systems [13, 45, 83] (including Proteus [13], which was developed at Fulcrum Microsystems).

Testing of asynchronous circuits provides both challenges and opportunities which are distinct from the testing of clocked circuits [166]. An advantage of some asynchronous circuits is that they exhibit the useful property of self-checking, entering a deadlock state when subjected to certain stuck-at faults. Fault diagnosis can take advantage of this additional failure mode [53, 176]. Also, full-scan approaches were proposed for Sutherland’s micropipelines, in which the pipeline latches and their controllers were modified to introduce a clocked scan mode of operation [113, 173]. A similar full-scan approach was commercially used at Philips Semiconductors and was integrated into their Tangram design flow. In addition, as the overhead can be unacceptably high when fine-grained high-speed pipelines are used, several partial-scan [118] or non-scan [199] approaches were also developed. Finally, a novel approach to testing delay faults – in particular, timing constraint violations – in asynchronous pipelines has also been proposed [81].

A number of asynchronous processors have been built throughout the history of asynchronous design. Several leading processors from the 1950’s to 1970’s used asynchronous circuits extensively, including ILLIAC I/II (University of Illinois), the Atlas and MU-5 (University of Manchester), the DDM-1 dataflow machine (AI Davis/Burroughs) [56], and the designs from the seminal Macromodules project [41]. The first modern single-chip asynchronous microprocessor was de-
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communication channels: asynchronous

Processing nodes: synchronous with wrappers

Figure 1.3: A GALS system

designed by Martin’s group at Caltech in 1988 [142]. The 16-bit RISC processor was developed as a proof-of-concept to demonstrate the CHP complication approach, and the speed and robustness of QDI circuits. Another influential processor was the Amulet 1, which was developed in 1993 by Furber’s group, as an asynchronous ARM using micropipelines. These two projects set a foundation for two decades of technical advances in all aspects of architecture, including pipeline circuits, cache and memory design, speculation, exception handling, and on-chip networks [166]. These first forays were quickly followed by more advanced designs, such as TITAC-1/2 [215], Amulet2e, Amulet3i [78], MiniMIPS [142]. Other important milestones, using novel architectures include the counterflow pipeline processor at Sun Microsystems Laboratories [209], an out-of-order architecture featuring precise exceptions at University of Utah [188], a super-pipelined multimedia processor at Sharp [219] and a low-power sensor-network processor from Cornell [66].

An alternative of constructing fully-asynchronous systems is called a globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous (GALS) approach, which was also first proposed in this period [34, 193]. In a GALS system, synchronous components, such as computational cores, memories and I/O units, are integrated through asynchronous communication. The communication fabric can be either distributed asynchronous channels, as an example shown in Fig. 1.3, or a centralized communication network. The latter structure effectively uses an asynchronous network-on-chip, which will be the core of the thesis and introduced in Section 1.2. GALS approach allows design reuse of synchronous functional blocks, and combines them with flexible asynchronous interconnect. The elimination of
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global clocking provides a highly-scalable, low-power and robust mechanism for assembling complex systems [120, 166, 216].

Commercial applications and industrial experiments. Asynchronous techniques has been successfully migrated into commercial products by leading companies. Also, a number of industrial researches have shown the success of asynchronous design, though they are not translated to actual products.

At IBM research, a project was undertaken jointly with Columbia University to design a mixed synchronous-asynchronous implementation of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter in 2000 [205]. The development was used for real channels of modern disk drives. The implementation exhibits 50\% of reduction in worst-case latency and 15\% higher throughput over IBM’s leading commercial clocked version in the same technology.

Intel led an experimental project, called RAPPID, in the mid 1990’s, in which an asynchronous implementation of the IA32 instruction-length decoder was designed and fabricated [212]. The design significantly outperforms their commercial synchronous version: 3 times higher throughput, half the latency and half the power consumption with similar area cost.

In the late 1990’s through early 2000’s, Philips Semiconductors (now NXP) achieved much commercial success with its asynchronous 80C51 microcontroller [231]. The design exploited the advantage of asynchrony, and achieves 3-4× lower power than their synchronous version. In addition, it shows much lower electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise emission, so that the controller could operate along with the RF data link, with no use of shielding. The design was integrated into a wide range of consumer electronics, such as pagers, cell phones, smart cards and digital IDs, etc. [70, 163, 231]. More than 700 million copies were sold during that period.

Achronix Semiconductor, another example of asynchronous commercialization, invented the Speedster 22i family of FPGAs in the mid 2000’s [217]. These high-performance FPGA chips were claimed to be the fastest FPGA’s at release, which could operate at 1.5 GHz under 22nm technology. The design applies asynchronous fine-grain bit-level pipelines, which is the key to achieve fast operation.

Asynchronous design has also been used as a foundation for large-scale inter-processor communication, including the Torus routing chip [48], FLEETzero at Sun Microsystems Laboratories [42] and the terabit-rate commercial crossbar switches of Intel/Fulcrum [55]. Also, several recent neu-
romorphic processors – IBM’s TrueNorth [144] and SpiNNaker [74], etc. – all of which use fully-asynchronous interconnection networks to integrate massively-parallel architectures with thousands of processing elements. (Detailed descriptions for some of these asynchronous NoC-based designs are presented in Section 1.2.4.)

Other emerging areas. One of the intriguing directions is the development of continuous-time digital signal processing (CT-DSP) processors [166], where input samples are generated depending on the actual rate of change of the input’s waveform. The first general-purpose continuous-time DSP was proposed by Vezyrtzis et al. [235]. Unlike synchronous DSPs, it maintains its frequency response intact over varying sample rates and can support multiple input formats without any internal mode change. Also, the approach eliminates all aliasing, and demonstrates a signal-to-error ratio for certain inputs which exceeds that of clocked systems.

Asynchronous designs are also explored to handle extreme environments, such as for space missions. An asynchronous 8-bit data transfer system is designed using NCL and the high-temperature SOI (HTSOI) process. The processor is proved to be fully operational over a 400 °C temperature range (from -175 °C to +225 °C), with good resilience to single event transients (SET’s) [198].

1.2 Networks-on-Chip Introduction

Networks-on-chip is the other theme of the thesis. The concept was invented around 2000 [18, 49, 94], with several concrete NoC examples proposed around the same year [90, 238].

Nowadays, on-chip communication technology has become the limiting factor to achieve high performance and low power consumption for the digital systems, and needs to be considered as a first-class issue [18]. The reason is two-fold. First, modern chips can simply consist of tens or hundreds of computational cores built with billions of transistors, divided into multiple timing domains [207]. Success will rely on not only providing correct functional blocks, but also reliable operation of the interaction between these components. Second, whereas computational units, storage arrays and other functional blocks greatly benefit from transistor scaling, the delay and energy consumption for global communication does not scale down [95, 214].

Networks-on-chip borrow ideas from general computer networks, and provide structural communication infrastructures [18, 46, 138]. Much of the progress in this field is stimulated by the de-
signer’s ability to complete large-scale digital system designs under strong time-to-market pressure in a cost-effective way [18]. Since NoC’s separate the communication fabric from the computational units, which addresses the need of design modularity and allows computational modules to be designed in a plug-and-play fashion, the designers thus does not need to focus on the communication technology. The notion of a network-on-chip provides integrated solutions to a wide range of design problems, including high-performance computation, telecommunications, multimedia, and consumer electronics domains.

1.2.1 Conventional On-Chip Interconnects

Before the notion of NoC’s was introduced, bus-based and point-to-point (P2P) interconnections, illustrated in Fig. 1.4, were widely used for on-chip communication. However, these traditional communication schemes have major limitations in scalability, and are no longer suitable for many modern digital systems.

In a shared bus structure, shown in Fig. 1.4(a), a centralized bus is used, and all functional blocks are attached to the bus. A transmission begins with a request to obtain the permission for utilizing the bus. After the use of bus is arbitrated and granted, data is transferred. Other transmissions are blocked until the current transmission is completed, and the bus is released.

Bus-based architectures are straightforward and simple to construct, but not scalable in terms of performance and power consumption for modern large-scale systems. First, the structure has
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Figure 1.5: NoC examples: (a) A regular 2D-mesh NoC for a chip multiprocessor; (b) An irregular network for a multimedia SoC

almost no capability for parallel data transmission, which leads to unacceptable performance degradation as well as an extremely low efficiency for the use of the communication fabric. Also, since each transmission is effectively a broadcast on the bus and to all units, a large amount of power is consumed and wasted when the number of terminals increases.

Another conventional interconnect is point-to-point (P2P) architecture, shown in Fig. 1.4(b). A dedicated channel is added for each pair of functional units, wherever needed. While the structure usually has high performance, the number of channel links grows quadratically with the number of functional blocks, and becomes unacceptable for large networks. Also, the routing of the channel wires becomes extremely difficult when the system scales.

1.2.2 Network-on-Chip: Potential Benefits

Networks-on-chip, which borrow ideas from general computing networks, use separate infrastructure for on-chip communication between functional blocks [18, 46, 138]. However, they differ from general wide area networks in their smaller scale, and higher performance, as well as quite different chip-level cost metrics [18]. Fig. 1.5 shows two NoC examples. They belong to two different categories. The network on the left uses a regular mesh-based topology, in or-
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der to connect a group of homogeneous functional units; On the other hand, the network on the right is an irregular NoC used in a multimedia system to connect heterogeneous IP blocks [21, 182].

A network-on-chip is composed of nodes and channels. Nodes, as shown in Fig. 1.5, are also called routers, which are used to direct the traffic in the network. Channels, also called links, connect the nodes. Data are transmitted between nodes through a channel, using a communication protocol. During a full transmission, the source functional block first communicates the attached router to initiate the data transmission. The data is then packetized by the source router and injected into the network. Then, packets are sent from a router to the next router, through a particular route in the network, until they arrive at the destination. Finally, packets are decoded and the data is sent to the receiver terminal.

Networks-on-chip have many benefits and provide a promising solution for modern digital system design. Several key advantages of NoC’s are the following:

**Improved scalability.** While conventional interconnects will suffer unacceptable performance degradation and area/energy inefficiency with the increasing number of functional blocks they connect, networks-on-chip can easily scale to connect a large number of homogeneous or heterogeneous components, because NoC’s are largely built in a structured manner. When the size of a system increases, NoC’s are able to maintain stable performance with only moderate increases in area and power cost for the communication fabric.

**Better performance and energy efficiency.** The two conventional interconnect structures represent two extremes – a system bus is a fully shared infrastructure for all terminal blocks, while P2P channels are fully-dedicated for each source-sink pair. A NoC structure, however, finds a sweet point between the two extremes. Unlike bus-based structures, NoC’s allow parallel data flows; on the other hand, unlike P2P interconnects, NoC’s share resources between multiple transmissions. Therefore, networks-on-chip provide relatively high performance with small to moderate area and power cost – a much better performance and energy efficiency than traditional interconnects.

**Design reuse.** Since NoC’s entirely separate communication infrastructure from computational units, the processing elements can be verified and optimized individually and employed in different platforms by means of a plug-and-play design style [21]. The use of pre-verified design blocks largely increases productivity, and time-to-market therefore can be kept as low as possible.
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*Design flexibility.* As shown in Fig. 1.5, NoC-based systems provide the designer with a degree of freedom to instantiate different structures, and therefore are suitable for a wide range of digital designs. Networks can be tuned to have different topologies and routing strategies to accommodate different applications. To support this flexibility, many NoC design automation techniques have been developed, where routers and links are synthesized and connected together in an automated design flow. Design flexibility and network reconfigurability will be the key in providing plug-and-play component use.

1.2.3 Why the Asynchronous Paradigm Fits NoC Architecture

Many networks-on-chip are built using synchronous techniques, which are divided into two major categories: (i) fully synchronous NoC’s and (ii) multi-synchronous NoC’s. However, these synchronous NoC’s are facing unprecedented performance bottleneck and design challenges.

A fully synchronous NoC has a single clock distributed across the entire communication network, which may run at a different clock rate from the functional IP blocks. It is a simple solution but somewhat a compromise to support a system with multiple clock domains. As the network needs to span across the chip, clock distribution is still very challenging. According to recent research, these NoC’s consume up to 30% of the chip’s power budget due to clock distribution, otherwise complex clock-gating techniques have to be applied [171]. Also, the NoC cannot run at a very high speed, usually 2-3× slower than the functional IP blocks because of the power budget. The speed constraints considerably limit the performance of the communication and the NoC may become the bottleneck of the entire system.

A multi-synchronous NoC uses a different approach. Each router uses the same clock as the terminal block it attaches to, or a dedicated and possibly faster clock [197]. Each router therefore belongs to a different timing domain and typically runs at different speeds. Data transmissions, therefore, require clock-domain crossing (CDC) at each hop, resulting in a significant performance degradation. The approach is limited to systems with small to medium sizes, otherwise the clock frequencies of the neighboring routers are forced to have close relationships.\(^1\)

\(^1\)Typically, a mesochronous approach is used. Neighboring routers run at the same frequency with undefined phase skews. CDC’s between mesochronous blocks are much simpler, which can achieve much lower latency than that between two heterogeneous asynchronous blocks.
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In order to overcome the limitations of the above synchronous techniques, an alternative approach is proposed: an asynchronous NoC is used to connect the synchronous components. The asynchronous paradigm is actually a natural match for NoC structures. Asynchronous interconnect eliminates the need for global clock management across a large network, while the synchronization is limited at only the source and the sink node. Effectively, the sync-to-async synchronization at the source node is trivial, since asynchronous NoC’s can accept data at any time. Therefore, the async-to-sync synchronization at the destination node is the only complication. In fact, the asynchronous network, together with the synchronous functional blocks form an example of globally-asynchronous locally-synchronous (GALS) system [120, 216]. The entire communication network in a GALS system is asynchronous, and conversions to and from synchronous occurs only at the destination and source nodes.

Overall, the asynchronous NoC area is a promising arena where the integrative benefits of asynchronous design are making important inroads. This area is the focus of the thesis.

1.2.4 Synchronous and Asynchronous NoC’s: Recent Advances and Future Trends

Since the invention of the concept of network-on-chip, significant progress has been made for both synchronous and asynchronous NoC’s. Networks-on-chip have been incorporated in a number of academic and experimental design projects, as well as commercial applications.

Synchronous NoC Overview

Synchronous NoC’s are still the mainstream design approach for on-chip communication. A large number of NoC designs have been proposed and a number of them have been fabricated [191]. These designs cover a wide range of topologies, including mesh [87, 98, 127, 146], ring [111], and tree structures [90, 115]. Different flow-control mechanisms, including circuit- [87, 111, 127] or packet-switching [87, 90, 98, 111, 146, 211], and different routing algorithms, from deterministic [98, 111, 127, 211] to adaptive routing [90, 98, 146], have been explored and applied. Also, several NoC’s support guaranteed service (GS) and multiple service levels [87, 111, 127, 146], while others propose advanced power management techniques [28, 30, 54, 186].

Design flexibility and network reconfigurability are the key to provide plug-and-play component use. Network libraries are created to include all network components, such as routers and
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channels. After designers describe communication requirements and constraints at high level of abstraction, the most suitable network-on-chip will be synthesized, which assembles proper library components [177, 190, 192, 211].

Network simulators are used to estimate and evaluate NoC performance and power consumption without having a concrete gate-level design. These auxiliary tools are important for NoC structural decisions at an early stage of the design flow, in order to minimize the design cost and the design cycle. Also, they are used for a more accurate NoC evaluation at mid- to late-stages. NoC simulators are not only proposed for conventional synchronous designs [3, 110, 237], but also for NoC’s with extended wireless channels [33].

As size, complexity and integration density are making NoC’s increasingly vulnerable, fault tolerance is another important topic [184]. Solutions for building reliable NoC’s are provided at different levels. First, at a higher level, hardware redundancy can be provided. A backup spare copy can replace the original piece of hardware when a hardware failure is detected. At the level of network routing, adaptive routing allows data to be routed around the router with failure [181]; stochastic communication, on the other hand, transmits multiple copies of data and hopes at least one of them will be received [178]. Finally, at a lower level, error detection/correction coding schemes are used to detect or correct errors in each packet transmission [22].

Effectively, as of today, virtually all large-scale multicore processor chips are designed with NoC’s [145]. As an early example, IBM’s CELL multiprocessor used a ring structure to connect a main processor (PPE) and eight coprocessors (SPEs) [117]. The ring structure was recently extended and used in their POWER series multi-threaded chips [207]. On the other hand, 2D-mesh networks are also widely used for tile-based structures, such as in the TRIPS processor [88], as well as in Intel’s Polaris 80-core Teraflops processor [232].

Asynchronous NoC Overview

While synchronous NoC’s are powerful enough to support most of large-scale digital designs nowadays, asynchronous NoC’s are likely to become a more suitable approach for larger parallel systems in the near future.

There has been a surge of research on asynchronous interconnect, due to its potential merits over conventional synchronous networks. A number of asynchronous and GALS NoC designs have been
proposed in the past decade. They cover a wide range of research goals, forming a solid foundation of the asynchronous NoC field. Chain is an early approach, using delay-insensitive (DI) codes on the channel [8]. The interconnect mitigates crosstalk on the channel links, and was successfully applied to an ARM-based smart-card chip. Several designs to support QoS have been proposed [27, 62, 63, 189]. They combine guaranteed service (GS) with best effort (BE) traffic, and enable multiple service levels. Fine-grain power management through dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) has been proposed in a GALS NoC structure [16]. Reliability and fault tolerance was also targeted at the different network levels [99, 100]. Automated design flows are also being developed, leveraging commercial synchronous CAD tools, which use directives to meet asynchronous timing without introduction of control hazards [80, 147, 221]. A recent asynchronous NoC applies time-division-multiplexing (TDM), which traditionally requires a common time reference and was usually implemented synchronously [112]. The design also has interesting elastic timing properties that allow it to tolerate significant skew between network interfaces. Multicasting capability has also been addressed, which can support many emerging NoC technologies [24].

Performance and power benefits. Performance and power benefits of asynchronous NoC’s over their synchronous counterparts have been demonstrated in both high-performance shared-memory chip multiprocessors [97] and Ethernet switch chips [133].

As a recent example, STMicroelectronics’ Platform 2012 (P2012) included a fully-asynchronous network-on-chip [17], implementing an advanced highly-customizable accelerator-based GALS system. The asynchronous NoC is the key to facilitate its fine-grain power, reliability and variability management. The first prototype chip integrates 4 clusters, each with 16 synchronous processors, and delivered 80 GOPS performance with only 2W power consumption. Its performance efficiency, i.e. performance per unit area and unit power, is much better than several recent Quadro and Nvidia commercial GPU’s.

Another example is a recent hybrid packet/circuit-switched NoC from Intel Lab [35]. The NoC can operate in two modes: a normal synchronous packet-switched mode and a fast ‘source-synchronous’ circuit-switched mode. The latter mode is effectively implemented by asynchronous operations. The chip was fabricated using advanced 22 nm tri-gate CMOS technology. The ‘source-synchronous’ mode (which is actually a fully-asynchronous mode) shows a $2.7 \times$ increase in throughput and a 93% reduction in end-to-end latency, compared to its normal synchronous mode.
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The performance and power benefits of asynchronous NoC’s will be again demonstrated in this thesis, through a head-to-head comparison between an asynchronous router vs. a synchronous commercial counterpart in advanced technology (see Chapter 6).

Neuromorphic computers. An interesting emerging domain where asynchronous and GALS NoC’s play an important role, is in building neuromorphic chips [166]. These brain-inspired architectures involve billions of computational units, and each has closely-coupled local memory. In a neuromorphic system, neurons (or clusters of neurons) are mapped to processing elements or cores, and synapses are mapped to communication channels. The communication is event-driven and high-fanout. An asynchronous NoC architecture, therefore, is a natural fit for neuromorphic computing, with its scalability, ease-of-integration and distributed communication.

As a recent example, IBM’s TrueNorth is a 5.4-billion transistor neuromorphic chip, the largest chip when it appeared [5, 144]. The chip uses a GALS architecture: the design integrates 4096 synchronous neurosynaptic cores, modeling 1 million neurons and 256 million synapses; the cores are then integrated by fully-asynchronous on-chip communication. The power consumption of the chip is extremely low: only 63 milliwatts when processing a 400x240 video input at 30 frames/second.

Another example for neuromorphic computer is SpiNNaker – Spiking Neural Network Architecture [74, 76]. The chip consists of up to 1 million ARM9 cores with 7T bytes RAM, which is also GALS. The cores and memories are synchronous components, connected by an asynchronous communication fabric. The computer shows comparable performance to modern PCs in several applications with ultra-low energy consumption.

Commercial applications. Asynchronous NoC’s have already been applied to commercial products. One example is Intel’s recent FM5000/6000 series Ethernet switch chips, which are based on its acquisition of the asynchronous startup Fulcrum Microsystems in 2011 [55]. The products support industry-leading 40 gigabit Ethernet, include a fully-asynchronous high-speed crossbar switch that provides a maximum of 640 Gbps bandwidth, 400 ns cut-through latency and high energy efficiency.

Future Directions

Higher-dimension chips. One of trends for NoC structure is the growth from 2D topologies to 2.5D and 3D [1, 61, 174]. A 3D chip is a stack of multiple device layers with direct vertical interconnects tunneling between layers [51, 154]. Compared to conventional 2D networks, stacked
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3D interconnects have a lower network diameter,\footnote{The network’s diameter is the maximum number of hops that data can be transmitted.} resulting in potentially higher performance. So far, recent research in this area also has shown that 3D networks can achieve higher packing density, reduce the total wiring cost, and are more immune to noise [50, 109, 174, 222, 236]. The 3D structure, therefore, becomes a promising architecture for future many-core parallel systems.

**Photonic networks-on-chip.** On-chip photonics have been proposed as radical low-power and low-latency alternatives to the conventional wire-based NoC’s. Fundamentally, optical techniques allow concurrent multiplexing of the channel links. Multiple data streams using different wavelengths can transmit data simultaneously on a single link, called a waveguide [20, 137, 195]. The wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) technique effectively enables ideally an all-to-all P2P interconnect topology without large overhead which is usually associated with wired NoC’s. In photonic NoC’s, transmission does not need to wait for arbitration to access network resources. Additionally, the communication is completed at the speed of light. However, many challenges, such as manufacturing cost and yield, temperature sensitivity of photonic devices, design complexity and testing issues, need to be overcome before silicon-photonic integration can be widely used [20].

**Wireless networks-on-chip.** Wireless communication channels can be added on top of a conventional wired network to create low-latency and high-throughput single-hop communication between two nodes that are physically far apart [60, 158]. By adding these virtual long links, the average hop between two routers is considerably reduced, resulting in potentially much higher performance. While millimeter-wave antennas can be manufactured using current manufacturing techniques, several challenges, such as transceiver design issues and robustness of noisy wireless channels, still need to be resolved before wireless interconnect technologies can be widely adopted [60, 158].

**New applications: artificial intelligence and autonomous driving.** Networks-on-chip also have shown importance roles in emerging applications, such as AI and autopilot. AI processors typically require massively parallel computing and include high-performance accelerators, while self-driving applications must satisfy various timing constraints (e.g. for emergency braking control). NoC’s are considered to be the best solution because of their flexibility to achieve high performance and accommodate various constraints.

A number of AI processors have been proposed in the past few years since significant research
progress has been made in AI field recently [39, 114, 116]. All of them include an array of processors and accelerators connected through a NoC. On the other hand, Mobileye (acquired by Intel) and NVIDIA recently announced their autopilot platforms, both of which are also NoC-based systems [6, 124, 145].

1.3 Research Focus

The thesis aims to significantly advance the state-of-art and prove the viability of asynchronous and GALS networks-on-chip, for the use of high-performance and low-energy systems. The contributions are instantiated in three different directions.

First, practical acceleration techniques are proposed to focus on optimizing the system latency, while the throughput is still largely maintained or even improved, in order to break through the latency bottleneck in the memory interfaces of many on-chip parallel processors. While these novel acceleration technologies lift the network performance considerably, the designs are very cost efficient in terms of both area and power.

Second, an advanced high-performance and low-power asynchronous router is instantiated and validated using a leading industrial technology library. And for the first time, we compare an asynchronous router design to a commercial energy-efficient synchronous NoC baseline in an advanced technology. In addition, a semi-automated flow was used to develop the router design. The work was completed in AMD Research, which shows great interest for further research and investments in this area.

Finally, a high-performance multi-resource asynchronous arbiter design is developed. This small but important component can be directly used in existing asynchronous NoC’s for performance optimization. In addition, the well-structured stand-alone design promises its future use in opening up new NoC directions.

This section only focuses on the first contribution, presenting the challenges and goals of network latency acceleration. All the three contributions will be presented in details later in Section 1.4.

1.3.1 An Overview of NoC Acceleration

Network performance is drawing an increasing attention for recent NoC designs. Both latency and throughput are primary metrics for performance evaluation. For on-chip multiprocessors, other
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high-performance parallel computing systems, and applications with hard real time constraints, network latency is often more important. These networks typically have small to medium traffic load, with occasionally bursty traffic. On the other hand, throughput is critical for many GPU’s and multimedia-based systems – large amount of data needs to be transmitted at a stable speed.

In particular, system latency draws rising attentions for memory (or cache) interfaces for shared-memory parallel processors, and has been identified as a critical limitation \[89, 185\]. In practice, the communication network between cores and cache typically has light traffic, as low as only 5-10% of network saturation, and the key bottleneck is transport time.

Recently, for high-performance NoC’s, increasing interest has been raised in using transition-signaling (i.e. 2-phase) single-rail bundled data protocol on inter-router channel communication \[79, 80, 97, 165\]. (The detailed explanation of the protocol is presented in Section 2.1.) The transition-signaling only contains a single round-trip communication per data transaction, which can in principle double the channel throughput, compared to a 4-phase protocol. Simultaneously, the single-rail data encoding, compared to most delay insensitive codes, can significantly increase the coding efficiency, resulting in a much smaller area and a much better energy efficiency. It also allows design reuse of synchronous components in asynchronous implementation. Therefore, in this thesis, we select transition-signaling single-rail bundled data protocol for all the NoC designs.

1.3.2 Research Challenges for NoC Acceleration

There are two inevitable overheads when we use a network-on-chip: arbitration overhead and transmission overhead. The arbitration overhead is the time spent on resources acquisition, i.e. routers and channels, before they can be used for data transmission. The acquisition occurs with the arrival of the header flit, and the acquired resources are held for the rest of flits in the packet. The acquisition is usually completed on hop basis. Therefore, data needs to be stalled at each router on the transmission path, waits for resource allocation for the next hop, and cannot advance seamlessly. On the other hand, the transmission overhead is the actual time for advancing the data continuously through the routers and links along the path, assuming no arbitration overhead. Transmission overhead always exists, unless each pair of source and sink is directly connected through a dedicated link.

It is always challenging to target both arbitration overhead and transmission overhead in a
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single NoC solution. A smaller arbitration overhead usually leads to a more intelligent NoC design, and a more complicated router, while a smaller transmission overhead is in favor of a simpler and faster router design. One of the key focus areas of this thesis is to address both of the above two overheads for network acceleration, and optimize the network latency.

1.3.3 Synchronous NoC Acceleration: Existing Approaches and Bottlenecks

A large amount of research has been pursued for synchronous NoC acceleration. The approaches largely fall into two categories: (i) router speed-up techniques [93, 156, 157, 172] and (ii) router bypassing techniques [122, 131, 150, 218]. While these techniques are efficient and have been widely used for many existing synchronous networks, each of them has its own shortcomings.

Router speed-up techniques only target the transmission overhead, while arbitration overhead is not touched at all. In these techniques, speculation is used to allow parallel operations, which belonged to two different pipeline stages and were only able to complete serially, to be performed in a single clock cycle. Therefore, the pipeline depth is decreased; the latency of data processing in the router is therefore reduced. (More details on synchronous router pipeline optimization are presented in Section 3.4.4.) Most fast router designs, however, result in a more complex router with moderate to large area and power overhead due to speculation. Also, the clock rate is slower, which partially cancels the benefit of having a shorter pipeline [156, 157, 172].

Router bypassing techniques provide additional dedicated high-speed routes which bypass intermediate routers, therefore resulting in significant performance improvements. Unlike router speed-up techniques, the approach decreases both arbitration overhead and transmission overhead. A bypassing route typically only eliminates arbitration for a short distance every time (e.g. 3-4 hops in [122]), and accelerates the transmission speed for the segment. Also, moderate to high hardware overhead is required to construct bypassing routes: additional VCs are used in [122, 131], while an extra circuit-switched network plane is added in [157, 172], which almost doubles the network area in the latter case. In addition, the non-bypass traffic will be slowed down, if it loses the arbitration to access the bypassing route, as well as due to a more sophisticated router design.

1.3.4 Asynchronous NoC Acceleration: A Missing Research Area

There has been only limited work for performance optimization of asynchronous NoC’s. Since resource arbitration and data transmission have to be carried out in continuous time without being
aligned to clock cycles, there is no easy way to extend a synchronous acceleration technique to asynchronous. Such extension, if possible, requires almost a complete re-design for network protocol, as well as for the router itself. Performance optimization for asynchronous NoC’s thus becomes an understudied area. One of the key targets for this thesis is to close this gap. We propose several novel high-performance asynchronous NoC designs, and open new research directions for the future.

1.4 Contribution of the Thesis

In sum, this thesis presents a set of design solutions for the advancement of asynchronous on-chip interconnection networks. The contributions are instantiated in three aspects, including: (i) latency acceleration techniques to break through the latency wall in many high-performance CMP’s; (ii) an industrial implementation of an advanced asynchronous router in a leading industrial library, and its comparison to a commercial synchronous router counterpart; and (iii) an asynchronous multi-resource arbiter design for direct use in existing asynchronous NoC’s or opening new NoC directions for the future.

These three contributions are presented below in detail:

- **Latency acceleration techniques for asynchronous NoC’s**

A novel asynchronous network protocol is proposed, along with concrete asynchronous network designs. We introduce a new concept: the use of a monitoring network. Monitoring networks are lightweight shadow networks used for fast-forwarding anticipated traffic information. The routers are notified with incoming traffic in the near future, and therefore allowed to initiate and perform arbitration and channel allocation in advance. While in a non-optimized network, each header packet has to request the arbiter and win the arbitration before it can be transmitted on the channel, the proposed solution entirely conceals the arbitration overhead. To support this approach, entirely new communication protocols and router node designs are proposed.

The new asynchronous NoC’s only have relatively small overhead. Although ‘early arbitration’ techniques have already been proposed in several synchronous designs [2, 119,
those solutions are inadequate: Most require major hardware resource allocation – multiple extra VCs, hybrid networks with additional network planes, or wide control or monitoring channels. In contrast, our proposed NoC’s only contain lightweight monitoring networks with small channel widths, without creating an extra network plane; nor extra VCs are needed. In addition, considerable and stable latency improvement are observed in all kinds of traffic patterns, with moderate throughput gains.

The technique is successfully applied to two topologies – a mesh-of-trees (MoT) variant structure and a 2D-mesh structure. They are two important and quite distinct design points, for different application domains. The MoT topology is largely used for memory interfaces of on-chip multiprocessors (CMP’s), to connect between cores and caches (L1, L2, or last-level caches). As these networks typically handle low to moderate traffic density, latency is the key of our focus, and throughput is only moderately important. On the other hand, 2D-mesh is heavily used in a wide range of different applications, from consumer electronics to high-performance parallel computers. Latency is important for all these domains, while throughput is also critical, since there are many applications (e.g. multimedia-based applications) that are throughput dominated. Our goal is therefore two-fold: optimization for latency while maintaining, or improving, throughput.

The ideas of the two NoC’s are quite similar, the ‘early arbitration’ protocols are, however, fundamentally different for the two topologies.

(i) Accelerated NoC for a mesh-of-trees (MoT) variant topology. In the MoT network, a coarse-grain monitoring synchronization protocol is used; All related routers on the paths are informed with the anticipated traffic information in rapid sequence. The protocol is simple and well suited for the topology, where the level of congestion and traffic interference is low.

(ii) Accelerated NoC for a 2D-mesh topology. On the other hand, in the 2D-mesh network, a finer-grain router-by-router early arbitration is forced. While the coarse-grain synchronization protocol is suitable for the MoT structure, it does not work well for 2D-mesh. This is because there are much more traffic interference in mesh-based topologies: pre-allocation of routers too early for one data stream can block other data streams from using this node for a large amount of time, resulting in an unacceptable performance degradation. Hence, more tightly-
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coupled synchronization of the monitoring token and the data flow is required.

• **An industrial instantiation for a high-performance and low-power asynchronous router**

The work presents a real industrial instantiation of an advanced high-performance and low-power asynchronous router in a leading commercial technology library. This work was carried out in collaboration with AMD Research. The proposed router integrates several advanced router design techniques, including a low-latency circular FIFO for buffer design, and a novel end-to-end credit-based virtual channel (VC) flow control. This asynchronous router is then validated and compared to an AMD commercial synchronous router using a realistic 14nm FinFET library. This is the first such comparison, to the best of our knowledge, for an asynchronous router vs. an industrial synchronous baseline using an advanced technology library. Unlike other baselines for research purposes, the synchronous design is used in recent high-end AMD processors and graphic products. The results are thus more persuasive and closer to the reality.

In addition, a semi-automated design flow is created for the asynchronous router design. In particular, industrial tools are used for place-and-route (P&R) and design validation. These tools leverage from a standard synchronous design flow and therefore open real future opportunities for industrial asynchronous NoC designs.

In summary, asynchronous NoC’s have been shown to be a very good solution for future industrial products. Also, AMD has shown interests for further research in this area.

• **A pipelined high-throughput asynchronous multi-resource arbiter**

Arbiter is critical for NoC performance, and sometimes the bottleneck for the router as well as the entire network. A new fine-grain pipelined asynchronous multi-resource arbiter is proposed. Multi-resource arbitration is used in existing asynchronous NoC’s for VC allocation. Also, it serves as a key component for a potential future NoC direction – spatial-division multiplexing (SDM) NoC’s. A SDM NoC divides inter-router links into identical sub-channels for concurrent data transmission. SDM technique is proved to be an alternative strategy to VCs for mitigating head-of-line blocking, in order for high network throughput.

The new arbiter design aims for high throughput while retains a low latency. The allocation of a resource to a client is divided into several steps. Multiple successive client-resource pairs
can be selected rapidly in sequence, and the completion of the assignments can overlap in parallel. Besides the NoC applications, it can also be treated as a great stand-alone design for future large-scale parallel systems.

The research for this dissertation led to a patent application [107], and to several publications [67, 104, 105, 106].

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapters 2 and 3 provide background for the thesis. Chapter 2 introduces basic concepts of asynchronous design, including different types of handshaking, data encoding schemes, special asynchronous components and several asynchronous pipelines. Chapter 3 covers fundamentals of networks-on-chip. This includes a variety of network topologies, routing and flow control methods, as well as typical synchronous router architectures and operations.

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 form the core of this thesis. Chapters 4 and 5 present a novel network protocol for end-to-end latency acceleration using monitoring techniques. This new protocol is applied to a Mesh-of-Trees variant topology [67] and the 2D-mesh network [105], respectively, in these two chapters. Chapter 6 presents a real industrial instantiation for a high-performance and low-power asynchronous NoC router, using a partial automated design flow [104, 107]. The router shows dominating results in all key metrics, compared to a leading commercial synchronous counterpart. This indicates that industry has shown strong interests in developing asynchronous NoC’s, and it is potentially a viable solution for future large-scale digital systems. In Chapter 7, a high-throughput asynchronous multi-resource arbiter is proposed [106], which optimizes a core component for existing and potentially future asynchronous NoC routers. It is also a good stand-alone design for future parallel systems.

Finally, concluding remarks and future research directions are presented in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2

Background: Asynchronous Design Basics

Since all the proposed networks-on-chip in the thesis are designed in asynchronous style, a review of basic background material for asynchronous designs is now given. For more details on asynchronous foundations, see [165, 166, 167].

The chapter begins with the two most fundamental decisions for asynchronous designs: the selection for the type of handshaking protocol between adjacent stages (Section 2.1) and the selection of the way that data is encoded (Section 2.2). Then, more advanced asynchronous background is introduced, including several special but widely-used asynchronous elements and components (Section 2.3), as well as asynchronous pipelines (Section 2.4). These are requirements for understanding the more technical sections later on.

2.1 Handshaking Protocols: Control Signaling

Components of asynchronous circuits communicate with each other based on local handshaking interfaces. A typical point-to-point communication is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The structure contains a sender, a receiver, and a handshaking channel. The channel typically has two control signals – a request (REQ) and an acknowledgment (ACK). The role of REQ is to indicate when the data is valid and ready to be sent by the sender, while ACK indicates when the receiver has successfully received the data and ready to accept another one. Alternatively, the REQ may indicate a request for data,
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Figure 2.1: An asynchronous point-to-point communication channel

![Asynchronous Communication Channel](image)

Figure 2.2: Asynchronous handshaking protocols:
(a) four-phase (RZ); (b) two-phase (NRZ)

and the ACK indicate a confirming response.

The two most common handshaking protocols are shown in Fig. 2.2: (i) a four-phase protocol (return-to-zero (RZ)), and (ii) a two-phase protocol (non-return-to-zero (NRZ)), also known as transition-signaling [25, 31, 159, 193, 213]. In a four-phase protocol, each transaction contains two round-trip communications between the sender and the receiver. In contrast, the two-phase protocol only uses a single round-trip communication per transaction.

Other communication protocols include pulse mode [179, 180] and single-track handshak-
These non-standard protocols attempt to combine the efficiency of two-phase signaling (i.e. no RZ phase) with the benefits of four-phase signaling (i.e. level-based implementation). However, they have complexities in timing requirements, implementation, and signal integrity, and are used in only a few applications, hence they are outside of the current research scope.

2.1.1 Four-Phase Protocol

A single transaction of a four-phase handshaking protocol is shown in Fig. 2.2(a). Both "REQ" and "ACK" are initially at zero. The protocol is composed of two operating phases (but four wire transitions): an evaluation phase and a reset phase, with two events in each. During the evaluation phase, the sender initiates the operation by asserting "REQ" high, indicating the data is ready; the receiver then asserts "ACK" high to the sender, indicating the data is received and no longer needed. Next, in the reset phase, the "REQ" and "ACK" are deasserted in turn.

In a four-phase protocol, the state of channel always returns to a unique value after each transaction, and therefore usually leads to a simpler hardware design. However, a major penalty of having a reset phase is a decreased throughput performance due to two communication round-trips per transaction.

2.1.2 Two-Phase Protocol

The two-phase handshaking protocol is illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b). Each transaction requires a single round-trip with only two events. The "REQ" first toggles to initiate the transaction; the "ACK" then toggles to indicate the data is received and completes the transaction. After each transaction, the signals do not necessarily return to zero. A two-phase handshaking protocol is also known as transition-signaling, because the actual value of the handshaking signals are not important. Instead, each transition event of the signals is important.

Since there is no reset phase, the two-phase protocol can obtain much higher throughput performance, and can be more favorable to high-performance systems. However, in practice, a number of asynchronous designs supporting a two-phase protocol have larger overhead in complexity and delay. In contrast, the proposed asynchronous NoC routers in this thesis are carefully engineered to be quite lightweight, based on Mousetrap pipelining (see below), and results confirm the benefits of this approach.
2.2 Data Encoding Schemes

After deciding a handshaking communication protocol, data needs to be added for most realistic transmissions. Because there is no synchronizing clock, and only ‘on-demand’ operation, data encodings are needed which can directly indicate the validity of new data. Data typically replaces the \textit{req} wire in the asynchronous channel. The two most commonly used data encoding schemes are (i) delay-insensitive (DI) codes and (ii) single-rail bundled data [57].

2.2.1 Delay-Insensitive Codes

Delay-insensitive data encoding allows data bits to be sent in any order, and can tolerate any skew of bit arrival during a data transmission [166, 167, 233].

Typically, four-phase communication protocol is used along with DI codes. Initially, all the data wires are initialized to zero, and during a transaction, a certain set of data bits will be asserted high in any order. After the entire codeword is received by the receiver, in turn, the \textit{ACK} is asserted high. Finally, all the data bits are reset low, followed by the \textit{ACK} going low [4].

DI codes have the following property. The receiver needs to identify a valid codeword without ambiguity, regardless of the transmission time and relative skew of the distinct bits. Therefore, every valid code in the codeword space cannot be a subset of any other codeword. (Such codes are also called ‘unordered codes’ in the fault-tolerant community.) Several examples of DI codes are introduced below.

**Dual-Rail Code**

A Dual-rail code encodes each bit with two wires, as shown in Fig. 2.3(a) [9, 57, 166, 233, 239]. The combinations 01 and 10 are used to communicate 0 and 1 value respectively. The value 00 is a spacer, indicating the absence of valid data. The value 11 is not used and is invalid in the protocol.

Dual-rail encoding is simple but expensive. 2n wires are needed to communicate an n-bit value, resulting in a severe reduction in coding efficiency. Nonetheless, dual-rail codes have been widely and effectively used in asynchronous digital systems, including some commercial ones [55, 144, 166, 167, 198, 217, 240].
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1-of-N and M-of-N Codes

Both 1-of-N and M-of-N codes are extensions of dual-rail codes. The 1-of-N code is also called one-hot code [136]. The code contains N data wires, and in each transmission, only one wire will be asserted. Therefore, N wires can encode N possible values. For large N, the 1-of-N code has an extremely low coding efficiency, while it is very simple to implement. Therefore, it can be used for small codeword spaces. However, 1-of-4 codes are widely used, with the same coding efficiency as dual-rail, but less switching activities. An M-of-N encoding scheme also represents each codeword using N wires. However, exactly M wires are asserted in each data transmission [73]. As a result, M-of-N codes have much improved coding efficiency, and have been used for several applications [74, 76]; however, the encoding and decoding logic can be quite complex.

Transition-Signaling DI codes

Conventionally, DI codes are typically combined with a four-phase RZ communication protocol. However, in principle, any DI code can also use a two-phase (NRZ) transition-signaling scheme. An assertion of ‘1’ on a wire in the four-phase protocol is replaced by a ‘toggle’ on the same wire.
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in the two-phase protocol. Transition-signaling DI codes inherit the pros and cons of two-phase communication. They halve the number of wire transitions on the channel and achieve higher throughput, compared to the corresponding four-phase DI codes. However, they may induce more complex hardware design.

Examples of transition-signaling DI codes are level-encoded dual-rail (LEDR) [58] and level-encoded transition-signaling (LETS) codes [143]. These codes combine the benefits of both four-phase and two-phase handshaking protocols. As in a four-phase protocol, data can be directly extracted from a subsection of codewords. On the other hand, as in a two-phase protocol, there is no RZ phase. Using LEDR as an example, it uses two wires to represent a single data bit. If the new data value is different from the previous one, the first wire toggles, otherwise the second wire toggles. Therefore, at any time, the actual data value is represented by the level of first wire. Also, the arrival of a new data is indicated by a transition on exactly one of the wires. Details of these codes are not presented, since they are beyond the current research scope.

2.2.2 Single-Rail Bundled Data

Another alternative encoding approach is single-rail bundled data, as shown in Fig. 2.3(b) [57, 165, 166, 167, 213]. The data channel uses a standard synchronous-style single-rail data encoding with an extra bundling request, which indicates the data is valid. Unlike DI codes, single-rail data encoding requires a simple one-sided timing constraint: the bundling request must arrive at the receiver after all data bits are stable and valid.

The bundled data scheme allows arbitrary glitches on data channel, as long as the data is stabilized before REQ is transmitted. Both four-phase [230] and two-phase [201, 204, 213] communication protocols are widely used to combine with single-rail data encoding. Using the two-phase operation as an example, a data transaction begins with changes on all data bits, if any. There is no particular transition order imposed on the data wires. Also, arbitrary glitches are allowed. After all data bits are stabilized, the REQ is toggled, indicating the data is valid. Then, the ACK toggles, indicating the data is received and completes the transaction.

There are several advantages for single-rail bundled data scheme. First, since arbitrary data glitches are allowed, the scheme facilitates simple reuse of synchronous functional blocks. Second, it provides a much better coding efficiency, compared to any widely-used DI codes. For example,
compared to dual-rail code, single-rail encoding only needs half number of wires to encode the same number of values. Finally, although a local one-sided timing constraint is forced with respect to the arrival time of bundling request for each stage, the stages can be highly unbalanced and optimized individually. This is unlike any synchronous clocked design.

In this thesis, we select single-rail bundled data encoding, combined with 2-phase (i.e. transition-signaling) protocol for all the NoC designs, in order to obtain high performance with low cost.

### 2.3 Special Asynchronous Elements and Components

Several special asynchronous components are introduced in this section. These elements are rarely used in synchronous designs, but widely-used in many asynchronous systems. They are preliminaries to understand the following research.

#### 2.3.1 C-Element and Asymmetric C-Element

A C-element, also called a Muller C-element [153, 155, 166, 167, 213], is a standard asynchronous state-holding component. The element produces a high value output when all its inputs are high, and a low value when all its inputs are low. If the inputs are not all high or all low, the C-element holds its output.

Fig. 2.4 shows the symbol of a 2-input C-element and two possible implementations. The design
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Figure 2.5: An example asymmetric C-element: (a) symbol; (b) implementation directly using transistors; (c) implementation using standard cells

Asymmetric C-elements (aC) are extended C-elements, which allow inputs to only affect transitions in one of the directions [15, 72]. Inputs of an aC are divided into three categories: (i) inputs that affect up-transition only, marked as ‘+’ symbol; (ii) inputs that affect down-transition only, marked as ‘-’ symbol; (iii) neutral inputs that affect both transitions. The output goes from 0 to 1 when all ‘+’ inputs and neutral inputs are high; the output goes from 1 to 0 when all ‘-’ inputs and neutral inputs are low; otherwise the aC holds its output value.

Fig. 2.5 shows the symbol and implementations of a simple aC, with one ‘+’ input, one ‘-’ input and one neutral input. Similarly, a transistor based and a standard-cell based design are shown. More complicated aCs are typically decomposed into multiple logic levels and require careful custom design.

36
2.3.2 Completion Detectors

Unlike in synchronous designs, where the arrival of data is indicated by a global clock, completion detectors (CD) are required in asynchronous systems, to detect the arrival of a valid delay-insensitive codeword. Completion detectors are divided into two classes: CDs for return-to-zero DI codes [4, 175] and CDs for non-return-to-zero DI codes [32, 58, 143].

Fig. 2.6 shows a CD for dual-rail code, the simplest return-to-zero code [140, 227, 229]. The design is composed of an array of OR2 gates feeding into a C-element. Each OR2 gate detects the arrival of a single bit in the code. Therefore, the output of the C-element is asserted high when all bits become valid, and deasserted low when all bits are reset.

A more general return-to-zero CD design style is the delay-insensitive minterm synthesis (DIMS) approach [52, 68]. An example is shown in Fig. 2.7. The design consists of a bank of C-elements feeding into an OR gate. In the approach, each C-element represents a distinct valid code (i.e. a minterm) in the codeword space. When a valid code arrives, exactly one of the C-elements is acti-
2.3.3 Mutual-Exclusion Element and Asynchronous Arbiters

Arbitration is critical in all asynchronous systems. An arbitration involves the resolution of two or more competing clients requesting a shared resource. Arbitration is typically simple in synchronous designs: in each clock cycle, requests arrived in previous cycles are examined and one of them is selected to be the winner. However, arbitration is much more challenging in asynchronous designs: requests can arrive in continuous time, possibly only a few picoseconds apart, and resolution must be completed cleanly and safely, unaligned to any clock cycles [166].

**Mutual-Exclusion Element**

A *mutual-exclusion element* (mutex) is a basic component to resolve two-way arbitration. The structure and a basic implementation of a mutex is shown in Fig. 2.8, due to Seitz [183, 189]. This analog unit has two input requests and two output grants (i.e. acknowledgments), operating under a four-phase RZ protocol.

The design is composed of a pair of cross-coupled NAND2 gates on the left (i.e. a SR latch) and
a filter on the right (consists of a cross-coupled structure using four transistors). If only one input is asserted high, it is granted without contention. If both requests are asserted within a short period, the SR latch on the left is put into a metastable state with undefined output. The filter on the right keeps both outputs low until the metastability is resolved. Therefore, only one of the requests is granted first, the second request will be granted until the first channel releases the request. Theoretically, the resolution of metastability can take arbitrarily long time. However, in practice, only when two requests arrive extremely closely (e.g., <1 ps), the arbiter may result in a relatively long delay.

**Asynchronous Arbiters**

Components that resolve N input requests are called N-way arbiters. A simple N-way arbiter can be implemented using a tree structure composed of mutexes. However, this naive implementation has very poor performance. The latencies in response to different input channels also vary a lot when the tree is not balanced. (It is natural for a non-power-of-two arbiter in this implementation.) Many different designs and optimizations have been thus proposed [62, 63, 80, 108, 148, 151, 160, 206, 226, 242], which target better performance, robustness, scalability and fairness. In particular, a new arbiter design approach is introduced in [148], and applied to a family of arbiters with different numbers of input requests (practically up to 16). The design targets an overall high performance, as well as an increased robustness and impartiality across all inputs. The proposed arbiters use flattened and rebalanced tree structures, which decrease the number of tree cells from each leaf to the root (for performance), and simultaneously, allows an equal number of tree cells from each leaf to root (for fairness).

Here we introduce two small but recently proposed arbiter examples: a balanced 3-way arbiter and a high-performance 4-way arbiter. They are fundamental components used in my NoC research.

Fig. 2.9 shows the balanced 3-way arbiter solution [148]. The design contains three mutexes connected in a ring-like structure. Each of the mutexes resolves a distinct pair of competition (a-b, b-c or a-c). When a request arrives, before it is granted, it must pass through two mutexes (i.e win two arbitrations over the other two inputs) in series. Although the design has a larger latency than a basic 3-way tree arbiter in some cases, it provides high latency equalization between all inputs.

When all inputs arrive almost simultaneously, the arbiter may deadlock with each request winning only the first stage of arbitration. Therefore, a *deadlock detector* is added to resolve this case.
It kills req_a and allows req_c to win the arbitration. Since this scenario is an extremely rare case, the addition of deadlock detector has minimal impact on overall fairness and performance results.

Fig. 2.10 illustrates a high-performance 4-way arbiter [80, 148]. Unlike the conventional tree arbiter, in which 2 levels of arbitrations are performed in series for any request being granted, the critical path of the solution only has 1 mutex element.

As shown in the figure, the design contains three mutexes. The left mutex arbitrates between requests 0 and 1. Similarly, the right mutex arbitrates between requests 2 and 3. The central mutex, however, arbitrates between requests from the left and right pairs. When a request arrives, it activates the left (or right) and the central mutexes simultaneously. Both arbitrations are resolved in parallel, and therefore results in an improved performance.

2.4 Asynchronous Pipelines

Pipelining is widely used for boosting throughput performance in high-speed digital systems. Modern general-purpose processors, graphic units, as well as application-specific digital circuits, such as multimedia and DSP processors, are all pipelined. So are the routers in most high-performance NoC’s. A typical pipeline implementation divides complex functional blocks into smaller blocks. Multiple data tokens are inserted into the pipeline back-to-back, and they are processed in different
sub-steps concurrently.

Although the idea of parallel processing for multiple input tokens is the same, the implementation approaches for synchronous vs. asynchronous pipelines are different [165]. In synchronous pipelines, registers are inserted to separate sub-functional blocks and a global clock is simultaneously applied to all registers. However, in asynchronous pipelines, neighboring stages communicate using local handshaking protocols, with unaligned timing of different stages.

This section reviews several leading asynchronous pipeline implementations, which are preliminaries to understand my research. Section 2.4.1 reviews the Mousetrap pipeline [201, 204], a well-known and widely-used high-performance static asynchronous pipeline. Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 introduce two dynamic pipelines: Williams’ PS0 style [240] and the high-capacity style [202]. The former has a simple design, while the latter improves the data capacity and targets high performance.

2.4.1 Mousetrap Pipeline

Mousetrap was a high-performance asynchronous static pipeline developed at Columbia University. Fig. 2.11 shows a basic 3-stage Mousetrap pipeline. The pipeline uses a two-phase handshaking
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advances through the next stage’s latches, where the data is safely stored, a transition on the \( P \) (i.e., pass) control input via \( \text{ack}_{i+1} \) makes the current stage’s latches transparent again, completing an entire cycle. The latches indicate the completion of capture and pass operations via \( \text{Cd} \) (capture done) and \( \text{Pd} \) (pass done) outputs, respectively. Effectively, each data item initiates a “wavefront,” which advances through the pipeline and is protected by a series of latch-capture operations. Predecessor stages, behind the wavefront, are subsequently freed up through a series of pass operations, once data has been safely copied to the next stage. The old data can then be overwritten by the next wave front.

Although micropipelines require specialized components for implementation, they are remarkable in the simplicity and elegance of their structure and operation, and have inspired several more advanced approaches. Their introduction by Sutherland also provided deeper insights into the nature of asynchronous systems and triggered a resurgence of research activity in asynchronous design.

Figure 5. Mousetrap pipeline.

Figure 2.11: Mousetrap pipeline

protocol and single-rail bundled data encoding. A delay element is added to match the worst-case delay of the functional block for each stage.

The pipeline uses a so-called capture-pass protocol. Unlike the synchronous pipelines, all the latches are normally transparent. Overall, the entire pipeline forms a combinational flow-through path. Locally, when a data token passes through the latches and enters the corresponding stage, the latches are immediately closed to safely capture, i.e., protect, the data. Only after the successor stage receives and captures this data token, the latches of the current stage are made open again and allow new data to pass through.

While capture-pass protocol was first proposed and used in Sutherland’s micropipeline [213], Mousetrap has much simpler control circuits and data latches. This leads to a much smaller area and a much higher performance. In particular, the control of each stage is simply a XNOR gate, and the data register is a single bank of level-sensitive D-latches. Both of them are available in standard cell libraries.

A quick sketch of the operation is presented now. Initially, all the data latches are transparent, and all \( \text{req}_i \) and \( \text{ack}_i \) are at 0. As new data arrives at stage \( i \) from left, with the corresponding bundling signal \( \text{req}_{i-1} \) toggles, the data immediately passes through the latch and enters the stage. Three events occur concurrently: (i) the stage’s XNOR toggles from 1 to 0, and captures the data by closing the latches; (ii) an acknowledgment is sent to the left through toggling the \( \text{ack}_i \); (iii) the data is processed by the functional block and then sent to the next stage. Subsequently, when the
next stage \(i+1\) has received the data and an acknowledgment is placed on \(ack_{i+1}\), stage \(i\)’s XNOR toggles back to 1, opening the latches again and ready to accept the next new data. This completes the cycle.

**2.4.2 Williams’ PS0 Pipeline**

Dynamic logic datapaths are commonly used for many high-performance digital systems. By removing the pull-up logic, dynamic circuits have smaller area and power costs, and smaller switching capacity for higher performance. However, dynamic logic is typically only used for speed-critical components, since it requires greater design and validation efforts, and is less immune to noise.

Interestingly, dynamic logic is a particularly good match for asynchronous pipeline designs. Local handshaking removes the need of designing a complex multiphase global synchronous clock. Also, a DI datapath is immune to noises induced by delay variations on different data bits. Furthermore, a key feature for most of asynchronous pipelines is that they are latchless. Asynchronous pipelines can exploit implicit latching property of dynamic logic and avoid explicit data registers. However, a synchronous implementation achieving the same latchless feature requires complex multiphase global clock design. With the above advantages, asynchronous dynamic pipelines have been used in several industrial products [55, 165, 217].

Fig. 2.12 shows a basic structure of a PS0 pipeline [240], which is the foundation of much subsequent research. A four-phase (RZ) communication protocol is used, with dual-rail data encoding. Each stage has a functional block and a completion detector. As shown in the figure, there are no
explicit data registers to separate neighboring stages. Each functional block uses dynamic logic and alternates between two phases: an evaluate phase and a precharge phase. In the evaluate phase, the incoming data is evaluated and sent to the next stage; in the reset phase, the previously evaluated data is cleared, and the output of the functional block is forced to be all 0s. In particular, when a stage is in precharge, it has a blocking property to separate consecutive data tokens. The CD identifies when the stage completes data evaluation, or when its output are all reset to 0s.

The operational protocol for PS0 pipeline is very simple. Overall, as a new data appears at the input of the pipeline, the functional blocks evaluate the data one after the other, from left to right, without any other synchronization. The fact of no explicit latches results in low latency for each data processing. Locally, the pipeline follows two basic rules: (i) a stage is precharged when the successor stage completes evaluation; (ii) a stage is enabled to evaluate when the successor stage completes precharge. The protocol ensures a stage holds a stable data output as long as the next stage is still using the data (i.e., until the successor stage places an acknowledge on Prech/ Eval. Therefore, two successive data tokens are always separated by a spacer, i.e., a precharging stage.

### 2.4.3 High-Capacity Dynamic Pipeline

A series of advanced dynamic pipelines are proposed based on Williams’ PS0 pipeline, targeting higher throughput [64, 69, 77, 134, 202, 203]. We focus on a so-called High-Capacity (HC)
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Figure 2.14: High-capacity (HC) pipeline: implementation

One of the drawbacks for PS0 pipeline is that it only provides 50% storage capacity. Back-to-back data tokens must be separated by an empty stage. Therefore, this leads to a considerable area overhead: the number of pipeline stages are doubled for the same data capacity. This becomes a disaster for applications where buffering capacity is important. In contrast, the HC pipeline allows 100% storage. Each stage can hold a distinct data item under congestion.

The HC pipeline uses a four-phase communication protocol with single-rail bundled data. Similar to Mousetrap pipeline, a matched delay is inserted to each stage for matching worst-case delay through the corresponding functional block.

The pipeline protocol is fundamentally different from PS0. Each stage cycles through three phases, as shown in Fig. 2.13, while the implementation of the pipeline is shown in Fig. 2.14. This is realized by having two decoupled controls for dynamic gates: Precharge and Eval. In evaluate phase, Eval is asserted high and Precharge is deasserted high. The stage is ready to process incoming new data item; In precharge phase, Precharge is asserted low and Eval is deasserted low. The stage is reset and its output are forced to be all 0s. In isolate phase, both controls are deasserted. The output of the stage holds the value and immune from all inputs. Pull-up and pull-down are simultaneously inactive and the gate is neither in evaluate nor precharge. This is the key innovation.
of the design.

The operation of the pipeline is simple. Initially, all stages are in evaluate phase, and ready for new data tokens. As soon as a new data enters the stage and is evaluated, the stage is isolated to protect the data. In parallel, an acknowledge is sent to the left, and allows new data arrival. Once the successor stage evaluates the data and an acknowledge is received from right, the current stage is enabled to complete an entire new cycle, without any further synchronization – precharge, evaluate a new data item, and enters isolate.

As a consequence, only one backward synchronization between a pair of neighboring stages is required in each cycle: the current stage has to stay isolated until the successor stage completes evaluate. This is unlike the PS0 protocol, where two backward synchronizations are forced, by the two operational rules listed above, respectively. The decreased number of synchronization points allows a more loosely-decoupled protocol and therefore increased throughput.
Chapter 3

Background: Network-on-Chip Basics

An overview of basic concepts for networks-on-chip is now given. The chapter begins with network topology, the static arrangement of channels and nodes in the network (Section 3.1). Next, basic routing concepts (Section 3.2) and widely-used flow control methods (Section 3.3) are then introduced. They describe how the data are transmitted in the network. Finally, the structures of typical synchronous routers are presented, along with their operation (Section 3.4). Since most concepts of synchronous routers are also inherited by asynchronous counterparts, the section will help the readers to understand the asynchronous networks-on-chip and router designs in the following chapters.

3.1 Network Topology

A network-on-chip is always composed of router nodes and channels (i.e. links). Network topology defines the arrangement of nodes and how they are connected by the network links. Selection of a network topology is usually the first step in designing a network-on-chip. Routing strategies and flow control mechanism are highly dependent on the topology.

In this section, we first introduce common ways for topology classification. Then several topology examples are introduced. In particular, my research focuses on two topologies – the variant mesh-of-trees topology (used for NoC’s in Chapter 4) and the 2D mesh-based topology (used for NoC’s in Chapter 5 and 6). Other widely-used topologies can be found in [46, 170].
2.2 Network Topologies

Network topologies introduced in this section are divided into two categories: (i) mesh-based topologies and (ii) tree-based topologies. As of (i), two topologies are introduced—2D-mesh and torus network. For (ii), three topologies are included—variant mesh-of-trees, fat tree, and flattened butterfly.

2.2.1 2D Mesh-Based Topology

A 2D-mesh-based topology is a direct network, where each router (i.e., switch) in the network is connected to a terminal node, as shown in Fig. 2 [23]. A terminal node can be a processing unit, a memory bank, etc. Each router typically has 4 ports, connecting to its four neighbor nodes—west, east, north, and south—and the local terminal node. In terms of routing, any router can be selected as the source or destination. There exist multiple alternative paths that can be used to route the packet. Typically, multiple minimal paths exist for each source-destination pair. Non-minimal paths are also used in non-minimal routing algorithms.

2.2.2 2D Torus Topology

The 2D torus network is another direct network, shown in Fig. 3 [3]. It is almost the same as 2D-mesh network, with extra added links. The routers on the edge for the same row/column are now connected with wrap-around channels.

2.2.3 Variant Mesh-of-Trees Topology

A variant mesh-of-trees topology is an indirect network, which consists of a fan-out network and a fan-in network, as shown in Fig. 4 [4, 17, 26, 27, 36]. In more detail, a section of the network is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of a binary fan-out tree composed of routing nodes, which emanates from source root nodes and terminate in mid-network with leaf nodes; and a symmetric binary fan-in tree composed of arbitration nodes, which emanates from destination root nodes and also terminates in mid-network with leaf nodes.

3.1 Topology Classification

3.1.1 Direct and Indirect Networks

A router node can serve two functionalities. It is a terminal node if it acts as source and sink for data transmission; it is a switching node if it is an intermediate node that only forwards data.

In a direct network, every router node is both a terminal and a switch. Data is forwarded directly between terminal nodes. On the other hand, in an indirect network, a router can be either a terminal or a switch, but cannot serve both functions. Indirect networks transmit data indirectly through intermediate switches between each source-sink pair [18]. Many irregular networks are neither direct nor indirect.

3.1.2 Regular and Irregular Networks

Regular network topologies arrange nodes and links in a disciplined way following regular graph structures, such as rings, meshes and trees, etc. In contrast, irregular networks do not.

A regular network is often used if it needs to handle a wide range of traffic patterns when the bandwidth requirements are unknown and unpredictable. An irregular network, however, is usually carefully designed for certain types of applications, e.g., video coding or gaming. An irregular network is called a custom topology. In such NoC’s, network traffic distributions are largely known in advance and particular network topologies can be tuned for the applications [21].
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3.1.2 Network Topology Examples

2D Mesh-Based and 2D Torus Topologies

A 2D mesh-based topology is a direct network, where each router node in the network is connected to a functional block, as shown in Fig. 3.1. A functional block can be a processing unit, a memory bank, an accelerator etc. Each router typically has 5 ports, connecting to its four neighbor nodes – west, east, north and south – and the local functional block.

A 2D torus network is another direct network, as shown in Fig. 3.2. It is almost the same as 2D-mesh topology, with extra added links. The routers on the edge for the same row/column are now connected with wrap-around channels.

Both 2D mesh-based and torus networks are simple, and they are attractive for several reasons. First, the regular physical arrangements are well matched for connecting homogeneous functional blocks, such as cores in a parallel computer. Also, the links between neighboring routers are short. Logically minimal paths are almost always physically minimal as well. This allows networks to exploit physical locality in communication [46]. What is more, mesh-based topologies have good path diversity. Typically, multiple minimal paths exist for each source-destination pair. Non-minimal paths can also be used in advanced routing algorithms.

One disadvantage for these two networks is that they have larger hop count than most of tree-based topologies. This leads to higher latency. However, note that an increment in hop count is required for path diversity [46].
Basic and Variant Mesh-of-Trees Topologies

The construction of a basic $4 \times 4$ mesh-of-trees (MoT) network is shown in Fig. 3.3 [125]. The network is constructed from a $4 \times 4$ grid of nodes, by adding binary trees in each row and column. The topology is an indirect network. The leaves of binary trees (i.e. black circles) serve as sources and sinks, while the remaining nodes (i.e. triangles and squares) are intermediate switches.

A simple minimal routing is usually used. If the source and the destination are inside the same row/column, only the corresponding row/column binary tree is used for routing. Otherwise, if the source and the destination are not in the same row or column, data is first sent from the source to an intermediate node, which is at the same column (row) of the destination, through a row (column)
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Figure 3.4: A variant 4×4 mesh-of-trees (MoT) network

binary tree, then from that intermediate switch to the destination node through a column (row) binary tree. It is simple to identify that there are two optimal minimal path in this case.

My research, however, focuses on a variant mesh-of-tree (MoT) topology [10, 11], instead of the basic one, as shown in Fig. 3.4. While the figures look quite different, the variant topology actually has the same structure as the basic one, but with the roots of binary trees being sources and sinks. Compared to the traditional MoT network, the variant topology forces a simpler deterministic routing algorithm and has much less traffic contention, which is, therefore, more suitable for building high-performance NoC’s.

The variant MoT network consists of a fan-out network and a fan-in network. In more detail, a section of the network is shown in Fig. 3.5. It consists of a binary fan-out tree composed of routing nodes, which emanates from the source root node and terminates in mid-network with leaf nodes; a symmetric binary fan-in tree composed of arbitration nodes, which emanates from the destination root node and also terminates in mid-network with leaf nodes. Leaf nodes of the two sub-networks are directly connected.

Network routing for the variant MoT network is deterministic. Fig. 3.5 highlights a single flit traversal through the network, from a source fan-out root to a destination fan-in root node. Each source-destination pair is associated with a unique path through the network. This feature significantly minimizes contention, since distinct fan-out sources are attached to different fan-out trees, and distinct fan-in destinations are attached to different fan-in trees. This separation guarantees that,
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Figure 3.4: 4x4 variant Mesh-of-Trees

*Figure 3.5: A variant 4×4 mesh-of-trees (MoT) network: a fan-out tree + a fan-in tree*

unless the traffic is extremely unbalanced, data between different sources and destinations will not interfere [82].

3.2 Routing Basics

Once a network topology is determined, routing is the next logical step. Routing involves selecting a path from the source node to the destination.

A well-designed routing algorithm is critical, and can push the network topology to its ideal performance. It may have the following characteristics. First, a good routing algorithm attempts to keep path lengths as short as possible. This reduces the number of hops and the overall latency of data transmission. Many algorithms only use minimal paths, or in most cases. Second, the network traffic is well balanced across the channels. There is no congestion area or hot spot most of the time. This leads to a very good network throughput. Finally, the routing algorithm needs to be simple, which is either independent to network state, or only monitors simple parameters in the network. This is closely related to the router complexity.

3.2.1 Classification of Routing Algorithms

Deterministic Routing

Deterministic routing algorithms are simplest and most inexpensive to implement. In such routing
schemes, each source-sink pair only has a single pre-determined path. Data is always sent over exactly the same route.

Besides its simplicity and low cost, deterministic routing also has several other advantages. Such routing can always be used for any topologies. Other routing schemes, i.e. oblivious and adaptive routing (see below), may require path diversity in the network, which may not even exist. Also, deterministic routing is widely used especially for custom topologies, where designing randomized or adaptive algorithms is much more difficult [46].

However, deterministic routing cannot adapt to different traffic patterns on the fly, and therefore can result in large load imbalances in the network. It may create hot spots and congestion areas, and sometimes can severely pull the network performance from what it can maximumly achieve.

A well-known example of deterministic routing is dimension-order routing in mesh-based and torus networks [46]. Data first travels in one of the dimensions to the row or column of the destination node, and then is delivered to the destination in the other dimension. It is obvious that dimension-order routing only uses minimal paths. This routing algorithm is also called X-Y or Y-X routing, depending on which dimension data travels first.

**Oblivious Routing**

Compared to deterministic routing, oblivious routing can use multiple paths between each source-sink pair. However, the selection of paths is random, regardless of the network state. Most oblivious routing algorithms are still simple and easy to implement, since after data is injected into the network, the routing path is determined. This is the same as deterministic routing. Such a routing scheme, however, provides path diversity in a limited way and somewhat leverages the traffic load imbalances.

Two examples for oblivious routing are now introduced.

*O1TRUN (orthogonal one-turn)* routing, is a simple algorithm for 2D-mesh topology. Data randomly selects either X-Y or Y-X path with equal probability when it is injected into the network [194]. The routing guarantees data to turn at most once during its network traversal. O1TURN routing is proved to provide nearly optimal worst-case throughput for all-to-all random traffic [194].

Valiant’s randomized routing is a more complicated oblivious routing example for 2D-mesh or torus topology [46, 224]. When data is sent from a source to a destination, it is first sent from
the source to a randomly chosen intermediate node, and then sent from that intermediate node to the destination. Usually dimension-order routing is used for both of the two phases. This algorithm turns any original traffic pattern to an all-to-all random traffic, and therefore results in better network load balance [224].

**Adaptive Routing**

*Adaptive routing* is a more advanced routing strategy. Such a routing scheme uses network state information and determines the routing path on the fly during data transmission. A good adaptive routing algorithm typically outperform a deterministic or oblivious routing algorithm, since they route data around congestion areas in the network, which leads to a much better load balance. However, these algorithms are more expensive and difficult to implement.

Most adaptive routing algorithms only monitor local network states, for example, whether 1-hop or 2-hop neighbors are congested. This nature of locality can lead to a delay in responding to changes in traffic patterns. There are many existing adaptive routing algorithms [46, 84, 98, 130, 245]. A survey of these algorithms is beyond the current research scope.

### 3.2.2 Encoding Routing Information

A *packet* is the basic unit in data transmission. However, a packet is usually further divided into smaller units, called *flits*. Each packet contains a *header flit*, followed by a serial of *body flits*, and ends with a *tail flit* [46, 49]. Routing information of a packet is always stored in its header flit. There are two primary ways to encode this information.

*Source routing* stores the routing decisions for each hop on the path in the header flit, at the point when the packet is injected into the network. A header flit structure is illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a). At each hop, the corresponding address bits in the header are extracted, and directly used for routing decision with no further computation. Because of its speed, simplicity and scalability, source routing is one of the most widely used routing methods. However, it is only viable for deterministic and oblivious routing.

*Destination-based* routing only stores the destination information in the header, as shown in Fig. 3.6(b). This information is repeatedly used for each hop on the path, to locally compute the routing decisions. Destination-based method is typically slower than source-routing due to the need
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Figure 3.6: Header flit structure: (a) source routing; (b) destination-based

of per-router computation, but allows a smaller address field, and is a more general approach that can also be used for adaptive routing.

3.3 Flow Control Methods

3.3.1 Store-and-Forward

In store-and-forward flow control, a packet travels through the entire path as an entity. Each router along the routing path waits until the packet has been completely received, before it can forward the packet to the successor node. After the transmission begins, the packet is sent continuously without interruption.

In more detail, the packet must meet three prerequisites for starting a transmission: (i) the entire packet transmission completed from the predecessor to the current node; (ii) a packet-sized buffer allocated at the successor node; (iii) a free channel for transmitting the entire packet.

A timing diagram for store-and-forward flow control is shown in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the structure of the network and the path of the packet, while Fig. 3.7(b) illustrates a 4-flit packet being forwarded over three hops without being stalled. The major drawback of store-and-forward is obvious – very high end-to-end system latency.
3.3.2 Cut-Through

Cut-through flow control largely overcomes the latency penalty for store-and-forward. The approach allows a node to forward a packet as soon as a section of the packet is received, without waiting for the arrival of the entire packet. The packet is still considered as an entity, and sent over the channel continuously, since the buffer space is guaranteed to hold the packet at the next router.

Fig. 3.7(c) shows a timing diagram for the same packet being forwarded through the same path using cut-through instead of store-and-forward. It is clear in the figure that a flit can be forwarded as soon as it arrives at the router, in ideal case.

3.3.3 Wormhole Routing

Wormhole routing operates like cut-through, but with channel and buffer allocated on a per-flit basis. Each packet is still treated as an entity. This means that, after the channel is allocated to a packet, no other packet can use the channel until the transmission is over. However, the flits in the packet are no longer guaranteed to be sent continuously, since a downstream router can stall the transmission in the middle when there is not enough space to hold more flits. Compared to cut-through, wormhole flow control largely decreases the buffer space requirement for achieving a similar network performance. Ideally, the timing diagram for wormhole flow control is the same as cut-through, as shown in Fig. 3.7(c). All networks and router designs in this thesis use wormhole routing.
3.3.4 Virtual Channels

Virtual channels are a commonly-used technique to resolve congestion and further increase the network throughput. It is almost always combined with wormhole routing to maximize the network performance [47]. A physical channel is allowed to be shared by multiple data flows. The technique enables flit-level interleaving on the channel; flits from different data flows are sent using round-robin. Each data flow, however, from its own perspective, still virtually has the full access of the physical channel, and conforms to all wormhole regulations and operations. Each packet is now assigned with a VC ID, which can be static throughout its transmission, or dynamically updated on a hop-by-hop basis.
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Fig. 3.8 shows a well-known congestion scenario, also called head-of-line blocking, and how VC can resolve the congestion [46]. In Fig. 3.8(a), flow A is expected to send data from the west port of router 1 to the east port of router 2, through the channel connecting two routers. The channel is already reserved by flow B, as it is in the middle of a packet transmission. However, the south port of router B is currently congested, and flow B is stalled. According to wormhole routing, flow B will not release the channel until it transmits the entire packet. Therefore, the channel between two routers is idle and wasted. Fig. 3.8(b) illustrates a solution with 2 VCs. As the channel can be shared by two flows, flow A can successfully send its data without being blocked.

3.4 Synchronous Router Architecture and Operation

Routers are important components in any networks-on-chip. They direct the path of packets that are transmitted in the network. Although the thesis focuses on asynchronous networks-on-chip and asynchronous router designs, we start with an introduction for conventional synchronous routers. This will help the readers understand the technical contents in the remaining of the thesis, since the high-level structure and operation of asynchronous routers are largely similar to their synchronous counterparts.

3.4.1 Synchronous Router Structure without VC

The structure of a typical synchronous router is shown in Fig. 3.9. It is composed of input units, output units and a centralized crossbar, connecting those input and output units. Data first arrives at a certain input unit, then travels through the crossbar, and is finally sent out by a particular output unit.

Each input unit has an input channel, which is connected to an upstream neighbor router or a local terminal. By symmetry, each output unit has an output channel, which is connected to a downstream neighbor or the local terminal. The numbers of input and output units are not necessarily to be the same. Each input or output unit has a local control for flow control, allowing or stalling the arrival and outgoing data transmission of the unit. Data buffers can be added to further increase the throughput of the router, in exchange for extra area and power consumption.

The crossbar manages all traffic going from input units to output units. Its control, also called
the switch allocator, schedules these transmissions. We use fully-connected crossbars throughout the thesis. In a fully-connected crossbar, each pair of input unit and output unit is connected using dedicated datapath wires. Mux selection is used at the output unit side to select a particular input unit and allows data transmission from that input unit only. Incoming data from the remaining input units targeting the same output unit needs to wait until the current transmission is complete. Other crossbar implementations also exist [46], but are not introduced in this thesis.

### 3.4.2 Synchronous Router Structure with VCs: Two Structures

Virtual Channel (VC) capability can be added on top of the basic router implementation presented in Section 3.4.1. There are two widely-used structures for VC routers: crossbar-sharing and crossbar-replication [149].

The structure for a crossbar-sharing VC router is illustrated in Fig. 3.10, with an example of 2 VCs. The architecture is largely the same as the basic router without VCs. The basic functionality
for each module remains the same, as presented in Section 3.4.1. In addition, the input units need to identify the data from different VCs. If static buffer management is used [103], as shown in the figure, data labeled with different VCs are stored in dedicated buffer queues, respectively.\(^1\) The output units enable flit-level interleaving on the output channel, which send out a single flit per VC using round-robin. The crossbar has an additional control, a VC allocator, to assign a VC to each packet before the packet is transmitted from an input unit to an output unit.

The other widely-used VC router structure, crossbar replication, is shown in Fig. 3.11. The crossbar is replicated as many times as the number of VCs. Each crossbar is dedicated for processing data from a particular VC. VCs separate different traffic classes inside the router, which are mixed only on inter-router links. When a packet arrives, it is first assigned to a certain VC. Static buffer management is more suitable in this structure, Therefore, the packet is stored into the input buffer

\(^1\)With adaptive buffer management, buffer spaces are shared with data from different VCs. The buffers are used more efficiently, while the control is more complex [103, 121, 161].
for that particular VC. Then the packet traverses the corresponding crossbar. Finally, it is stored into the corresponding output buffer in the output unit, and merges with traffic of the other VCs on the output channel.

### 3.4.3 Router Pipelining

No matter which structure is used for the VC implementation, each flit requires similar steps to travel through the entire router. In a typical synchronous router, these steps are pipelined for achieving higher throughput [46].

The conventional pipelined operation for a 4-flit packet is shown in Fig. 3.12. The header flit incurs more steps than the body and tail flits, as it needs to set up the path and allocate resources for the entire packet. In an ideal case with no stalls, it requires five cycles (i.e. five steps) for a header flit to travel through each router. Header latency is an important parameter for network performance, since the header flit is always the bottleneck, while body and tail flits simply follow the header path.
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The five steps for a header flit passing through a router are introduced in order: (i) **Routing Computation (RC)** calculates and determines the targeting output port for the packet. The operation is completed once the packet arrives at the input unit; (ii) **Virtual Channel Allocation (VA)** selects a VC and assigns the VC to the packet when there is available credit for that particular VC. An available credit usually corresponds to an empty buffer space at the output unit, or at the input unit of the downstream router when output buffer is not used; (iii) **Switch Allocation (SA)** searches for an available timing slot for the flit to travel through the switch; (iv) **Switch Traversal (ST)** actually sends the flit from the input unit to the output unit; (v) during **Link Traversal (LT)**, the flit is sent from the current router to the successor over the connected channel.

### 3.4.4 Pipeline Optimization: Speculation and Lookahead

**Speculation** and **Lookahead** are the two most common strategies used for router acceleration. For synchronous router implementations, these optimizations can reduce the number of pipeline stages, and thus improve network performance [46].

Speculation allows two pipeline stages to be performed in parallel, with the latter stage assuming that the previous stage will succeed. Both SA and ST stages can apply speculation technique.

For speculative SA, SA is now ideally performed in parallel with VA, as shown in Fig. 3.13(a). This can result in three different scenarios: (i) If both operations are successful, the speculation succeeds, since VA and SA are completed in one cycle. (ii) If only VA is completed, with an unsuccessful SA, the operation rolls back to a non-speculative case. The SA stage is delayed to the next clock cycle. VA does not need to be repeated again. (iii) Finally, if even VA cannot be completed,
then both VA and SA are tried again in parallel for the next cycle. The result of SA in the current cycle is ignored, regardless of its success.

A similar speculation can be applied for ST. In this case, ST and SA are performed in parallel, ideally. Furthermore, combining both speculations above, three steps – VA, SA and ST – can thus be processed in a single clock cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.13(b).

Lookahead enables the Routing Computation (RC) of the current router to be completed in the predecessor node. When a header flit arrives at a router, the RC step is already completed and
therefore removed from the critical path. Unlike speculation, lookahead is always successful, if applied. The lookahead technique can be applied only when the input-output path for the next router is known in advance.

A timing diagram of lookahead strategy is shown in Fig. 3.14. The left figure shows the result when the technique is used alone, while the right figure shows when it is combined with speculation. Therefore, ideally, lookahead and speculation can shrink the pipeline depth to two cycles.
Chapter 4

A Low-Latency Asynchronous NoC for a Variant Mesh-of-Trees Topology

4.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces our first low-latency asynchronous network-on-chip [67]. The target network topology is the variant Mesh-of-Trees (MoT), combining a binary fan-out network (i.e. routing for each source node) and a binary fan-in network (i.e. arbitration) for each destination node, which was already introduced in Section 3.1.2. While this NoC topology is rarely used for embedded system-on-chip (SoC) platforms, it is receiving increasing attention as a foundation for shared-memory interface networks in high-performance parallel chip multiprocessors (CMP’s), to provide needed bandwidth for globally uniform memory access. The network topology structure is again shown in Fig. 4.1.

Several recent shared-memory parallel processors are using MoT, or close variants, for core-to-memory (or cache) interfaces [10, 82, 89, 96, 97, 185]. Although MoT networks grow rapidly in size with the number of cores and memories, they are viable for medium-size parallel systems. In addition, extensions have been proposed to reduce area overhead through a hybrid MoT/butterfly topology, which maintains the throughput and latency benefits of MoT with the area advantages of butterfly [11].

In particular, among the above MoT networks, two of them use an asynchronous implementation. Our work is therefore carefully compared to those two networks. First, Horak et. al intro-
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Figure 4.1: Mesh-of-trees: an efficient topology for connecting processors to memory

introduces a new set of lightweight routing and arbitration primitives, and combines them to build a low-overhead asynchronous interconnection, which serves as our baseline approach [96, 97]. The NoC shows significant benefits under metrics of system latency, area and power. In particular, it provides much lower system latency (by 1.7×) than a comparable synchronous network operating at 800MHz, with identical throughput over the latter’s entire operating range using a 90nm technology. Second, a more recent approach [82] adds limited dynamic reconfiguration capabilities to the network, using prediction based on local recent traffic history, resulting in further performance improvements for some benchmarks. This method will be called the predictive approach.

In practice, the communication network between cores and cache typically has light traffic, and the key bottleneck is transport time. However, both baseline and predictive approaches ([82, 96, 97]), are shown to hit a latency wall, due to the overhead incurred by two steps: arbitration resolution and input channel allocation. At medium to high input rates, and with adversarial traffic patterns, these overheads create a ceiling or limit to the overall end-to-end system latency.

Our proposed network uses a fundamentally different approach from previous high-performance asynchronous MoT networks, aimed at overcoming the latency bottleneck, while still maintaining
comparable throughput. In particular, a lightweight monitoring network is introduced, which provides rapid advance notification to all destination nodes, whenever a new flit enters the network. The network information allows each router node on its path to complete arbitration and pre-allocate the corresponding input channel, before the actual header flit arrival. As a result, in many traffic scenarios, the forward path through the network is directly optimized for end-to-end latency, and each arbitration node is configured to operate as a simple FIFO stage. A potential latency reduction of roughly 250 ps per switch: 150 ps for mutex set and 100 ps for channel opening. The approach is supported by the design of a new arbitration node for the MoT network. Significantly improved system latency results were obtained, across a diverse set of benchmarks. The proposed monitoring concept can not only facilitate early arbitration and channel pre-allocation for performance improvements, but may be suitable as well to observe run-time workload characteristics, for both synchronous and asynchronous NoC’s. This direction is becoming important for dynamic voltage and frequency adjustment in the field of power management [29].

Since early arbitration and channel pre-allocation are applied to the fan-in network in the MoT variant topology, which is a network to merge traffic flows, a special and simple monitoring protocol is used. At a fan-in node, if monitoring tokens appear on either or both input channels, a monitoring token is immediately sent on the output channel, indicating something is coming within the fan-in cone, with no need to know which input monitoring actually wins the arbitration. Therefore, the monitoring network entirely bypasses the arbitration logic, and arbitration and monitoring forwarding operate in parallel. The monitoring output of a node is simply an OR of the two monitoring inputs. This optimization results in a considerably simpler and lightweight monitoring network design.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents existing latency acceleration techniques for general networks-on-chip. This discussion partially overlaps with Section 1.3.3 in Introduction chapter, but provides more details. Section 4.3 introduces the two asynchronous MoT networks, the baseline and predictive designs. They are prerequisites for understanding our new work. Before diving into the detailed network design, an overview of the new approach is presented in Section 4.4. Then, Section 4.5 provides the detailed design of the new network, and Section 4.6 extends the basic design to handle multi-flit packets. Simulation results for the proposed network are shown in Section 4.7. The chapter concludes in Section 4.8.
4.2 Related Work

Various acceleration techniques have been proposed for improving system latency in NoC’s. However, most of them target synchronous NoC’s.

An early single-cycle router in [156] speculatively allocates the switch as soon as a packet arrives at the router without any arbitration, assuming no other packets complete for the same output channel. However, it is only effective under congested scenarios where the input buffer contains adjacent flits, otherwise it relies on prediction. Router bypassing techniques have been also proposed in two recent approaches [122, 131], which provide additional dedicated high-speed VCs to enable single-cycle transmission. However, both networks assume baseline 5-ported routers with expensive 3-cycle operation, while our baseline uses low-radix routers with already heavily optimized performance (2.4 Gigaflits/sec throughput and 365 ps node latency in 90 nm technology [96, 97]) which is much more challenging to accelerate. In addition, significant restrictions are imposed in their approach: packets can only be accelerated within a small segment of 3-4 hops, then have to regain high-speed VCs for the next segment; acceleration is not allowed across turns; and both networks require packet priorities (either dynamically [122], or statically [131]).

In more recent work, WaveSync NoC [243] uses source-synchronous routing in a multi-synchronous domain, where the source clock is propagated on channels, which is a different focus from ours; it proposes acceleration techniques to avoid synchronization in non-congested router nodes. Another emerging technique, a mm-wave hybrid NoC [59], based on a small-worlds topology, uses wireless channels to connect a subset of long-range multi-hop links for acceleration. However, it relies the use of emerging technologies which are not yet fully available and which require high-cost transceivers.

A number of synchronous NoC’s also use early information and aim for rapid pre-allocation. However, all of them use mesh-based topologies, and are closer to our work in Chapter 5. The introduction of these networks are thereby delayed to Section 5.2.

4.3 Background: Baseline and Predictive NoC Designs

In this section, two asynchronous networks, baseline and predictive, are introduced. They are a prerequisite to understand our new approach. Also, the proposed network is closely compared to
the these two previous networks in terms of area cost and performance. All the networks, including both previous designs and the new network, uses a transition-signaling (2-phase) protocol, along with single-rail bundled data encoding.

4.3.1 The Baseline Network

Two asynchronous components are used to create the original baseline network: routing and arbitration primitives [96, 97]. The variant MoT network can be directly constructed using these two fundamental building blocks.

Routing Primitive

The asynchronous routing primitive, shown in Fig. 4.2, receives one incoming stream and passes it to one of the two outgoing channels. When the node is empty, both top and bottom data registers are opaque. Following the transition-signaling bundled data protocol, the operation begins with new data arriving, including the binary routing signal $B$. After data inputs are stable, a request transition on $Req$ occurs at the input channel. Then, the latch controller selected by the binary signal $B$, opens its latches, thereby allowing the data to flow to the designated output. To complete the asynchronous handshaking, three operations are performed in parallel: (i) data is sent out on the selected output channel, along with a request transition; (ii) the data register is made opaque again, to protect the
recently-received data; (iii) an acknowledgment transition is sent to the predecessor stage. This completes one full cycle of operation for the routing node.

Because the routing primitive has separate latch control and data registers for each output channel, the node is able to decouple processing between the two output routing channels. Even if one of the output channels is stalled awaiting acknowledgment, the other output channel can successively process multiple full transactions. This concurrency feature provides the capability of a limited virtual input channel, thereby providing significant system-level performance benefits [82, 96, 97].

Arbitration Primitive

The asynchronous arbitration primitive, shown in Fig. 4.3, mediates between two concurrent incoming streams of flits – enforcing mutual exclusion – and merges the result into a single serial outgoing stream.
Figure 4.4: Baseline arbitration node: enhanced version to handle multi-flit packets

When the arbitration primitive is empty, the control latches L1 and L2 are opaque while all the other latches, including the data register, are transparent. Following the 2-phase bundled data protocol, operation begins when data appears at one of the input channels followed by a transition on corresponding req. To resolve contention between potentially concurrent incoming requests, the incoming request must first trigger a lock on the mutex. Next, two operations take place concurrently: 1) mux_select chooses the correct data input; and 2) either L1 or L2 is enabled, thereby forwarding the winning request. After the data is sent to the output channel, it is safely stored by making L5-L7 and the data register opaque. The mutex is then immediately reset and an acknowledge to the previous stage is generated. Finally, the right environment acknowledges the current stage and the entire operation is complete.

Enhanced Arbitration Primitive

An enhanced version of arbitration node is designed to support wormhole routing of multi-flit packets, shown in Fig. 4.4. As introduced in the Background chapter, Section 3.3.3, a flow-control unit, or flit, is the smallest granularity of message sent through the network. Wide packets are split into
multiple flits that travel contiguously through the network. In wormhole routing, once arbitration is won by a packet head flit in an arbitration node, each remaining flit in the packet must be guaranteed unarbitrated access through the node until the tail flit exits.

A ‘kill your rival’ protocol is implemented to bias the selection of the mutex, so that the next flit inside a multi-flit packet is guaranteed to advance without new arbitration. When the first flit wins the mutex, the opposing request input to the mutex is forced to zero, i.e. ‘killed’. This either prevents future requests at the other mutex input from occurring, or in the case where a request was already pending, kills the opposing request until the entire multi-flit packet has advanced. The kill function is achieved using a NOR gate located at the input of the mutex [97].

4.3.2 The Predictive Network

The predictive network by Gill et. al [82] is the first attempt to optimize the baseline network. The network introduces a bi-modal arbitration node based on the earlier baseline approach. The node can operate in either normal mode or a ‘single-channel-bias’ mode. Since there are two input channels, it thus has three distinct modes: default, bias-to-0 and bias-to-1.

The node enters bias-to-0 mode when recent traffic has been observed only on input channel 0, and input channel 1 is inactive (similarly, for entering bias-to-1 mode). In this case, it effectively operates as a fast-forward ‘single input channel’ node: its arbitration unit is entirely bypassed (operating vestigially in parallel, but is not observed), resulting in lower node latency. In addition, when single-input channel traffic is at moderate or high rate, higher node throughput is also obtained.

The node exits biased mode, reverting to default mode, when any flit arrives on the inactive input channel. Note that once the node is in biased mode, it always passes through default mode before changing to the other biased mode. Hence, all mode changes are between default and one of the biased modes.

In summary, a node’s mode changes are determined entirely locally – at the node itself – based solely on its recent observed traffic history. Hence, adjacent nodes may be in entirely different states, at any time.

The predictive design uses the following mode change policy: (i) in default mode, if two successive flits from one input channel are processed by the node, change to biased; and (ii) in biased mode, if one flit arrives on the opposite input channel, revert to default.
4.4 Overview of the Approach

The section introduces the basic strategy of the proposed new approach. We also quickly review the operation and strategy of the baseline [96, 97] and predictive [82] networks, in order to have a head-to-head comparison.

**The baseline design.** In the baseline asynchronous MoT network [96, 97], the flit is forwarded through the fan-out network followed by the fan-in network, with a path determined by the flit’s source-routed address bits. After a flit arrives at an arbitration node, the node first allocates and opens the channel. It then gets passed through and sent to the output. *Channel allocation only starts after the arrival of an actual header flit.* If there is contention, with incoming flits on both input channels, arbitration grants to exactly one of the requesting flits based on their relative arrival time. Since the design is asynchronous, arbitration is not performed at discrete clock boundaries, but in continuous time, using an analog arbiter. Once the winning flit is processed, the other flit can win arbitration.

**The predictive approach.** The predictive approach [82], as introduced before in Section 4.3.2, proposes enhanced arbitration nodes that can dynamically reconfigure themselves to accelerate the forward transmission of a stream of flits. In particular, if the node detects streaming activity on one input channel, and no incoming traffic on the other input channel, it predicts continued streaming activity (i.e. based on temporal locality) and puts the active input channel in an optimized state for improved performance.

Fig. 4.5(c) shows the network structure of the predictive approach, and Fig. 4.5(a) presents an arbitration node’s operation. If all relevant nodes correctly predict and prepare for a flit in advance, an express path is created when the flit passes through the entire fan-in network. Each node operates normally as the baseline design, i.e. default mode, but enters a *single-channel-biased mode* when two consecutive flits arrive on a single channel. Once in biased mode, the arbiter is completely ignored and the biased channel is held open. As a result, *arbitration and channel allocation steps are entirely eliminated.* Subsequent flits arriving on the biased channel will be directly sent to the output. The node reverts to default mode when *any flit* arrives on the inactive input channel. The challenge with this approach is that misprediction or thrashing between modes may be induced, from adversarial traffic patterns.

A monitoring network is used to facilitate mode change operation for safety purposes only. It is
Figure 4.5: Block structure of MoT network: predictive and new approach
(a) Predictive node; (b) New node; (c) MoT network with monitoring
only used to enable a reversion from optimized (i.e. biased) to unoptimized (i.e. default) mode.

**The new approach.** This approach proposes an alternative protocol for accelerating the forward transmission of flits through the fan-in network. New arbitration nodes are designed, which anticipate the arrival of incoming traffic, rather than by prediction, by receiving an actual early notification through a monitoring network. Once an arbitration node has been notified of a pending header flit arrival, it rapidly performs early arbitration and pre-allocates the channel.

The overall network structure is the same as that of the predictive approach, but with fundamentally different operation. When a flit enters the network, injected by a source fan-out root node, advance notification is generated and fast forwarded to all the nodes along its path by the monitoring network. All arbitration nodes on the path pre-allocate the corresponding input channel, well before the actual flit arrives, as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The input channel is then kept open until the flit passes through the node, as a combinational flow-through path with all latches transparent from a fan-in leaf to the fan-in root. When the flit arrives, it is directly sent through the pre-allocated channel to the output, avoiding the overhead of a stop-and-go protocol. The node then reverts back to the initial state and waits for the next operation. In the case of contention, arbitration is used to select one of the two input channels for pre-allocation; however, unlike the previous approaches, the arbitration is performed in advance, based on actual monitoring signals.

Several comparisons of the new vs. previous approaches are now highlighted. Similar to the baseline design, no history is recorded for the flits; this design decision allows a much simpler design. Similar to the predictive approach, in friendly cases, the arbitration and channel allocation are completely eliminated from the critical path, but using quite different strategies. However, the monitoring network has a major role in the new approach, as the node directly uses its advance notification to reconfigure in advance for higher performance. In contrast, in the predictive approach, monitoring serves a secondary role, to facilitate safe mode changes from optimized to default state.

### 4.5 Proposed Router Node Design

This section presents the design of the new network. Since there are two types of nodes in the MoT network, routing and arbitration, both of the new primitives will be introduced. We select to start with the new arbitration node because it contains most of the key changes, while the design of the
new routing node is more straightforward.

4.5.1 Arbitration Node

The structure of the new node is illustrated in Fig. 4.6. Compared to the baseline design [96, 97], additional monitoring channels are added to support early arbitration capability. There exist three fundamental structural differences, compared to the baseline design: (i) two added mutex input control units, one for each input channel; (ii) a critical path from input to output with a single latch, while the previous designs use two latches; a new req-latch control is added to support this change; and (iii) a new monitoring control unit. These modifications facilitate early arbitration and allow the node to have extremely low latency, while still ensuring a simple design.

The mutex-input controls request and release the mutex during the operation. These controls initiate early arbitration, by asserting mutex request high whenever informed by early monitoring information. When a flit enters the network, something-coming-in, which is initially low, is asserted high, causing the control unit to request and win arbitration (i.e. mutex component). The control unit de-asserts its request, and releases the mutex, when the corresponding flit is sent to the output.
chapter.

The newly-added req-latch control unit enables a dramatic optimization in the node’s forward path, reducing it from two latches [82, 96, 97] to a single one. This latch now serves two purposes: (i) channel pre-allocation based on the winning of mutex, and (ii) flow control. In contrast, the earlier designs use separate registers to handle the two purposes. This requires a significant protocol modification on the req-latch control unit, which now opens the latch in synchronization with both left and right channels: it awaits early arbitration to complete (assertion of a mutex output) and an acknowledge of the previous flit by the right environment, for flow control (output-en signal asserted high).

The monitoring control unit is part of the entire new monitoring network. It enables a rapid propagation of the monitoring information from the node’s input to output. In particular, something-coming-out is asserted high as soon as either of the two something-coming-in signals is asserted high with only a two-gate delay latency. Since something-coming-in signals are not persistent (i.e. they can go low early), a takeover is needed to maintain something-coming-out high until the actual flit arrives and is sent to the output channel.

4.5.1.1 Operation

Before showing detailed component designs, the operation of the entire node is illustrated by three simple scenarios. Advanced scenarios can be simply built upon these three cases.

Single Flit Processing with No Contention

This scenario illustrates how early arbitration works in a friendly case. The incoming flit is assumed to arrive on channel 0, without loss of generality, and with no traffic on the other input channel. Initially, latches L1 and L2 are opaque, while all others (including data register) are transparent. First, when the flit enters the network, early arbitration is performed and channel 0 is pre-allocated, well before the actual flit arrival: something-coming-in-0 is asserted high, causing the mutex-input-control-0 unit to request the mutex. After the mutex is won (zerowins asserted high), latch L1 is pre-allocated (i.e. becomes transparent), and the data mux selects the top input channel. Eventually, the actual flit arrives. Since input channel 0 is now pre-allocated, the flit passes directly to the output channel. A low forward latency is achieved: effectively one D-latch (L1) plus an XOR2. Finally,
both L1 and the data register quickly close for data protection. In parallel, the mutex is released, allowing the left acknowledgment to be sent out through L3. In the end, the right environment acknowledges, and the entire operation is complete.

**Two Flits Back-to-Back on the Same Channel**

This case illustrates when a data stream arrives on only one input channel, e.g. channel 0. The first flit is processed similarly to the single-flit case above. In this scenario, though, the monitoring signal, *something-coming-in* remains high, indicating that there are more incoming flits. Note that the mutex is always briefly released between flits (i.e. *zerowins* de-asserted low), and *something-coming-in* is then re-sampled by the *mutex-input-control-0* unit for the second flit. The second flit on this input channel is then processed following the same procedure as the first one. Finally, *something-coming-in* is de-asserted low as no more flits are arriving. The mutex release between the two flits is forced to create a window for the other channel to have an opportunity to win the mutex. As a result, the arbitration is fair and starvation is avoided.

**Contention between Two Channels**

This scenario illustrates a simple case for the node to resolve contention. Two flits, one at each input channel, enter the network within a close time margin. Both *something-coming-in* inputs go high and the two *mutex-input controls* request the mutex almost simultaneously. Without loss of generality, assume channel 0 wins the mutex. The flit on channel 0 is processed normally by following the same procedure as in single-flit case, while the early arbitration on channel 1 cannot further proceed. As soon as channel 0 releases the mutex, channel 1 continues with its own early arbitration and the flit on channel 1 gets processed.

**4.5.1.2 Details for Sub-Modules**

**Mutex Input Control**

A more detailed view of this control unit and its operation are now presented. The new arbitration node contains two *Mutex Input Control* units, one for each input channel, as shown in Fig. 4.7(a). They are the core components that initiate early arbitration whenever notified by monitoring signals.

In processing each flit, the *Mutex Input Control* unit requests and releases the mutex exactly
once, generating a clean pulse at its only output \( mutex-req0 \), as shown in Fig. 4.7(b)(i). An edge-triggered D-flipflop and a phase comparator are the core components for pulse generation. The phase comparator initially has different values at the two inputs and \( mutex-req0 \) is zero. When a new flit enters the network and the local monitoring signal \( something-coming-in-0 \) is asserted high, the \textit{Flip-Flop Control} clocks the DFF. The two inputs of the phase comparator become equalized, and the control output (\( mutex-req0 \)) is asserted high, resulting in a request to the mutex. (Once the mutex has been won, its \textit{zerowins} output will then de-assert the \textit{Flip-Flop Control} output.) Eventually, once the actual flit arrives at the node and is sent to the output channel, \textit{pre-ackout} toggles. As a result, the bottom input to the phase comparator has a different value from the top
input. Hence, the \textit{mutex-req0} output is de-asserted low, thus releasing the mutex and also completing the output pulse.

A timing diagram for two back-to-back flits on the same channel is shown in Fig. 4.7(b)(ii). If flits are very close, \textit{something-coming-in-0} stays high; alternatively, with a wider gap, it will briefly go low.

\textbf{Req-Latch Control}

This unit is implemented by two simple AND2 gates, one for each input channel already shown in Fig. 4.6. A timing diagram of the processing of two successive flits, widely spaced, is illustrated in Fig. 4.8.

The output of each of the AND2 gates, which opens the corresponding input channel, is asserted high based on a synchronization of its two inputs. For each AND2 gate, its left input (\textit{zerowins/onewins}) serves as a \textit{request for input channel allocation}, controlling the corresponding latch (L1 or L2). It is asserted high when the corresponding monitoring signal has arrived and wins early arbitration, and is de-asserted low after the actual flit arrives and is transmitted to the output channel. In particular, the corresponding \textit{preackout0/1} signal toggles, causing the mutex to reset, and thereby de-asserting the corresponding mutex output (i.e., \textit{zerowins/onewins}). The right input (\textit{output-en}) has the role of flow control; it is a busy flag indicating whether the successor is free to accept a new data item. It is initially de-asserted high, indicating a free output channel. Once the flit arrives and is sent out on this output channel, the \textit{reqout} signal toggles and asserts the busy flag (\textit{output-en}), as well as closing the data register. Once the right acknowledge \textit{ackin} is toggled, the busy flag is de-asserted high.

For the case of downstream congestion, the right environment may take arbitrarily long to gen-
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Figure 4.9: Timing diagram for fan-in monitoring control

erate its acknowledgment. Even so, if the advance monitoring indicates a second flit heading to the same input channel, the node has sufficient parallelism to begin the pre-allocation step: it can win arbitration (i.e. assert zerowins/onewins high), and request to enable the input channel. At this point, as soon as the downstream congestion is cleared, the corresponding latch, L1 or L2, will be finally be allowed to open again.

Monitoring Control

The unit is implemented using three simple AND2 gates, already shown in Fig. 4.6. The timing diagram for its operation is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Consider a simple simulation for an individual fan-in node and a single flit, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). Assume the flit arrives on channel 0. When the flit enters the network, the node soon is notified: something-coming-in-0 goes high and this information is quickly forwarded to something-coming-out. Concurrently, takeover is asserted, to maintain this output value. Eventually, the actual flit arrives, followed by something-coming-in-0 going low. but something-coming-out stays high due to the takeover signal. Finally, after the flit is sent out on the output channel, the takeover is reset and allows something-coming-out to be de-asserted low.

In the case when there are two back-to-back flits approaching the node on channel 0, monitoring signals will stay high, until both incoming flits are processed. The timing diagram for this special case is illustrated by Fig. 4.9(b). Effectively, the monitoring signals are not normal handshaking signals, and no longer get reset when two consecutive flits are sufficiently close. It serves as a state bit, indicating the existence of incoming flit(s). Alternatively, runt pulses are possible for
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the monitoring signal, i.e. a brief de-assertion, when the flits are somewhat further apart. This aggressive protocol is much more efficient than a classical deterministic handshaking protocol where each asserted signal is required in turn to be de-asserted.

4.5.1.3 Timing Analysis

There are three key timing constraints residing in the arbitration node, which serve as design parameters for the physical layout level.

Monitoring operation: re-sampling time. Once asserted high, the monitoring input (something-coming-in) must be de-asserted early enough to prevent a stale value from being re-sampled by the mutex-input control unit, otherwise the input channel will be re-allocated with no incoming flit. In practice, given the gate-level implementation, this timing condition has adequate margins. Soon after a flit arrives, the corresponding monitoring input signal (something-coming-in) is de-asserted low and immediately forwarded to the mutex-input control unit, thus nullifying the sampling signal. Concurrently, after the flit is transmitted to the output channel, an entire mutex release cycle is initiated, followed by a re-acquisition, before the mutex-input control unit can re-sample the monitoring input.

Hold time. Once data advances through the latch (L1/L2), it must be securely stored before new data arrives from the previous stage to prevent data overrun. In practice, L1/L2 closes nearly simultaneously with generating the left acknowledgment, because it involves small local paths. In contrast, the roundtrip time from generating the left acknowledgment to new data arrival involves one complete non-local channel traversal as well as paths through the left neighbor’s control. The timing constraint, therefore, is easily satisfiable.

Pre-mature input channel opening. This timing constraint occurs whenever a flit is sent on the output channel. The right environment cannot acknowledge too quickly, before the mutex is released (i.e. zerowins/onewins goes low). Otherwise, L1/L2 will temporarily open for a short period; although no functional error can occur, possible glitches in control signals and other electrical issues may become a problem. In practice, as the right environment is normally another router of the same type, and the round-trip latency from generating req-out to receiving acknowledgment involves a complete non-local channel traversal, the timing constraint is also easily satisfiable.
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Figure 4.10: New root routing node: (a) top-level, (b) control logic

Figure 4.11: New non-root routing node: (a) top-level, (b) control logic
4.5.2 Routing Node

In order for possible channel pre-allocation in arbitration nodes, lightweight monitoring control units are also added in each level of routing nodes. The new routing designs are shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 for fan-out root and non-root nodes, respectively.

A monitoring transition is initiated at the fan-out root when the data enters the network and been quickly forwarded to all the routers along the path, including fan-out non-root nodes as well as fan-in nodes. However, unlike the arbitration primitives, the fan-out nodes only passes the monitoring information downstream without using it.

There are major differences in the protocol of monitoring signals between the new design and the predictive design of Gill et. al [82]. The time of monitoring assertion is the same but the time of de-assertion is significantly different. The monitoring channel of the predictive design uses a partial handshaking protocol and something-coming-out de-asserts only after we send out a flit and the right environment acknowledges. The new design, however, has no back pressure in monitoring protocol. Something-coming-out de-asserts soon after a flit is put onto the output channel.

4.5.3 Monitoring Network: A Quick Revisit

The monitoring network is the key innovation of the entire new design. This lightweight shadow network effectively anticipates the incoming traffic, when an actual new packet is injected into the network, and allow routers on the path to prepare in advance. Although the detailed design and operation for each of the fan-out fan-in monitoring control are already introduced in previous sections, it is still worthwhile re-examining it for its system-level operation.

Overall, the structure of the monitoring network is a shadow replica of the entire MoT network. For modularity, it is combined into the existing MoT network. Each node – routing or arbitration – has an attached small monitoring control unit, implemented by several gates. The monitoring control units for fan-out primitives, shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11, are similar to those in Gill et. al [82], with nearly identical functionality but using a different protocol in monitoring communication between neighbors. The monitoring control unit for each arbitration node was shown in Fig. 4.6.1

1The two top OR2 gates are combined using an OR3 gate in the actual implementation for improved performance.
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Monitoring has distinct roles in the two halves of the network: in the fan-out part, monitoring signals only get forwarded; in the fan-in part, monitoring signals get forwarded and are also used for channel pre-allocation at individual nodes. Whenever a flit enters the network through a root routing node, it initiates a monitoring signal transition. This signal is then rapidly forwarded to all the fan-out and fan-in nodes along the targeted path. A rapid wave of monitoring signals going high is detected as the relevant nodes get informed from the source to the destination only on this path. Then, monitoring signals are de-asserted low, node by node, as the actual flit proceeds through each router following the same path.

4.6 Multi-Flit Design

The previous Section 4.5 focused on a basic design to handle only single-flit packets. An enhanced version for the new arbitration node is now presented to support multi-flit capability, as in [96, 97].

The multi-flit network has identical routing primitives as the single-flit implementation, but with different arbitration nodes. The structure of a multi-flit fan-in node is shown in 4.12. It is largely identical to the single-flit one, except for a different mutex-input-control unit. The new control unit, shown in Fig. 4.13 replaces the one for single-flit design. In the new arbitration node, once the header flit wins in early arbitration, the mutex is held until the entire packet is processed. To implement this, the new mutex-input-control now takes a tail flag (end0/1) information from each flit. Normal assertion of mutex-req is performed as before, but the de-assertion (i.e. arbitration release) only occurs at tail flit.

Compared to the multi-flit design in [96, 97], the new approach no longer cycles the mutex on a per-flit basis, which was repeatedly won and released. Therefore, the new design has direct benefits in reduced switching activity, as well as improved throughput due to the complete elimination of this protocol overhead.

4.7 Experimental Results

Detailed evaluations are now presented, for pre-layout technology-mapped network primitives as well as 8×8 mesh-of-trees networks built upon these primitives. The results are compared to the
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Figure 4.12: New arbitration primitive: multi-flit design

Figure 4.13: Mutex input control: multi-flit design
### Table 4.1: Area comparison for pre-layout primitives ($\mu m^2$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Type</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Included Components</th>
<th>New Implementations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>total</td>
<td>991.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>201.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>1056.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>266.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>predictive</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>1033.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>243.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>typical</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>1042.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>252.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>new</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>1039.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>248.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>869.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>190.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>predictive</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>1309.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>632.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>new</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>947.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>control only</td>
<td>269.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*baseline* design of Horak et al. [96, 97] as well as the *predictive* design of Gill et al. [82]. Both of the previous designs are re-implemented for fair comparison.

#### 4.7.1 Asynchronous Primitives

An ARM 90nm SAGE-X standard cell library is used (the same as that used in [82]) for implementing the new and previous network primitives with a 32-bit wide datapath. Results are obtained using the Spectre simulator in Cadence Virtuoso environment at typical design corner with nominal temperature and supply voltage (1.0V, 27°C). As we use a different simulator from that of [82], reasonable results deviations are observed. All the results are obtained for the single-flit designs.

**Area Comparison**

The new primitives are shown to have only little area overhead over the *baseline* counterparts. In particular, the new arbitration primitive has significantly smaller area than the *predictive* one. Table 4.1 contains the results of total node area, as well as the control area alone, which excludes data.
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Table 4.2: Performance comparison for routing primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Latency (ps)</th>
<th>Max. Throughput (GFPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Alternating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

path. The final layout node area is estimated by summing up the cell areas and then dividing by a packing factor of 0.8. For the routing primitive, the new design has a comparable area as predictive counterpart. When compared to the baseline, the control overhead of the new router primitive is within 5.2%, for both typical and root nodes, as the additional monitoring control is extremely simple. For the arbitration primitive, 28% less area is observed for the new node when compared to the predictive counterpart, due to a much simpler fan-in design. Even compared to the baseline arbitration primitive, the area overhead is less than 9%.

Latency and Throughput

Latency is calculated assuming an empty primitive, from an input request transition to the time that the primitive toggles its output request. A complete 3-level fan-in tree is implemented for evaluating maximum throughput under different steady-state traffic patterns in order to capture the realistic handshaking protocol overhead between neighboring nodes and avoid over-optimistic performance analysis. Then throughput is measured at the root primitive of the tree.

The new routing primitive has very close performance to both previous counterparts as expected, since effectively no design modification is done in the fan-out nodes except for additional monitoring controls off the critical path. The new arbitration primitive has significant latency reduction comparing to the baseline, and moderate to large latency improvement over the predictive arbitration primitive, depending on different operating modes that the predictive node operates in. There is a mix of throughput improvement and degradation for the new arbitration primitive, compared to the previous counterparts.

Routing primitive. Table 4.2 shows the latency and throughput results for the new routing prim-
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Table 4.3: Performance comparison for arbitration primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Operating Mode</th>
<th>Latency (ps)</th>
<th>Max. Throughput (GFPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>predictive</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biased</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arbitration primitive. In order to show a complete range of performance, two different routing patterns are used for experiments: single (i.e. packets are only routed to one output port) and alternating (i.e. packets are routed to both output ports with a strict alternating pattern). Neither latency nor throughput overhead was observed for the new routing nodes, in either root or typical versions. The throughput in the single case is even slightly better than predictive counterpart by an amount of 2.5%.

Arbitration primitive. Table 4.3 provides the performance results for the new arbitration primitive. Similarly, experiments are done under two different traffic patterns: single and all, respectively.

The new arbitration primitive has significant latency reduction comparing to the baseline (by 48%), and moderate to large latency improvement over the predictive arbitration primitive, depending on different operating modes that the predictive node operates in (54% improvement in single case and 19% in all case).

In terms of throughput, there is a mix of improvement and degradation for the new arbitration primitive, compared to the previous counterparts. In single case, data stream arrives on only one input channel. The new design has minor to moderate throughput improvements over the baseline and predictive (default mode), by 5.2% and 13.7% respectively, mostly due to a simple design with shorter forward path. However, about 20% worse throughput is observed, compared to the predictive (biased mode). This is because at high data input rate, there is not enough margin between two consecutive flits and the new design cannot fully complete channel pre-allocation before each flit arrival, while the predictive design operates in biased mode and the channel is always allocated. In all case, data streams arrive at both input channels. The new design also has better throughput, compared to both the baseline and predictive counterpart, in particular, 20% better throughput for
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Table 4.4: Latency for monitoring control: node-level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Type</th>
<th>Node Level</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Transition Type</th>
<th>Latency (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Routing</td>
<td>root</td>
<td>Monitoring output (something-coming-out)</td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1→0 (case #1)</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1→0 (case #2)</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>typical</td>
<td></td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1→0 (case #1)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1→0 (case #2)</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arbitration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Monitoring output (something-coming-out)</td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1→0 (case #1)</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1→0 (case #2)</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-allocation (reqlatch-en)</td>
<td>0→1</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitoring signals. Table 4.4 evaluates the performance of the new monitoring signals, as they advance through a single node. For root routing primitive, the assertion (0 to 1) latency is measured from an input request transition to the time that *something-coming-out* is asserted high. For all the other routing and arbitration primitives, it is the time between *something-coming-in* and *something-coming-out*. The de-assertion delay (1 to 0) is divided into two cases. Case #1 is measured when a node is empty, from the time that a new request arrives until *something-coming-out* is de-asserted. Case #2 is for the case that a node is congested and is measured from the time that an acknowledge from the successor arrives until the time that *something-coming-out* deasserts. The assertion latency needs to be small, as the monitoring signal must be quickly forwarded, while the de-assertion latency is less important. Overall, for all non-root routing primitives as well as all arbitration primitives, the assertion delay is extremely fast: under 41ps. Pre-allocation time is also evaluated for the arbitration primitive, from *something-coming-in* assertion to the point when the channel is opened. The result, 463 ps, is fast enough for every fan-in node on the path to complete channel pre-allocation before actual flit arrival when the network is lightly loaded.
Design Complexity

The new arbitration node is also much simpler than the predictive one. It uses only a single analog mutex, while the predictive design requires five mutexes to solve complex mode change scenarios. The predictive node also contains complex Policy and Safety modules to store history information and maintain channel configuration. The new design requires none of these, and has simpler req- and ack-latch control units. However, the new design has two added small mutex-input-controls to allow channel pre-allocation.

4.7.2 Asynchronous Network

Experiments were also performed for both network latency and throughput, using 8×8 mesh-of-trees networks. We conduct two sets of experiments: for single-flit and multi-flit designs. Single-flit experiments compare three networks: the baseline, predictive and new. For multi-flit experiments, only two networks are compared, baseline and new, since the predictive design does not support multi-flit packets.

Experimental Setup

A similar network setup is used as in [82]. We use an asynchronous NoC simulator introduced in [82] developed by our group for testing, debugging and performance measurements, based on a PLI (Programming Language Interface) framework.

The initial generic framework was developed by Prof. Simha Sethumadhavan (Columbia University) for synchronous applications only. Networks are modeled in structural Verilog using the same 90nm standard library while the test environment is written in C. Packet source queues are installed at network inputs ports for recording of latency [46]. For single-flit experiments, the input environment generates flits at random intervals that conforms to an exponential distribution. For multi-flit experiments, flits within a packet are put into the source queue almost simultaneously and the mean time between packet headers follows an exponential distribution. We follow the standard procedure to ensure a long enough warm-up and measurement time for each benchmark [46], where one simulation with given warm-up and measurement phases is compared to another with both of these periods doubled, to check whether results are comparable.

Gate modeling. Our previous work of [82] employs a fixed-latency gate model by taking the
average of rising and falling transitions. Here a more accurate model is extracted by Cadence simulations, which assigns distinct latencies to rising and falling transitions for each pair of I/O paths of each gate, rather than using a single fixed latency model.

Benchmarks. Experiments are conducted for the same eight synthetic benchmarks as in [82], chosen to represent a wide range of network conditions. Three benchmarks provide friendly scenarios with no contention, where each fan-in node receives data on only one input channel: 1) Bit permutation [46], 2) Digit permutation [46] and 7) Random single source broadcast. Three benchmarks provide moderate contention, where some fan-in nodes have light or no contention, and others have moderate contention: 4) Simple alternation with overlap, 5) Random restricted broadcast with partial overlap and 8) Partial streaming. The two remaining benchmarks are most adversarial, with heavy contention at some fan-in nodes: 3) Uniform all-to-all random [46] and 6) Hotspot8 [46]. The predictive network has particularly poor performance on these two, even worse than the baseline network.

Network-Level Simulation Results: Single-Flit Design

Overall, for the single-flit experiments, the new network has moderate to high latency reductions across all benchmarks, over both baseline and predictive networks, ranging from 13 to 39%. For throughput, the new network out-performs the baseline network, in six of eight benchmarks, with improvements up to 17%, and only minor degradation in the other two benchmarks. Compared to the predictive network, the new network has almost identical throughput, within 6%.

Latency. Fig. 4.14 contains detailed latency results for the three networks. Results are plotted as the average end-to-end network latency for each flit vs. the mean offered data input rate [82]. When lightly loaded, network latency in the baseline network is nearly 2400 ps for every benchmark. The predictive network has a latency around 1900 ps for friendly benchmarks but up to 3000 ps for the adversarial ones. Like the baseline, the new network has a quite stable latency over all benchmarks; however, the latter is overall much lower, around 1700 ps. Fig. 4.16 highlights network latencies at identical input rates. An offered throughput of 25% saturation rate is chosen; this rate is high enough to differentiate benchmarks while still retaining an uncongested network.

Compared to the baseline network, significant improvements are uniformly observed, ranging from 23% to 30%. Compared to the predictive network, the new network obtains improvements
Figure 4.14: Network-level latency: (a) baseline network [96, 97]; (b) predictive network [82]; (c) new network

Figure 4.15: Network-level throughput: (a) baseline network [96, 97]; (b) predictive network [82]; (c) new network
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Figure 4.16: Latency comparison for 25% network load

Figure 4.17: Saturation throughput comparison

from 13% to 21% for friendly and moderately adversarial benchmarks, with even higher improvements – near 38% – for the most adversarial benchmarks.

The two key contributions – merging latches on the forward path and channel pre-allocation – are now separately evaluated, to observe their impact. By merging latches, the network latency
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is improved by roughly 250 ps (13%), when comparing the predictive and the new network in the three friendly benchmarks (1, 2 and 7). These benchmarks have persistent source-sink pair-wise streaming traffic with no contention. Hence, the involved fan-in routers in the predictive network stay in optimal configuration (i.e. held in the biased mode), and therefore this differential identifies the improvement due solely to the latch removal. For other benchmarks, the latency gains are always higher (up to roughly 38% in benchmarks 3 and 6), showing the additional contribution of the channel pre-allocation scheme.

The stability of the latency is also a key metric for memory access in shared-memory CMP’s, capturing the degree of latency variation at fixed load under a variety of benchmarks. As highlighted in Fig. 4.16, while the predictive network has high latency variation, ranging from 1910 ps to 3016 ps, the new approach has nearly uniform latency over all benchmarks, which is another important benefit of the proposed approach.

Throughput. Fig. 4.15 explores network throughput, with results plotted as the output rate normalized to the number of active input sources vs. the mean offered data input rate [82]. Under fairly lightly-loaded traffic conditions, throughput tracks the input data rate. As the input rate increases, throughput results begin to level off to the saturation throughput. Fig. 4.17 provides a clean vision of the differences in saturation throughput values for the three networks. Compared to the baseline, the new network exhibits minor to moderate improvements – up to 17% – for six benchmarks, with up to 8% degradation on the two most adversarial ones. Compared to the predictive network, the new network exhibits nearly identical throughput – from 6% degradation to 6% improvement – across all benchmarks.

Monitoring Network Evaluation. Finally, network-level simulations show that the monitoring network can rapidly forward monitoring information and allows enough time for each fan-in node on the path to complete channel pre-allocation before actual flit arrives. In a zero-load network, the tightest margin between monitoring signal arrival and actual flit arrival is 590 ps, which occurs at leaf fan-in nodes.

Network-Level Simulation Results: Multi-Flit Design

Considering a multi-flit design, Figs. 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 show the network-level latency and throughput results for the baseline and new networks using a fixed packet length of 8 flits. Only
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Figure 4.18: Latency for the networks with multi-flit capability

Figure 4.19: Throughput for the networks with multi-flit capability

Figure 4.20: Performance comparison for multi-flit experiments
two representative benchmarks are picked for the experiment. Benchmark 1 (shuffle) is a friendly benchmark with no contention and benchmark 3 (all-to-all random), a widely-used benchmark that is moderate adversial. Significant improvements are observed in network latency (27% and 31%). Throughput is also considerably better (around 14%) for both tested benchmarks. These strong results prove the effectiveness of anticipation in the multi-flit case. Results are also obtained for a fixed packet length of 3 flits. Similar improvements in latency (28% and 31%) but smaller improvements in throughput (3% and 14%) are obtained.

4.8 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter introduces a novel network protocol to address the system-latency bottleneck for high-performance asynchronous interconnection networks using a Mesh-of-Trees variant topology. The topology is efficient for connecting processing clusters to memory tiles in shared-memory chip multiprocessors. A lightweight shadow monitoring network is proposed to fast-forward information on arriving packets, in advance, allowing each node on its path to complete both arbitration and channel allocation before the data arrives.

Detailed experiments are performed to compare the proposed network with two of our earlier asynchronous designs [96, 97] at both router- and network-level. At router-level, the new asynchronous arbitration primitive only has small overhead when compared to the baseline, while is significantly simpler than the predictive counterpart (28% less in area). Also, the new arbitration node only has one mutex, while the predictive design requires five to solve complex mode change scenarios. At network-level, the new network shows stable improvements in end-to-end system latency over the baseline network, 24-30% improvements for all 8 benchmarks, while up to 38% latency improvements were obtained over the predictive network. In addition, the attached monitoring network is extremely simple and fast – only several gates are added for each node – providing enough slack for early arbitration and channel pre-allocation.

Future work will be focused on narrowing the window between channel reservation and the actual flit arrival, which can potentially increase the network utilization. Instead of triggering the pre-allocation right after the flit enters the network, it can be triggered at the middle of the network, but still allowing enough time for completing pre-allocation in time. Also, mixed-timing interfaces
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will be created to connect the network with functional cores to form a GALS system for further experiments on real traffic benchmarks.
Chapter 5

A Low-Latency Asynchronous NoC for a 2D-Mesh Topology

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, a novel monitoring technique is applied for a Mesh-of-Trees (MoT) variant topology. The lightweight monitoring network fast forwards early information of incoming traffic and allows routers on the path to prepare in advance. Although MoT topology and its variants are receiving increasing interest and attention, they are still used in only specialized applications. Mesh-based NoC structures are still the mainstream. Acceleration techniques for mesh-based topologies are more important and challenging: they have higher-radix switches with non-trivial routing, and with more complex resource sharing.

This chapter introduces and applies a monitoring network to a 2D-mesh topology, and presents our second asynchronous low-latency network-on-chip [105]. The new NoC is called AEoLiAN, Asynchronous Early-arbitration approach for a Lightweight Accelerated Network. Similarly, a low-overhead monitoring network is introduced, for a 2D-mesh, which allows arbitration and channel allocation to be performed in advance of a packet through the network. However, compared to the optimized MoT network in Chapter 4, AEoLiAN has fundamentally new monitoring protocols and components.

The new monitoring protocol uses a fine-grain and synchronized router-by-router early arbitration, with monitoring and data advancing independently at different speeds. In contrast, the MoT
monitoring network informs all routers on a packet’s path in rapid sequence. This coarse-grain approach does not work for 2D-mesh topology, because the 2D-mesh topology is much more complex and there is much more traffic interference in mesh-based structures: pre-allocation of routers too early for one data stream can block other data streams from using this node for a large amount of time, resulting in an unacceptable performance degradation and congestion. The more conservative synchronization protocol is selected to avoid such over provisioning, as well as to conquer deadlock issues.

The proposed 2D-mesh monitoring network is quite lightweight, compared to many recent early arbitration techniques used in synchronous NoC’s. For example, SMART NoC [119], one of the most well-known optimized synchronous networks, requires substantial extra network resources, including additional VCs and link resources, to enable a complete multi-hop channel reservation for a packet in the preceding clock cycle. In contrast, our approach exploits fine-grain asynchronous operation, which allows rapid ‘sub-cycle’ pre-allocation decisions, on a hop-by-hop and node-by-node basis, resulting in lightweight dynamic resource allocation as a packet advances. Interestingly, given the decoupled and fine-grain operation of the new asynchronous NoC, only a narrow increase in channel width – 11 extra bits per channel – is needed to support the monitoring network, without the need to accommodate worst-case notification scenarios within each clock cycle as in synchronous approaches.

The AEoLiAN network was implemented and simulated on 6 diverse synthetic benchmarks in an 8×8 2D-mesh network topology. Uniform improvements in system latency are obtained over all the benchmarks and over a wide range of injection rates. Pre-allocation was shown to be nearly completed in advance, with only slight overlap, with the arrival of packet headers. Interestingly, the acceleration technique also provided significant throughput gains for several of the benchmarks, by reducing network congestion. A small number of additional experiments were also performed by perturbing packet size, network dimension and link length. The new NoC shows almost identical, or only slightly degraded, latency.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 introduces related work on various of early arbitration techniques used for synchronous NoC’s. Section 5.3 presents the baseline network by Ghiribaldi et al. [80], which we build on and compare to. An overview of the approach is first provided in Section 5.4, before diving into the detailed network design. From Sec-
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Section 5.5 to 5.7, implementation details of the network is presented. Section 5.8 presents an informal explanation for why the network has no deadlock. Section 5.9 provides major timing constraints of the network. Detailed experimental results for the proposed 2D-mesh NoC design is shown in Section 5.10. Finally, Section 5.11 concludes the chapter.

5.2 Related Work

A number of mesh-based synchronous NoC’s use early information and aim for rapid pre-allocation. While several demonstrate effectiveness in latency improvements, most require major hardware resource allocation to support such acceleration on a per-clock cycle basis: multiple extra virtual channels (VCs), hybrid configuration networks requiring additional planes, and wide control or monitoring channels.

The SMART NoC [119] uses clockless repeated links to pre-allocate channels for multiple-hops simultaneously, allowing packets to potentially traverse multiple routers in one cycle. However, it requires wide monitoring channels with many extra VCs to obtain the full benefits of the approach. In particular, it includes an example (Fig. 7 [119]) with 24 distinct smart links emanating from each router, each with 2-4 address bits, and 12 VCs are proposed to obtain maximal benefits for its experimental results. Deja Vu [2] uses a hybrid network and requires an expensive dedicated monitoring plane, with the same channel width as the data plane, to support early arbitration; also, the environment must inject monitoring information into the network earlier than the data, unlike our proposed approach. The approach of [121] uses ‘advanced bundles’ to set switch allocation one cycle in advance; however, it builds on a slow 3-cycle baseline switch, and reported network-level performance had minimal latency improvement from 10-40% injected load and only modest improvements at other rates.

5.3 Background: Baseline NoC Design

The proposed work builds on a recent general-purpose asynchronous NoC router design with no latency acceleration, presented in [80]. This 5-port switch uses a nearly entirely standard cell design, with low overhead and simple optimized control. It is a VC-less design, using destination addressing and X-Y routing, and uses a two-phase transition-signaling protocol, along with single-
rail bundled data encoding.

When compared to a highly optimized synchronous switch, *xpipesLite* [211], the baseline asynchronous switch demonstrated significant benefits: 71\% reduction in switch area, 60-85\% reduction in overall power, and a 44\% average reduction in energy per flit, in the same technology. Unlike a number of prior asynchronous NoC’s, which have been targeted to low or moderate throughput with high router node latency and area [27, 133], this switch also exhibited high throughput (903 ps average cycle time) and relatively low latency (1195 ps per router, header flit), in a low-power standard-Vth 40nm technology.

The router microarchitecture has two sets of components: Input Port Modules (IPMs) and Output Port Modules (OPMs). Five IPMs are connected through the crossbar to five OPMs, using a standard organization [46]. Each component is based on Mousetrap asynchronous pipelines [201, 204], which use a normally-transparent *capture-pass protocol* with single-level D-latch registers.

An IPM has a single input channel and four output channels, while an OPM has four input channels and one output channel. The IPM computes the current node’s routing information, and propagates it to the designated OPM; input data is also broadcast 4-way to all OPMs. The role of the OPM is to (i) use the routing information to identify a valid request, (ii) resolve arbitration between competing requests, and (iii) allocate the designated output channel.

Details of an IPM and OPM module are introduced below, respectively. A more complete presentation can be found in [80].

### 5.3.1 Input Port Module

The structure of an IPM is shown in Fig. 5.1. Initially, the single-latch input register is normally transparent, as in Mousetrap pipelines, and all *Request Generators* are inactive.

The operation starts with a header flit arriving at the input channel. Following the transition-signaling bundled data protocol, *Data*$_{IN}$ becomes valid, and then a transition occurs on *Req*$_{IN}$. The header flit then directly passes through the input register, which is default-open, and immediately broadcast speculatively to all output channels. However, the header also activates *Packet Route Selector* to compute the real designated output port. The corresponding *Request Generator* is then activated, and asserts *PacketPathEnable* high on that port. The targeted OPM, which receives *PacketPathEnable* will identify the valid data, and sends acknowledgment back to the IPM. The remaining
II. PREVIOUS WORK

There has been a surge of interest in recent years in GALS and asynchronous design [1], [2]. Several GALS NoC architectures have been proposed, each with different design points. The proposed switch architecture is highly modular and can support the connection of an arbitrary number of input ports (Input Port Modules, IPMs) with output ports (Output Port Modules, OPMs). The proposed NoC is based on MOUSETRAP pipelines augmented with an extra stage control (replacing the clock) consisting of only a single combinatorial gate. These designs use single-rail bundled communication, while this work involves two complete roundtrip channel communications per bit. Almost all use combinational gate. These designs use single-rail bundled data encoding and flipflop-based registers, and is not currently even suitable as a NoC. The GALS neural network system of [13] also includes two-phase communication with low hardware overhead. Each MOUSETRAP port can support the connection of an arbitrary number of input channels between chips, with four-phase channels on chip, but the quality metrics that transition-signaling bundled data can achieve are directly transferred from IPM to the designated OPM at a very fast rate, as routing computation is no longer needed. Finally, after the tail flit is passed to the OPM and the acknowledge is received, the Request Generator is deactivated. The IPM is reset to the initial state and waits for the next packet processing.

5.3.2 Output Port Module

Fig. 5.2 shows the microarchitecture of the OPM. The module arbitrates between multiple incoming requests and merge them on the single output channel.

An asynchronous 4-way mutual exclusion element (mutex) performs arbitration, and a 4-way MUX selects the appropriate input data from the crossbar. The Tail Detector detects when a tail flit is sent out. The right data register uses a capture-pass protocol for flow control, and other components...
manage handshaking with crossbar and output channel, as well as reset of the internal components.

Initially, the mutex is reset, with all inputs and outputs at zero. L1-L4 are normally opaque, blocking data requests until they win arbitration. L5 is a capture-pass latch, which is normally transparent. The operation begins when a header flit arrives from one of the IPMs, concurrently with the associated PacketPathEnable signal asserted high. The flit requests the mutex, wins the arbitration, and then the corresponding channel (L1-L4) will be open. The header flit is then directly put onto the output channel through the default-open output latch (L5). After the mutex is won, the channel will be held open throughout the entire packet processing. The remaining channels cannot win arbitration until the current packet is processed. Therefore, the body and tail flits of the current packet are directly sent out without being arbitrated again. Finally, after the tail flit sent out, a TailPass signal is sent back to the corresponding IPM, the IPM, in turn, deasserts PacketPathEnable, resets the mutex and closes the channel. The OPM is then reset back to the initial state.
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5.4 Overview of the Approach

The section introduces the basic strategy of AEoLiAN, and highlights the key features that are distinct from a previous baseline asynchronous NoC [80] with no early arbitration capability.

A structural and operational overview of AEoLiAN is shown in Fig. 5.3. The new NoC consists of two sub-networks: a lightweight and narrow monitoring network for fast forwarding the early notification of incoming data, and the standard datapath network for normal packet processing. Once a packet enters the network, its destination address in the header flit serves as the monitoring information, and it is rapidly advanced along the expected routing path through the monitoring network. Every router on the path performs early arbitration and channel pre-allocation based on the receipt of this information. Typically, the data only waits for a very short period in each router after it arrives, before the channel is completely allocated. In contrast, in the earlier NoC [80], arbitration is not allowed to start until the actual data arrives at each router, resulting in a long data wait time.

Lookahead routing is combined with the monitoring network, to further speed up its forward latency. A non-classical approach is proposed, which has higher parallelism to improve performance. There are two key distinctions. First, in a classical scheme [156], a packet must arrive at the current node before it initiates computation of lookahead routing for the successor node, while in the
proposed approach the computation is initiated earlier – *just after the advance monitoring arrives*. Second, the classical approach begins lookahead computation after switch allocation in the current node, while the proposed approach begins the computation *in parallel* with early arbitration. As a result, the above new protocol enhancements provide significantly accelerated performance.

In case of any contention, early arbitration is performed on a router-by-router basis. That is, if the monitoring loses the early arbitration at a certain router node, it is not allowed to further propagate, until it finally wins at the current router. The corresponding data packet also has to wait until the monitoring wins the arbitration and allocates the channel. In both cases, the monitoring proceeds as an arbitration ‘wave,’ by winning early arbitration at each router on the expected path. In other words, the monitoring network decides the processing order for input data streams in advance, and the actual data simply follows and replays the pre-determined order. This fine-grain ‘router-by-router’ early arbitration mechanism enables a simple design, which eliminates the need for over-provisioning the network as is required in some recent synchronous approaches, which use extra VCs to support multi-hop single-cycle transmissions, or expensive hybrid multi-plane networks. Instead, the fine granularity of asynchronous operation (a router node can forward monitoring in little more than 200 ps), allows ‘sub-cycle’ pre-allocation decisions on a hop-by-hop basis, using limited channel resources, based on ambient dynamic traffic.

Different handshaking protocols are used in the monitoring network vs. datapath. Data channels retain a 2-phase NRZ handshaking protocol with single-rail bundled data encoding, as in [80], to allow a high processing rate. On the other hand, the monitoring channels only operate on a slower per-packet basis, and use a 4-phase RZ protocol, with the packet destination encoded using single-rail bundled data. The use of the 4-phase protocol, with a clean ‘return-to-zero,’ simplifies the monitoring control, without sacrificing performance of the entire NoC in most of cases.

### 5.5 Proposed Router Node Design

The new asynchronous 5-port router builds on the baseline design with no early arbitration capability [80], including the integration of monitoring capability and an entirely new monitoring/data-path control, along with new protocols for synchronization of the monitoring and datapath. The basic structure and operation of the Input Port Module (*IPM*) and Output Port Module (*OPM*) are first
introduced, in turn. Each contains a lightweight monitoring control and the datapath. Then the monitoring network is presented separately, including a more integrated view of its control components residing in the IPM and OPM. The section closes with timing analysis.

5.5.1 Input Port Module Architecture

An Input Port Module, shown in Fig. 5.4, routes the packet to the selected Output Port Module. It has a single input channel from the upstream neighbor, and four output channels that connect to 4 different Output Port Modules through a crossbar. Each channel is now augmented by a narrow monitoring sub-channel. Monitoring information typically arrives earlier than actual data, and initiates both early arbitration and channel pre-allocation.

5.5.1.1 Structure

An Input Port Module is divided into two independent blocks – the monitoring control on top, and the datapath at bottom.
The datapath consists of an input register, four Data Request Control units (one for each output port), and a Data Ack acknowledgment generator for the input channel. The datapath allows a packet to enter the IPM as soon as it arrives at the input channel, through the capture-pass input register. The packet is then quickly broadcast to all OPMs, with corresponding requests sent out by the four Data Request Controls. However, only the selected OPM will accept the data. All the remaining requests will be cancelled.

The monitoring control is part of the entire monitoring network. It consists of four Monitoring Req Controls on the right, each communicating with a different OPM, and a Monitoring Ack Control on the left, for handshaking with the predecessor router. Both control units use 4-phase handshaking protocols, and are initialized to the all-0 (i.e. reset) state. In more detail, the Monitoring Req Control initiates early arbitration as soon as the advance notification arrives, which includes the destination address and the lookahead information. It then asserts the appropriate monitoring req to one of the OPMs, and also forwards the packet destination along with the request. Only one of the control units is activated at a time. The unit serves two purposes: (i) a FIFO stage and flow control for the monitoring network, to maintain the monitoring information until the successor router safely stores it; and (ii) synchronization with datapath, to keep the monitoring request asserted throughout the processing of the entire packet. The Monitoring Ack Control simply merges the four monitoring reqouts and generates the acknowledgment to the predecessor, allowing a new monitoring token to arrive.

5.5.1.2 Operation

The basic operation of the IPM is illustrated by a friendly scenario with a single packet and no contention. Without loss of generality, this packet is assumed to be routed to OPM0. Initially, all handshaking signals are zero for both monitoring and data channels. In particular, a 1-hot encoding is used for the lookahead routing address, Route-sel-in; this DI code serves as a bundling signal for the single-rail Destination-in address.

First, monitoring arrives on the input channel before the header flit, after a new packet is injected into the network, with an asserted Route-sel-in[0] signal. The Monitor Req Ctl0 immediately asserts Monitor-reqout0 high, and passes it, along with the destination address, to OPM0. Then an acknowledgment is generated to the left. In friendly case, the entire 4-phase monitoring handshak-
ing completes quickly on the left channel. In parallel, on the right channel, \textit{OPM0} acknowledges on \textbf{Monitor-ackin0}, indicating early arbitration and channel pre-allocation are completed, and monitoring information has also been received by the downstream successor. Note that \textit{Monitor-reqout0} still remains high.

Next, the header flit of the actual packet arrives. The header is broadcast to all four OPMs, similar to the approach in [80]. Since the designated channel is already pre-allocated in \textit{OPM0}, the header is immediately sent to the next router. Each body flit is processed the same as the header. Eventually the tail flit arrives. After it is sent out, the \textit{OPM0} asserts \textbf{Tail-Passed0} high, indicating the entire packet has been processed. At this point, \textit{Monitor-reqout0} finally goes low, allowing the release of the arbiter and output channel. Finally, \textbf{Monitor-ackin0} and \textbf{Tail-Passed0} are de-asserted low almost simultaneously, thereby completing the entire operation.

In a contentious case, with two back-to-back incoming packets, the new monitoring token can arrive before \textit{Monitor-reqout} is de-asserted for the first packet. However, the second request is not generated until the previous \textit{Monitor-reqout} is de-asserted, even if it would request a different \textit{OPM}, to avoid malfunction in the router.

### 5.5.2 Output Port Module Architecture

An \textit{Output Port Module}, shown in Fig. 5.5, arbitrates between multiple incoming data streams that try to access the associated output channel. By symmetry, it has four input channels and one output channel, with each channel containing a monitoring sub-channel. Upon receiving early monitoring requests from the \textit{IPM}, the \textit{OPM} starts arbitration and channel allocation, well in advance.

#### 5.5.2.1 Structure

The \textit{OPM} also consists of a monitoring control and datapath, which synchronize with each other. The structure of the datapath is similar to [80], as described in the Background section.

The new monitoring control contains three important components:

(i) The \textit{Packet Route Pre-Computation Unit} computes the lookahead routing information for the successor router node. The unit supports parallel computation for all the incoming monitoring channels, and select one of them based on the results of early arbitration. The routing information calculation is done in parallel with arbitration, and therefore its latency cost is entirely removed.
from the critical path. In the proposed design, a simple X-Y routing is used. However, other types of routing algorithms can also be supported.

(ii) The Monitor Output Control quickly forwards the lookahead routing information from the Packet Route Pre-Computation Unit to the monitoring output channel. It is also a decoupling unit, enforcing monitoring flow control, which delays sending out a monitoring token until the monitoring output channel completes its previous 4-phase communication with the successor router node. Effectively, it allows the router to prepare the next monitoring input, in case the output channel incurs a long communication delay.

(iii) The Monitor Ack Control is simply a de-mux to route a handshaking acknowledgment from the downstream router back to the correct IPM.
5.5.2.2 Operation

A similar single-packet friendly case is illustrated for basic operation of the new OPM. The packet is assumed to arrive from \textit{IPM0}. First, monitoring arrives from \textit{IPM0}, with an asserted bundling request \textit{Monitor-reqin0}, which is kept high throughout the processing of the packet. Two operations are initiated concurrently: \textit{early arbitration} and \textit{lookahead routing computation}. The mutex resolution and the completion of pre-computation are synchronized: both must be completed before the monitoring information is sent out through the \textit{Monitor Output Channel Control}. At this point, latch \textit{L1} is opened, i.e. the output channel is pre-allocated. In friendly case, the monitoring output channel on the right responds quickly, and completes the entire 4-phase handshaking without any other synchronization. When the actual packet arrives, the header flit is sent out as soon as \textit{L1} opens, through the capture-pass output data register. The channel remains allocated; each body flit is processed exactly the same as the header flit. Finally, after the tail flit is placed onto the output channel, \textit{Tail-Passed0} is asserted high. In turn, \textit{IPM0} de-asserts \textit{Monitor-Reqin0} low, and releases the mutex. The entire operation completes with de-assertion of \textit{Tail-Passed0} and \textit{Monitor-ackout0}.

In case of contention, two monitoring requests from different \textit{IPMs} arrive almost simultaneously. Lookahead routing information will be computed in parallel for both. Based on the arbiter result, the winner processes the packet following the same procedure as in \textit{single-packet} case. The losing channel, though it completes lookahead computation, does not send out this information. Its data packet must also wait, as its channel is not allocated. Eventually, the first packet is processed and releases the mutex. The losing channel then immediately continues its operation by winning the arbitration, allocating the channel, and forwarding lookahead information.

5.6 Monitoring Network: System- and Switch-Level Protocols and Design

In the previous Section 5.5, the structure and operation of monitoring controls were introduced individually for each of the \textit{IPM} and \textit{OPM}. Here, the monitoring network is re-examined in a more integrated way, from several different views: \textit{(i)} at system level, the flow control of monitoring tokens – how these tokens are generated, stalled and forwarded through the entire path; \textit{(ii)} at switch level, the interaction between the \textit{IPM} and \textit{OPM} monitoring controls; \textit{(iii)} detailed implementation
of supporting monitoring components.

System-Level Operation

When a packet enters the network, a corresponding monitoring token is generated at the source node, and injected into the monitoring network. The token contains the destination address of the packet, and the lookahead routing information computed by each router on the path. Considering a single source-destination path, the monitoring network is effectively a linear FIFO, with extra synchronization with datapath. A monitoring token has to be kept until (i) the next FIFO stage (i.e. the successor router) safely stores it, and (ii) the corresponding packet is entirely processed by the current router. The monitoring FIFO can only store one token per router, only half capacity of the datapath. However, because each packet only requires a single monitoring token, the capacity of the monitoring network is sufficient in the case of multi-flit packets. By having fewer number of pipeline stages, the monitoring network is optimized for area and latency, without sacrificing performance.

Switch-Level Operation

The monitoring operation inside a single router is now considered. In particular, it involves the interaction between IPMs and OPMs across the crossbar. The monitoring channel connecting an IPM and an OPM effectively uses a modified 4-phase handshaking protocol. After the IPM sends out a request, the OPM has to acknowledge three separate events: (i) early arbitration is resolved and channel pre-allocation is done; (ii) the successor router has received and safely stored the monitoring token; and (iii) the corresponding packet has been processed and the monitoring token becomes stale. Event (i) and (ii) are acknowledged using a merged monitor-ack signal, while event (iii) is indicated by Tail-passed. After both acknowledgments are received, which can be in either order, the monitor-reqout is reset, followed by monitor-ack and Tail-passed de-asserted almost simultaneously. Then, a new monitoring token is allowed to be sent out, if one is pending.

Individual Control Units

Each sub-block within IPMs and OPMs is now presented to provide the final details for the monitoring implementations. The three key monitoring control units are: the Monitor Req Control, and
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Figure 5.6: IPM details: Monitor Req Control

Figure 5.7: IPM details: Monitor Ack Control
The Monitor Ack Control in IPM; the Monitor Output Channel Control in OPM.

The Monitor Req Control, shown in Fig. 5.6,\(^1\) implements the handshaking protocol introduced in the node-level operation above. The one-hot Route-sel-in is asserted high to indicate the arrival of a new monitoring token. If the unit is quiescent, Monitor-reqout is immediately sent to the OPM. After the OPM acks on both Monitor-ackin and Tail-passed, Monitor-reqout is reset. Then the OPM de-asserts both Monitor-ackin and Tail-passed. At this point, Route-sel-in is re-sampled to potentially start another operation. However, the unit can discriminate a stale Route-sel from a new token, by recording the spacing between two valid Route-sel tokens.

The operation of the MonitorAck Control is trivial, as shown in Fig. 5.7. First, a monitoring token arrives by asserting Route-sel-in. When one of the monitoring reqouts goes high, indicating the monitoring token is safely stored, the control generates the monitoring ack to the predecessor. Then, the predecessor de-asserts Route-sel-in. Without any other synchronization, Monitor-ackout is reset to complete the entire 4-phase RZ handshaking protocol. The operation repeats for the next monitoring token.

The Monitor Output Channel Control in the OPM has four identical sub-blocks, one for each Route-sel wire. Each block, as shown in Fig. 5.8, is entirely a sub-design of Monitor Req Control. Similarly, when the unit is quiescent, Route-sel quickly propagates from input to output. However, the next Route-Sel cannot be generated until (i) a new token arrives, and (ii) the right monitoring channel completes the entire 4-phase handshaking protocol. Effectively the control can also be

\(^1\)A generalized C-element asserts its output high when both the neutral input and the '+ input go high; it de-asserts its output low when both the neutral input and the '-' input go low.
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Figure 5.9: Timing diagrams for single-packet processing:
(a) Monitor Req Ctl; (b) Monitor Ack Ctl; (c) Monitor Output Channel Ctl

5.7 Local Input and Output Port Modules

While the previous subsections focused on a typical IPM and OPM, in a 5-port router, only four of the five IPMs/OPMs are typical, and the remaining one IPM/OPM needs to communicate with the network interface – namely the local IPM/OPM. The local IPM generates the monitoring information for each packet entering the network, and serves as the starting point of its entire monitoring path. The local OPM terminates the monitoring from further propagation, as there is no successor router. The designs of the local IPM and OPM are straightforward extensions of the typical ones, which provide the capability of initiating and terminating the monitoring signals.

5.8 Deadlock Analysis

The proposed network has no deadlock. In fact, it is deadlock non-increasing, compared to the baseline network. Because the baseline uses a dimensional-order routing, which conforms the turn...
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model and guarantees no deadlock, the proposed network, using the same routing algorithm, also has no deadlock. A short explanation is given below. A formal proof is beyond the scope of the thesis.

A monitoring token is always accompanied by an actual packet. The corresponding monitoring token of a packet is only generated after that packet is injected into the network. The monitoring serves as an early header, which operates just as the header flit in the original network. It requests and wins the arbitration and opens the channel, router by router in serial order. On the other hand, the proceeding of the monitoring is restricted. A monitoring token cannot be forwarded to the next router until the successor router has sent out the tail flit of the previous packet, and is fully ready to accept new data.

Therefore, if the monitoring token wins the arbitration and allocates the channel at a certain router, even though the monitoring signal is far ahead of the actual packet by any number of hops, it clears the entire path for the actual packet to this point. There is no impedance for the packet to proceed from the source to the current router. That is, within a finite amount of time after the monitoring, the actual packet is guaranteed to arrive. This property guarantees the deadlock freedom of the new network.

5.9 Timing Analysis

The new added monitoring network is carefully designed to contain only a few one-sided timing constraints, shown below, where both racing paths involve a global channel or intra-node crossbar communication. The remaining constraints involve a fast local path vs. a slower global channel or crossbar communication, and can be simply satisfied.

The rest of the timing constraints in the datapath must still be satisfied (e.g. the bundling timing constraints in the datapath, and several timing constraints related to the Mousetrap-style latch controls); several of these constraints are discussed in [80], for parts of the datapath that are invariant between the baseline and new designs. Note that single-rail bundled data asynchronous NoC’s have been demonstrated as robust and correctly implemented, including at post-layout levels, in several recent designs [80, 97].

Input Bundling. A standard bundling timing constraint has to be satisfied for the monitoring input channel of each IPM. Typically, Packet Destination has to be stabilized before the arrival of
Route-sel, in order for the Monitor Req Ctl to safely store the destination information. However, the network can even tolerate a reversed skew, where Route-sel arrives slightly earlier than Packet Destination. This reversed bundling margin can be up to the delay of an AND2 and generalized C-element in series.

Output Bundling. A similar bundling timing constraint has to be satisfied on the monitoring output channel of each OPM. However, this constraint is easily satisfied, since the bundling request Route-sel has a longer path in the OPM through the Monitor Channel Output Ctl, while the destination information is directly sent out by the Pre-Computation Unit. Typically, Packet Destination is sent out earlier than Route-sel by a margin of an AND2 gate plus an aC delay.

Data Request Reset. Another timing constraint must be enforced in the crossbar between IPM and OPM. The scenario occurs after a complete packet has been processed, i.e. the tail flit is sent out by an OPM. The source IPM of the tail flit must quickly cancel the three incorrect data request toggles sent to the remaining OPMs, before one of these OPMs opens its channel due to a new channel pre-allocation. This constraint is simply satisfied, since a channel pre-allocation involves an arbiter operation, which is typically slow. The margin of the timing constraint is the 4-way arbiter latency plus an extra logic gate delay. As always with one-sided constraints, additional delays can be padded to increase this margin.

5.10 Experimental Results

Detailed evaluations are now presented for the new asynchronous early arbitration network, AEo-LiAN, using technology-mapped pre-layout implementations. The new network is first simulated in an 8×8 2D-mesh on 6 synthetic benchmarks and compared to our previous baseline low-overhead asynchronous network without early arbitration capability [80], including area, latency and throughput. Then, a small number of additional experiments are performed to show the effectiveness of our approach under different network conditions, by changing packet size, network dimension and link length.

5.10.1 Experimental Setup

The baseline and new networks are implemented with a 64-bit wide datapath. A single router is first mapped using the FreePDK 45nm Namgate standard cells in Cadence Virtuoso environment. An
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Table 5.1: Area comparison for pre-layout router nodes (\(\mu m^2\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>New</th>
<th>Synchronous (projected)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5081.4</td>
<td>8272.9</td>
<td>17369.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

accurate gate model is then extracted using Spectre simulation (at 1.0V, 27°C) to determine distinct latencies for rise and fall transitions, for every pair of I/O paths of each gate.

We developed an asynchronous NoC simulator for network evaluations, based on a Programming Language Interface (PLI) framework. Networks are modeled in structural Verilog with standard cells, using the gate models obtained above, while the test environment is written in C. Flits within a packet are placed into the source input queue simultaneously, and the mean time between packet headers follows an exponential distribution. We follow the standard procedure to ensure a long enough warm-up and measurement time [46].

Experiments are largely performed using an 8×8 2D-mesh topology with a fixed packet size of 5 flits. The link length and link delay between two neighbor routers are assumed to be 1mm and 100 ps, respectively, following the floorplan of a 45nm Freescale PowerPC e200z7 core as used in [119]. These parameters are changed later to run a small number of additional experiments.

Benchmarks

Experiments are conducted using six synthetic benchmarks, to cover a wide range of different network traffic conditions. Three permutation traffic patterns use different one-to-one mappings for source-destination pairs [46]: 1) Bit complement, 2) Bit rotation, and 3) Transpose. Three additional benchmarks provide non-deterministic traffic to multiple destinations: 4) Uniform random, in which each source is equally likely to send a packet to every destination; 5) Hotspot10, in which each of the middle four routers receives approximately 10% of the packets from all the other nodes, while the remaining traffic is equally distributed to other destinations; and 6) Multiple-to-all, in which the middle four routers can be the only sources and send packets to all the other routers with equal probability.
5.10.2 Evaluation

Area Comparison

Table 5.1 compares router area for three designs – new and baseline asynchronous routers [80], as well as a state-of-the-art synchronous switch, xpipeLite [211]. For asynchronous routers, we divide the raw cell areas by a packing factor of 0.8 to obtain the final layout areas. The result of the synchronous switch is simply scaled, according to [80]. The new router has 63% more area than the baseline, but the absolute overhead is modest, since both routers only have basic functionality without including any input buffers or VCs; such overhead would be amortized with these extra features. On the other hand, the new design only costs less than half area than the synchronous counterpart, demonstrating its lightweight feature.

In terms of monitoring channel width, the overhead is only 11 extra bits, to support a 2D-mesh topology with $8 \times 8$ dimension. Interestingly, the width increases only logarithmically with network dimension. It also increases only linearly with router radix. Hence, the monitoring channel appears quite viable, in terms of overhead, for many applications.

Latency

Fig. 5.10 presents the network latency comparison at a particular input traffic rate, for the new network vs. the baseline [80]. We chose 25% because it is high enough to show the characteristics
of different benchmarks while retaining a network that is largely uncongested. Latency is calculated for the header flit. Overall, considerable latency improvements are obtained across all benchmarks, ranging from 34.4% to 37.9%. Even though the absolute latency values are quite different for the benchmarks, the improvements are quite stable, showing the effectiveness of the new network across a range of network conditions and traffic patterns.

Two benchmarks, Bit rotation and Uniform random, shown in Fig. 5.11, are picked for more detailed simulation, to highlight network latency under a complete spectrum of offered data input rates. The two benchmarks are selected as they have quite different characteristics. Bit rotation has a deterministic traffic flow between each distinct source-destination pair, while Uniform random is based on evenly-distributed communication throughout the network. For each benchmark, before saturation, the gap between two corresponding curves, baseline vs. the new, remains almost unchanged. The trend strongly indicates that the new network provides very good improvement for all data input rates, as long as the network is not saturated.

**Throughput**

Interestingly, while our main focus is on latency acceleration, noticeable throughput improvements are also obtained by the new network for most of the benchmarks. Fig. 5.12 provides a clean vision
of the differences in saturation throughput values for the two networks. This metric identifies the input rate beyond which no further improvement in network throughput can be obtained. Overall, in five of the six benchmarks, the new network exhibits consistent moderate to high improvements, ranging from 14.7 to 27.1%. For the remaining benchmark, Hotspot10, the new network shows only negligible gain.

The improvement in saturation throughput is closely correlated to the level of contention in network traffic. The more contention, the less improvement. These differences are due to the distinct operating scenarios of the network, as contention varies. In non-contentious traffic with high injection rates, the monitoring network in the new design shrinks the gap between two back-to-back packets, having the same IPM-to-OPM path. The lookahead information contained in the monitoring allows the second packet to be prepared in advance, hence it can go through faster. In contentious traffic, multiple packets from distinct input channels compete for the same output channel. In this case, even with the baseline network, due to high traffic, route computation for a waiting packet is entirely completed before the winning packet has released the channel, hence there is no significant acceleration due to early arbitration. In this case, baseline and new networks have similar operation. Hotspot-10 is an extreme example.

Detailed throughput results for two benchmarks are shown in Fig. 5.13. The output rate is normalized to the number of active input sources, and the mean offered data rate is varied from zero-load to saturation.
Comparison to Ideal Networks

Table 5.2 compares the baseline and new networks with two ideal networks, in terms of zero-load latency for the longest path in $8 \times 8$ 2D-mesh network, through 15 routers and 14 hops. The goal is to estimate how close to ideal operation the actual network provides. The first ideal network assumes a fully-anticipatory monitoring network, in which channel pre-allocation can be entirely completed before actual data arrival. The second ideal network assumes a dedicated network where each source-sink pair is connected by an ideal point-to-point link, with no intermediate routers. The new network clearly shows a predictable large improvement over the baseline. However surprisingly, the new design also closely approaches the first ideal network within a small margin: only 488 ps. This indicates the channel is almost allocated before actual data arrives, with only a sub-ideal 35 ps late arrival time. For the comparison with the second ideal point, the dedicated network operates at 1400 ps while the new network is significantly slower. This outcome is understandable, as the second network assumes extremely unrealistic network resources with no routers on a 14-hop path. Overall, the absolute value of the new zero-load latency is extremely low: only 3476 ps ignoring link delays, and hence a 232 ps latency for each router.

Additional Experiments

Finally, a small number of additional experiments are performed, to gain insight into the new ap-
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Table 5.2: Zero-load latencies for the longest path in 8×8 mesh (ps)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>New</th>
<th>Ideal network #1</th>
<th>Ideal network #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(fully pre-allocated)</td>
<td>(dedicated network)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8087</td>
<td>4876</td>
<td>4388</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments include: (i) varying link length: 2mm (200 ps) and 4mm (400 ps); (ii) varying packet size: single-flit and 8-flit packets; and (iii) varying network dimension: using a reduced 4×4 2D-mesh network. The parameters are changed one at a time, while keeping the remaining parameters as original.

**Latency.** In experiment (i), when the link length uniformly increases from 1mm to 2mm and 4mm, latency improvements only decrease moderately (36% → 28% → 22%), as expected, as the optimizable portion of the path (i.e. the nodes) contributes a smaller proportion of the delay. In experiment (ii), when varying packet size, the improvement is 36% and 34% for single-flit and 8-flit packets, respectively (compared to 36% for the earlier 5-flit packets), showing almost no impact. Finally, a latency improvement of 31% is observed in experiment (iii) of 4×4 2D-mesh, which is only slightly degraded over the 8×8 2D-mesh.

**Saturation Throughput.** Saturation throughput has mixed trends. In experiment (i), when using longer link lengths (2mm and 4mm) for both the new and baseline NoC’s, the improvement is only 4-5% over baseline in each case, while the original network (1mm length) exhibits a 15% improvement. In both examples, the system bottleneck becomes the round-trip communication between neighbor routers on the longer links, therefore the router optimization has a diminished role. In experiment (ii), there was significant performance degradation for the single-flit packets, 33%, while the 8-flit packets retained the observed improvements. The former degradation indicates that the monitoring protocol becomes a bottleneck for single-flit traffic: single-flit packets arrive back-to-back, and the overhead of the four-phase monitoring protocol affects the processing rate. We believe that the protocol overhead, for this one special case, can be largely overcome by circuit-level monitoring link acceleration and protocol enhancement. In experiment (iii), resulting improvements are almost identical between the 4×4 and 8×8 2D-meshes.
Impact of Path Length on Proposed Approach. Concerns may be raised that our approach may not perform well for shorter path length or smaller networks, as monitoring might require several hops to get ahead of actual data. In practice, this is not the case. First of all, the above $4 \times 4$ 2D-mesh experiment indicates a 31% latency improvement over baseline, vs. 36% for an $8 \times 8$ 2D-mesh. On the other hand, the 3 permutation benchmarks picked for $8 \times 8$ network show highly-diverse average hop-count (4/6/8), but near-stable latency gains. Effectively, in our early arbitration protocol, after the first hop, a stable gap between monitoring and data is observed through the entire path, hence all remaining nodes are accelerated. As a result, stable latency improvements are obtained under widely varying network diameters.

Discussion

Unlike the monitoring protocol used in Chapter 4, a fine-grain and tightly-synchronized protocol is selected for the 2D-mesh topology. Early arbitration is performed on a router-by-router basis. That is, if the monitoring loses the early arbitration at a certain router node, it is not allowed to further propagate, until it finally wins at the current router. The corresponding data packet also has to wait until the monitoring wins the arbitration and allocates the channel.

Despite a conservative protocol, the network still shows dominating results over the baseline approach, which is attributed to two factors. First, a non-classical lookahead approach is used. Lookahead routing computation is initiated by the early monitoring information, instead of the actual data, and completed in parallel with early arbitration. Second, at the low-level implementation, the monitoring network bypasses both the input capture-pass register in the IPM and the output capture-pass register in the OPM, which considerably improves latency.

The net result of the combination of the above two factors is a well-structured design with a carefully-selected synchronized monitoring protocol, which considerably lifts the latency performance, while moderately improving the network throughput.

5.11 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter introduces a new asynchronous NoC, AEOiLiAN, to latency acceleration for a 2D-mesh topology. The method includes a lightweight monitoring network, with a modest increase in width: only 11 bits per channel. Uniform system latency results over 6 diverse benchmarks were obtained,
ranging from 34.4-37.9%, for moderate traffic, as well as substantial throughput benefits. As future work, we aim to migrate this approach to support VCs, and also to add mixed-timing interfaces to build a complete GALS system. Simulations will be performed on real benchmarks for more accurate results, while synchronization overhead is taken into account.
Chapter 6

An Industrial High-Performance and Low-Power Asynchronous NoC Router

6.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters, a new asynchronous monitoring technique was proposed and applied to two different network topologies. The corresponding shadow monitoring networks notify the relevant routers early and let routers prepare for the incoming traffic in advance, and dynamically adjusting to network traffic conditions, at very low cost. The use of a monitoring approach results in considerable end-to-end latency improvements, as well as benefits to throughput.

However, the above two networks are only implemented at pre-layout (but post-mapped) levels, with buffers and virtual channel (VC) implementation largely ignored. In this chapter, a realistic industrial instantiation of a high-performance and low-power asynchronous router is presented, using a leading cutting-edge technology and a semi-automated design flow [104]. The work was in collaboration with, and completed during my internship at, AMD Research. This work also highlights the recent interest in industry in developing asynchronous NoC’s, and in their potential as a viable solution for future large-scale digital systems.

The key contributions of the research are the following: (i) A basic 5-port asynchronous router is designed and implemented using an advanced industrial technology – a 14nm FinFET library. (ii) A novel end-to-end credit-based virtual channel (VC) flow control is proposed, which has fewer backward credit synchronizations to the upstream router, and is expected to outperform previous designs.
We provide the first published comparison for a high-performance asynchronous NoC router vs. an industrial synchronous NoC baseline router using such an advanced technology library. Unlike other baselines for research purposes, the synchronous design is used in recent high-end AMD processors and graphic products, to handle system-level configuration and power/performance monitoring and control. The comparison results are thus more persuasive and closer to reality. Finally, several industrial tools are used in the design process, for place-and-route (P&R) and design validation. These tools are modified from a standard synchronous design flow and thus open real future opportunities for industrial asynchronous NoC designs.

Besides the new VC technique, the asynchronous router also integrates low-latency input buffers using a circular FIFO design. Since buffers and VCs are commonly used in most of industrial NoC’s, these router-level optimizations are important, and also orthogonal to network-level acceleration methods we proposed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The chapter is organized as the following. Section 6.2 presents the overall structure of the proposed asynchronous router, and the designs for high-performance buffers and VC controls. Section 6.3 introduces the complete design flow and the industrial tools been used. Section 6.4 shows the results for the proposed asynchronous router and compare them to the AMD commerical synchronous counterpart. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter. Due to confidentiality reasons, low-level design details are not shown, while all the results are presented in relative numbers only.

### 6.2 Proposed Asynchronous Router Design

#### 6.2.1 Overall Router Structure

The router is designed for a 2D-mesh with a double-plane NoC, the same structure as the synchronous network to which we compare. Each router node in a double-plane structure contains two uncorrelated and identical sub-routers, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The request plane routes read and write request packets and the response plane delivers read and write responses. When a request arrives at the destination, a response packet is generated and sent back to the source node.

Each sub-router inherits a replicated-switch credit-based VC architecture [149]. As shown in Fig. 6.1, switches are replicated as many times as the number of VCs, e.g., Switches 0/1. VCs separate different traffic classes inside the router, which are mixed only on inter-router links. This
Figure 6.1: Node structure for proposed asynchronous double-plane router

structure outperforms a crossbar-sharing approach for asynchronous routers [149], although the latter is a typical approach for synchronous.

In each sub-router (ignoring the added VCs and buffers), the switch design is identical to our baseline in Chapter 5 [80]. When a packet arrives, it is first demuxed and routed to a certain switch, depending on its statically assigned VC, and then traverses the switch through arbitration, and finally merges with traffic of the other VC on the output channel.

6.2.2 Input Buffer

FIFOs are commonly used to provide additional storage capacity, in order to improve system-level performance. Input buffers are commonly used for NoC routers. Multiple registers can be placed one after the other to build a serial FIFO, but this introduces a severe latency penalty. Therefore, an efficient transition-signaling circular FIFO is used with constant low access time, which can provide
much lower latency and cycle time. The FIFO structure is shown in Fig. 6.2. Its microarchitecture and operation have already been presented in [80].

Compared to a typical synchronous circular FIFO, the proposed asynchronous FIFO shows two significant and unusual advantages: (i) First, each asynchronous storage element is a single level-sensitive D-latch register, which has full storage capacity. In contrast, synchronous FIFO requires Flip-Flop (FF) or double-latch storage registers. A D-latch has approximately only half area and power cost as a FF, and usually has much lower latency. Since buffers usually occupy a large amount of area in routers, this is one of the key benefits for asynchronous switches. (ii) Second, written-in data can be immediately read out through a very short latency for the asynchronous circular FIFO. Write/read operations do not have to be aligned to clock cycle. On the contrary, it takes at least 2-3 cycles for any synchronous FIFOs from writing in to reading out a data item.

6.2.3 Proposed VC Flow Control

A new credit-based VC control is proposed, which outperforms the design of [149]. In [149], a protocol is used where the credit count is decreased whenever a flit is sent out and is increased
Whenever the successor releases an input buffer slot. These two operations are mutually exclusive, and treated symmetrically at the same priority. As a result, a non-critical credit-increment operation can thus potentially block a critical credit-decrement, and delay sending out a flit. In contrast, the new VC approach only updates the credit when a flit is sent out. Credit-increment requests are queued and are only updated along with the next credit-decrement request. This new ‘lazy-update’ scheme prevents unnecessary credit-increment updates and potentially increases the throughput.

Fig. 6.3 shows the microarchitecture of the new VC flow control. The module is part of the router interface. It takes two input data streams from two VCs, performs flit-level arbitration and merges them into a single output stream. The Full Detector and Timer units are the core of the new VC control. The Full Detector updates the credit every time a flit is sent out. The update considers all queued credit-increment requests as well as the current credit-decrement. The unit also prevents further arbitration requests for the corresponding VC when no credit is available. In that case, Timer is also activated, which constantly checks at a configurable given rate if any credits are released. When there is available credit again, the blocking is released.
6.3 Design Flow and Tools

6.3.1 Design Validation Tool

Functional validation at gate-level are performed for both pre- and post-layout designs for a single node. The validation tool is migrated from that used in the AMD industrial setting for the synchronous design. As shown in Fig. 6.4, a wrapper is added for the asynchronous router to synchronize the input and output data to a given clock. Therefore, the asynchronous router with wrapper can be simply plugged into the existing tool, and uses any standard benchmarks as for synchronous testing.

6.3.2 Design Flow and P&R Tool

An illustration of the entire design flow is shown in Fig. 6.5. The design was first manually synthesized by mapping each gate to a real commercial cell library. Asynchronous one-sided timing constraints are satisfied by manually adding proper inverter-chain delays. Manual mapping prevents logic synthesis automation, which can potentially create control glitches. More systematic research
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Standard sync P&R with ‘don’t touch’ everything

Figure 6.5: Design flow illustration

Figure 6.6: Actual layout for the proposed asynchronous router

solutions for asynchronous logic synthesis automation have been proposed in [80], which are not included due to the extensive effort required to re-instrument the stable industrial flow. However, it is expected that no serious obstacles appear to their inclusion in the future.

The P&R flow uses a standard automated synchronous approach, without logic optimization. The final asynchronous layout is shown in Fig. 6.6, which was used for post-layout design valida-
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In sum, compared to the fully-automated synchronous design flow, the asynchronous router is implemented using a different semi-automated process. The synchronous design is, in fact, somewhat more optimized. Several optimization techniques are used during design synthesis, including logic optimization with gate transformations, gate selection from different categories (i.e. high- or low-VT gates), as well as low-level transistor sizing. There optimizations were turned off for manual synthesis of the asynchronous router, to ensure hazard freedom on control paths. Minimum-size gates with typical VT are selected for most parts of the design. Higher-drive gates are only used where the design has large fan-out. However, even with these disadvantages in the design flow, the asynchronous results still dominate the synchronous counterpart.

Although post-layout results could not be reported at this time, due to the use of advanced commercial technology, this flow demonstrates the viability of incorporating asynchronous physical design into a leading industrial environment. Furthermore, the strong initial asynchronous results are highly encouraging, and are expected to contribute to industrial motivation to invest in asynchronous CAD tool development.

6.4 Experimental Results

Experiments are performed for a single pre-layout router node in terms of area, latency and power. The synchronous baseline is a typical 3-cycle router, with fine-grain clock-gating. It also has some additional functionality for error detection and router configuration; these contribute only 1-4% area and power increase, with negligible performance impact. All results are presented in relative numbers only, due to confidentiality reasons. Based on industrial experience, it is expected that pre-layout comparisons and post-layout comparisons will be similar for such as small router design.

The results for the basic comparison is shown in Fig. 6.7. Both asynchronous and synchronous routers are configured to have 2 VCs, each with buffer depth of 7. Each router is synthesized using a low-power industrial 14nm library (0.65V, TT corner, 273K). The synchronous router is synthesized targeting a 1 GHz clock rate, based on the performance requirements of several high-end AMD products, using a standard automated flow, while the asynchronous router is synthesized manually, as indicated. Evenly distributed random traffic is sent from all input ports to all output
Asynchronous router dominates in area, latency and power.

Figure 6.7: Asynchronous vs. synchronous router: basic comparison

Ports, with a random packet size between 2 and 6. The asynchronous router dominates the results: 55% lower area and 28% latency improvement, with 88% and 58% savings in idle and active power, respectively.

There are three reasons why the asynchronous design can achieve fundamentally better results than the synchronous counterpart.

The first reason is related to the clock distribution and clock power consumption. The synchronous router requires a fairly complicated clock tree to distribute the clock, while the asynchronous design entirely eliminates the clock distribution. This is a considerable save in both power and area cost. Also, asynchronous components consume dynamic power only when they are activated. Effectively, the asynchronous router provides clock gating at an arbitrary granularity without any instrumentation. The synchronous design, however, requires extra hardware to implement fine-grain clock-gating.

Second, the asynchronous router uses single-stage latch registers for data storage, compared to FF’s used in the synchronous router. Interestingly, even using single-latch architectural registers, the asynchronous design requires only simple one-sided (i.e. worst-case) timing constraints to be satisfied (unlike several synchronous single-latch approaches which have min/max constraints or pulse-mode operation). The input and/or output buffers always consume a large amount of, sometimes even dominate, the area and power consumption of a router. Since an asynchronous-style single-stage D-latch register only consumes roughly half area and power as a typical FF, this be-
comes another major source of area and power savings. Also, single-level latches are only activated when data exists, while the FF’s are activated every clock cycle. What is more, some of these asynchronous latch-based data registers use a capture-pass protocol and are normally transparent, so data can go through these registers directly whenever it arrives. However, FF-based registers require the clock to be broadcast to each of the FF in the register bank, which considerably degrades the latency performance.

Finally, unlike the synchronous router, the overall performance of the asynchronous router is an average among all flits (i.e. header, body and tail flits), which is not limited to the worst-case. In particular, in the asynchronous router, the header flit sets up the switch path and has the worst latency. The body and tail flits only need to follow the pre-setup path, including pre-open channel latches, and default-open flow control registers. These non-blocking latches ensure a much faster processing speed for body and tail flits. In contrast, for the synchronous baseline router, the clock rate needs to be set according to the worst case – the header flit. There is no performance speed-up for body and tail flits.

Also, unrelated to our results, asynchronous NoC’s can handle varied link lengths with little overhead. The synchronous NoC’s must discretize each link communication to a fixed number of clock cycles. For example, for short links, where data can be transmitted much less than a clock cycle, a full cycle is still allocated for the link traversal. For asynchronous NoC’s, however, the link transmission latency is entirely flexible and not aligned to clock cycles.
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As additional experiments, Fig. 6.8 presents estimated results for two useful alternative designs: (i) a 7-port router with 2 VCs, and (ii) a 5-port router with 8 VCs. The former is important for 3D stacking, and the latter represents a more realistic VC configuration. For both synchronous and asynchronous routers, area and power costs noticeably increase in (i) and (ii), due to higher radix or more VCs, while latency is largely unchanged. However, relative asynchronous area and power benefits are largely maintained, though latency improvements are reduced for the 7-port configuration.

6.5 Conclusions

This chapter focuses on a real-world instantiation of a high-performance asynchronous router in an industrial setting. A high-performance and low-power asynchronous router is implemented, integrating low-latency input buffers, and a novel end-to-end credit-based virtual channel (VC) flow control approach. The new VC approach has fewer backward credit synchronizations to the upstream router – only updating the credit count when a flit is sent out – and thus is expected to outperform previous designs. The router is implemented using a cutting-edge 14nm FinFET library, and compared directly to an AMD commercial synchronous counterpart. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comparison for an asynchronous router vs. an industrial synchronous baseline using such an advanced technology library. Also, several industrial tools are used in the design process, for place-and-route (P&R) and design validation. The development of this project at AMD Research, and the harnessing of some synchronous CAD tools in the design flow, highlight industrial interest in developing asynchronous NoC’s, and their use as a potentially viable solution for future large-scale commercial digital systems.
Chapter 7

A High-Throughput Asynchronous Multi-Resource Arbiter

7.1 Introduction

While previous chapters present complete NoC or router designs, including new techniques for performance optimization, this chapter focuses on a single important component that is almost always used in any NoC: an arbiter. Arbiters are critical for NoC performance, and sometimes the bottleneck for the router as well as the entire network. In synchronous designs, the arbitration problem is fundamentally simplified: resources are allocated based on distinct discrete clock cycles. In contrast, asynchronous arbiters are required in asynchronous NoC’s. The asynchronous arbitration problem deals with competing requests and resource assignments in continuous time, unaligned to clock cycles, which may arrive arbitrarily close together (e.g. a few picoseconds or less), therefore the problem is fundamentally more challenging [80, 104, 105, 148, 166].

Generally speaking, there are two types of arbiters: single-resource arbiters and multi-resource arbiters. Single-resource arbiters, also called single-resource multi-way arbiters, are used to decide the serial order in which the requests are served when several clients want to access a single shared resource concurrently. Multi-resource arbiters generalize the case: they assign multiple interchangeable resources among a number of requesting clients.

In asynchronous NoC’s, single-resource arbiters are usually used for channel arbitration when
multiple incoming data streams compete for the same single output channel. There is already a large amount of existing work on asynchronous single-resource arbiters, with different structures and interesting trade-offs [62, 63, 80, 108, 148, 160, 206, 242]. Several simple arbiter examples were introduced in Section 2.3.3 as asynchronous background. In particular, a new scalable arbiter design approach was recently presented in [148], and applied to a family of arbiters with different numbers of input requests (practically up to 16). The designs have simple structures, targeting an overall high performance, as well as an increased robustness and impartiality across all inputs.

In this chapter, our focus is instead on multi-resource arbiters, which are more complex and for which there are only limited existing efficient designs and only little recent research. In asynchronous NoC’s, multi-resource arbiters are typically used for VC allocation for packets to select any available VC from a VC pool of the same service level [62, 63]. Also, multi-resource arbiters can be used for a novel type of NoC – asynchronous spatial-division multiplexing (SDM) NoC’s [126, 128, 208]. SDM is a promising direction for future NoC’s, where inter-router links are subdivided into sub-channels for concurrent data transmission. The SDM technique has been proved to be an alternative strategy to the classic VC approach for mitigating head-of-line blocking, in order to target high network throughput. Multi-resource arbiters are used to select any one of potentially several free sub-channels as an output channel for a data transmission.

The chapter proposes a new high-throughput asynchronous multi-resource arbiter based on fine-grain pipelining [106]. The allocation of a resource to a client is divided into several steps, where multiple successive client-resource pairs can be selected rapidly in sequence, and the completion of the assignments can overlap in parallel. The proposed arbiter is well-structured and highly scalable, and can be simply extended to a design with arbitrary numbers of clients and resources. In addition, a new static four-phase asynchronous pipeline structure is introduced and applied to the arbiter design, incorporating a highly-concurrent handshaking protocol. In particular, experiments are performed at two interesting and different design points: $4 \times 3$ and $8 \times 4$. Results show that the proposed arbiter achieves considerable lower cycle time than a previous baseline design at both design points. Interestingly, in spite of the pipelining, the new arbiter exhibits slightly better latency in light traffic.

The remaining of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces existing approaches for multi-resource arbiter. Most previous designs are from Yakovlev’s group, and we use one of their
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designs as baseline for comparison. Section 7.3 then presents the structure and the operation for the baseline design. Through Sections 7.4 to 7.7, the proposed asynchronous multi-resource arbiter is introduced. Before diving into details of the design, we start with an overview of the approach in Section 7.4, and Section 7.5 presents a new high-performance asynchronous pipeline style. The pipeline is actually a novel static implementation of the dynamic HC pipeline [202], which is a new general structure that can be used for a variety of asynchronous applications. The pipeline is applied extensively in our proposed arbiter design in modified ways; then, Sections 7.6 and 7.7 present the details of the proposed arbiter design and the timing analysis, respectively. Experimental results for the new arbiter and its comparison with the baseline are given in Section 7.8. Finally, the chapter concludes in Section 7.9.

7.2 Related Work

There is only limited prior work on asynchronous multi-resource arbiter design. Yakovlev’s group is the only one having several recent publications, including two different approaches: serial assignment and parallel assignment.

A serial design [85, 86] allows only one resource allocation at a time. The implementation is simple, with an elegant structure, which exhibits good scalability and has relatively low latency. The protocol, however, is quite conservative and slow when there are multiple waiting clients and resources, resulting in poor throughput.

Two different parallel designs have also been proposed. A multi-token ring arbiter [85, 86] consists of a ring of client cells and resource tokens continuously propagating in the ring. A client cell obtains a resource when needed, and puts the token back after usage. The arbiter is expected to have high performance. However, the paper highlights several significant shortcomings. First, each cell always requires two arbitrations in series: to resolve if a token in the ring will be acquired by the cell, and also if it must compete with a token that the cell wants to put back into the ring. Also, the design is not suitable for nearly-equal client and resource numbers, since the result is a congested ring which has slow movement of tokens. Finally, the design is typically for passive resources only.

Another alternative parallel design uses a monolithic arbiter with synchronization based on discrete time frame division [196]. In each time frame, a static set of requesting clients and resources
are maximally matched, as in a synchronous design. Any late-arriving requests must be deferred until a later time frame. The results shows some performance improvement over the serial design. The design, however, requires a mutex for each client and resource channel, as well as a large number of high fan-in gates and C-elements, and hence is not scalable for larger arbiter size. In addition, many details of the implementation are not included, and results are largely missing.

The committee problem [19] is a more complex multi-resource arbitration problem. While it is largely orthogonal to the basic multi-resource arbitration problem on which we focus, the idea of client competition and parallel resource assignments also exists. In a committee problem, a set of professors is assigned to committee groups. The problem is to schedule committee meetings concurrently if all the professors in the group are available, while no professor can attend multiple meetings simultaneously. Several solutions were proposed [19]. In the best design, each committee in parallel examines its members, and locks available members during the examination. The committee starts the meeting when all the members are available. Otherwise, it releases the obtained professors and restarts a meeting request. While exploiting the parallelism in protocol, the design is based on a communicating sequential process (CSP) two-phase model specification, which results in quite slow and complex hardware.

7.3 Background: Baseline Multi-Resource Arbiter

This section reviews the non-pipelined serial asynchronous multi-resource arbiter, invented by Golubcovs and Yakovlev et al. [85, 86]. The design uses a simple and clean protocol, and appears to be the best existing asynchronous solution. It serves as the baseline for the comparison. We start with a black-box view of the arbiter with introduction on its channel protocols. Then the detailed structure of the design is introduced, followed by a simple simulation.

7.3.1 External Channel Protocols

A black-box structural overview of a NxM baseline asynchronous multi-resource arbiter is shown in Fig. 7.1. There are \( N \) client channels on the left, and \( M \) resource channels on the right.

Clients can initiate concurrent and independent requests, and are granted when resources are available. The resource ID contains the result of allocation, and is delivered along with the grant
Figure 7.1: Baseline asynchronous multi-resource arbiter: a black-box overview

to a winning client. Likewise, resources also have to proactively report their availability through resource requests, and therefore are called active resources [85, 86]. The resource channel then operates symmetrically to the client channel, but without ID information. As an alternative, passive resources automatically become available to clients immediately after each utilization, without any explicit asserted request. Active resources can be useful to properly handle when a resource fails or it turns off to save power. In addition, an active protocol can be simply transformed back to a passive protocol, if a resource immediately reports its availability after it is released. The baseline design assumes active resources, which our new design also inherits.

All the client and resource channels use a four-phase communication protocol. The entire lifetime of a client making use of a resource actually involves three operation phases, as shown in Fig. 7.2. The resource first needs to be matched with the client (assignment phase). During this phase, the client and resource requests are asserted high, and both channels are granted. The client then holds and uses the resource for an arbitrarily long time (utilization phase). There is no channel activation in this phase. Finally, the assignment is released (release phase), during which client and resource requests are de-asserted low, followed by both grants de-asserted low.

The challenge of multi-resource arbitration largely concentrates on getting an efficient design for the assignment phase. Hence, this is the main focus of our research.
7.3.2 Structure

Fig. 7.3 shows the architecture of a 4×3 baseline arbiter example, with four client channels and three resource channels. As indicated before, each channel contains a four-phase request and a grant. The resource IDs for client channels are 1-hot encoded, and indicate the assignment result.

The entire design is divided into three major blocks. The Client Generator arbitrates between concurrent client requests and produces a single winner. The Resource Generator has a similar structure for resources. The Assignment Unit pairs the two winners, then records the assignment and generates the grants.

There are several important components of the Assignment Unit. The core of the unit is a 4×3 cell bit array, which stores a snapshot of the currently active assignments. In particular, each cell presents the state of a distinct client-resource pair: a 1 value indicates ‘assigned’, and a 0 value means ‘not assigned’. At any time, there can be multiple assigned client-resource pairs.

In the array, restricted operation is enforced, where only a single cell can be written to 1 at any time, which is the essence of a serial approach. The Client Winner Generator sends information on a single client winner to the array, and the Resource Winner Generator sends similar information on a single resource winner, and the array then records the winning pair in the corresponding cell. After assignment, the two Grant Generators inform the client-resource pair of the start of the utilization...
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Figure 7.3: Baseline asynchronous multi-resource arbiter
7.3.3 Operation

As illustration, a simple scenario is simulated, where a single client and resource request are received and paired together, both arriving on channel #0. The client request is assumed to arrive first, and quickly arbitrated to become the winner. The resource winner is generated similarly. Next, \texttt{cell00} synchronizes on the winner pair, and initiates row and column blocking in parallel, before the assignment can be recorded into the cell. The operation disables all other cells in the same row and column. A single round-trip communication between the cell and the blocking unit is required to complete each blocking operation. is recorded, and grants are generated. Finally, both arbiters are reset right after grant generation, and row/column blocking is released, to allow the next serial assignment. At any time, an assigned cell can be cleared, without synchronization with ongoing assignments.

While the above protocol is well-structured, it has significant performance overhead. In particular, a sequence of steps – arbitration, cell selection, row and column blocking, and cell write – must be followed in series, for a single assignment, before any new assignment can be started, resulting in a critical throughput bottleneck. The goal of the new approach is to break through the serial limitation, and allow both pipelining and limited overlapped concurrent operation (e.g. in cell writes).

7.4 Overview of the Approach

The basic strategy of the new approach is now introduced, before delving into details in the new design.

As shown in Fig. 7.4(a), the baseline protocol is simple but conservative. Assignments are performed successively without any overlapping. An assignment begins with two concurrent arbitration
steps, ‘client arbitration’ and ‘resource arbitration’, where a client winner and a resource winner are determined. As soon as both arbitrations are complete, the pair is selected (i.e. the corresponding cell synchronizes row/column requests, then activates blocking) and the assignment is committed (i.e. the cell is written, then client and resource grants are generated, followed by release of the two arbiters). A ‘commit’ saves the pair and the informs both client and resource. The ‘commit’ is always followed by the ‘select’ without any delay.

The proposed protocol is shown in Fig. 7.4(b); it includes fine-grain pipelining to deliver higher throughput. In particular, as shown, the assignment operation is now broken into four sub-steps, including a new inserted queueing step. The result is that multiple assignments can be active simultaneously, operating on different sub-steps. The queue is a special multi-token circular FIFO, which provides additional parallelism, by allowing the arbiter to complete multiple successive operations even when the downstream pipeline is congested. It also offers fast data access time. Finally, the ‘commit assignment’ sub-step is distinct: this last operation is not pipelined, but instead full parallel
overlap of multiple ‘commit assignment’ sub-steps are supported by a concurrent hardware unit.

7.5 Proposed Static HC Pipeline

Before we present the proposed arbiter design, a new high-performance asynchronous pipeline is first introduced. This pipeline is then intensively used in the new arbiter with some modifications. In addition, it can be treated as a general stand-alone pipeline approach to be used in many non-arbiter applications, which advances the state-of-art of high-performance asynchronous pipelines.

Our proposed design effectively implements the high-capacity dynamic pipeline [202] using static logic. The pipeline protocol is highly concurrent with only one backwards synchronization arc, while static logic provides a better level of robustness.

The section is organized as the following. The pipeline protocol is first presented, then followed by a design overview. Finally, we introduce the related work, and compare the new pipeline with an existing well-known design through careful analysis.

7.5.1 Pipeline Protocol

The overall protocol of the new pipeline is shown in Fig. 7.5(a), and the actual design is illustrated in Fig. 7.5(b). Forward and backward synchronization are commonly-used terminologies in asynchronous pipelines [166, 202, 165, 239]. A forward synchronization is always enforced in any asynchronous pipeline: data needs to be processed and forwarded stage by stage. A backwards synchronization, on the other hand, is for the successor stage notifying and coordinating with the current stage to continue the operation.

The new static HC pipeline inherits a four-phase communication protocol from the conventional HC pipeline. The four-phase communication protocol is selected in order to comply with external requests and grants, which are also level signals. Expensive protocol conversion is thus avoided. The new protocol also only has a single backwards synchronization arc as the dynamic HC pipeline, for high throughput.

Each pipeline stage cycles through three phases, as shown in Fig. 7.5(a), which are largely mapped from the original dynamic HC pipeline. The phases have different names, since static logic is used. Initially, stage N is in the ‘eval’ phase. As soon as a new data enters the stage, it captures the
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Figure 7.5: Proposed pipeline: (a) operation protocol; (b) structure
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data and moves to the ‘hold’ phase. In parallel, the data is first evaluated and then sent to the next stage. In addition, the stage also acknowledges the previous stage N-1, with its single backwards synchronization arc (which will in turn initiate the ‘reset’ of the predecessor). Once the successor stage N+1 has completed its evaluation phase, it enables stage N to complete an entire cycle, without any further synchronization – reset, evaluate a new data item, and hold it.

The new protocol largely follows the HC pipeline, with a small modification required due to the use of static logic. In particular, an early done optimization is still used, as in the dynamic HC pipeline [202], where the current stage acknowledges the previous stage at the start of its evaluation. However, a new early isolate optimization is now needed: a stage must be isolated as soon as a new data arrives, i.e. when its evaluation begins. In contrast, the original HC pipeline used a late isolate, only after evaluation is complete. This optimization is needed with the static design: while in the original HC, dynamic gates and registers are inherently immune to the reset of their inputs (after start of evaluation), the static HC pipeline must isolate the D-latch registers to prevent reset inputs from propagating forward.

7.5.2 Pipeline Design and Structure

An example of a proposed 3-stage static HC pipeline is shown in Fig. 7.5(b). A 4-phase handshaking protocol is used for control. The data is DI encoded. Data registers are composed of single-level D-latches. Each register is controlled by an enable and a reset signal. In each phase, a distinct configuration is applied for the two controls. There are two completion detection units (CDs) per stage. They are used for detecting a valid data, and placed on the left and right of the register, respectively. This is similar to the pre-charged half-buffer (PCHB) pipeline, invented by A. Lines [134]. The NOR2 gate is used to control the opening and closing of the register, while the Ack generator sends the acknowledgment to the left.

7.5.3 Related Work and Comparison

There are only a few asynchronous pipelines using a four-phase protocol and static logic datapath [72, 129, 244]. Most have two backwards synchronization arcs per cycle between two adjacent stages [129, 244]. Only the fully-decoupled pipeline in [72] has a protocol with only one back synchronization arc, and uses a similar static HC protocol as ours. However, the Furber/Day design has
significant performance overhead and complex controls.

In particular, a careful analysis indicates that compared to Furber/Day’s approach, the proposed pipeline halves the forward latency per stage, and has slightly better cycle time. The forward latency of the proposed pipeline is only a ‘D to Q’ delay of a single D-latch, while Furber/Day’s design involves two asymmetric C-elements (aCs), and one of them is a 4-input aC with relatively high stack. For the cycle time, the new pipeline has a result that is estimated as equal to 13 simple logic gates, while Furber/Day’s design involves 14 simple logic gates. Also, the stage control of the new pipeline is simple, containing two low-cost CDs for detecting a valid small delay-insensitive (DI) code (e.g. 1-hot data in our case), two standard cells and a regular 2-input C-element. In contrast, the Furber/Day’s pipeline contains four non-standard aCs per stage. Some of them are 3- and 4-input aCs with relatively high stacks.

7.6 Proposed Asynchronous Multi-Resource Arbiter

In this section, the new multi-resource arbiter is presented in detail. We start with its overall structure and operation, then followed by the design of all sub-module blocks and their operation. While the focus is on a particular instance, a $4 \times 3$ arbiter, the design can easily be generalized to higher dimensions.

7.6.1 Structure

Fig. 7.6 shows the architecture of the entire design. The arbiter has four clients and three resources. A four-phase communication protocol is used, both for external client and resource channels and all internal handshaking channels.

The structure is divided into three blocks. The new Client Winner Serializer generates client winners serially, and enqueues the winners. Similarly, the Resource Winner Serializer creates a queue of available resources. Each of the serializer units is also a fine-grain pipeline, allowing multiple data items to be processed simultaneously. In contrast, in the baseline approach, the client and resource units process and produce only a single winner at a time. The new Assignment Unit then selects client-resource pairs from the two queues, and commits the assignments. Interestingly, this unit effectively allows full parallelism: the selections are taken concurrently, and multiple parallel
Figure 7.6: Proposed asynchronous multi-resource arbiter
assignments are allowed to be recorded into the cell. In contrast, the baseline Assignment Unit allows only a single selection and a commit at any time. Both the pipelining and parallelism features introduced above are highlighted in the new protocol, as shown in Fig. 7.4. Finally, at a macro level, the three units form a non-linear pipeline: the Assignment Unit is a join stage, which merges the data from the two serializer stages [169]. The three blocks are now introduced in turn.

The Client Winner Serializer has four client requests as inputs, and has three output channels. Each output channel contains a single client winner, 1-hot encoded, and an acknowledgment. The unit is further pipelined into three stages. The left stage generates a client winner using a normal single-resource arbiter. The middle is a fast single FIFO stage, which decouples the arbiter from the right stage. The right stage is a multi-token Client-Winner Queue, which stores successive winners, and provides parallel access to the Assignment Unit. The queue depth is three, which equals the maximum number of concurrent assignments allowed in the design.

The Resource Winner Serializer has almost the same structure and operation as the Client Winner Serializer.

The Assignment Unit obtains two sets of winners from the two serializers, clients and resources respectively, and also receives direct client and resource requests from the external channels. In turn, the unit produces grants for these external client and resource channels. The unit provides three key functions: (i) select (i.e. make final decisions) on client-resource pairs, performed by the Select Units; (ii) commit the assignments, where assignments are recorded into the cell array, and external grants are generated; and (iii) clear the assignments, in which the assignment record is cleared in the array, and the external grants are also de-asserted.

The cell array in the new design has a somewhat similar structure and role as the baseline approach. However, the new cell array is much simpler, since select operations are extracted out to a linear number of Select Units, while the baseline design folds select and recording of commits into each cell in the quadratic array. In addition, unlike the original design, the array now allows concurrent writes: each cell has a dedicated channel for its own write operation, hence the array can accommodate multiple parallel threads. In contrast, in the baseline design, the array has a single write access shared among all cells, hence writes are fully serialized.

The Grant Generators have the same role and design as those in the baseline approach. They receive the assignment record from the array and generate grants to external client and resource.
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channels. Whenever an assignment is recorded in the array, a pair of grants for the corresponding client and resource channels is asserted simultaneously. On the other hand, the pair of grants is de-asserted when the assignment is cleared.

7.6.2 Mapping Proposed Pipeline to the Design

The new static HC pipeline is used in multiple locations in the overall design, with variations on the basic structure. While two of the three major units in the structure, Client Winner Serializer and Resource Winner Serializer, extensively apply the new pipeline technique, the Assignment Unit is largely a parallel unit with no pipelining. The discussion now focuses on the three-stage pipeline within the Client Winner Serializer, as an example. The other serializer has similar structure.

In the pipeline, the middle and right stages largely make direct use of the new static HC pipeline, while the left stage is a special case, interfacing to the clients, where a simpler protocol can be used.

The left stage is effectively a parallel to series protocol converter: its pipeline register, Masking/De-Coupling Unit, interfaces between the slower external handshaking operation on the multi-channel parallel client interface (i.e. which maintain persistent access to a resource during the entire utilization phase) and the fast handshaking operation required with the serial N-way arbiter of the stage. Fundamentally, each client channel interface has separate control. A conservative communication protocol is selected for each control slice of this stage, with two backwards synchronization arcs, since high-throughput is not required for the interface with each client channel. This protocol is known as Williams’ PS0 protocol [166, 239].

The middle stage is a simple Pipeline Register. It directly uses a copy of the static HC pipeline stage, with a small modification. In particular, since the left stage uses a PS0 protocol, the left acknowledgment from the middle stage provides two backwards synchronization arcs, with simplified control. As a result, the left CD of the middle stage is eliminated.

The right stage is not a simple operator, but rather a multi-token circular FIFO. It is fundamentally a static HC stage, but with multiple output channels, which allow parallel access to the Assignment Unit. Therefore, the static HC control is basically copied for each FIFO slot, with partially merged control.
7.6.3 Operation

The operation of the proposed multi-resource arbiter is now illustrated by two scenarios: (i) a friendly case to show the basic operation, where there is only a single client request and a single available resource; (ii) a bursty case where all client requests arrive within a small time window while all resources are available. The latter scenario shows how the client-resource pairs can be selected rapidly in sequence and assignments are completed in parallel with overlap.

**Friendly Scenario**

Without loss of generality, the client and resource requests are assumed to arrive both on channel #0. Initially, all handshaking signals are de-asserted low, the two single-resource arbiters are reset, and the two queues are empty. The cell array stores 0s in all cells.

Assume the resource request arrives first, with asserting resource req0 high. It is immediately forwarded by the default-transparent Masking/De-Coupling Unit, and then requests the M-way arbiter (i.e. client r0 asserted high) and wins the arbitration (i.e. client g0 asserted high). The Pipeline Register then captures the winner, and asserts its acknowledge high back to the Masking/De-Coupling Unit, which in turn releases the M-way arbiter (i.e. enters reset phase). In parallel, the winner is also forwarded to, and stored in, the Resource Queue. The queue immediately outputs the winner to the Assignment Unit (by asserting a valid output data high) and the Select Unit0 is partially enabled. The queue also asserts its acknowledgment to the Pipeline Register. Eventually, a client request arrives, which follows a similar procedure, and the client queue likewise outputs the winner on its top channel.

Next, the select and commit operations are performed. In particular, Select Unit0 synchronizes the client and resource winners, and generates the winner pair’s ID (i.e. select_pair0 ID is asserted and becomes valid), which is sent to the Write Destination Decoder. The decoder translates the pair into the unique output channel to the array, which is attached to the corresponding assignment cell. A ‘write request’ is immediately asserted high to Cell00. The assignment is then recorded in the array by writing a 1 into the cell. At this point, all activated channels in the Assignment Unit already have asserted their requests high without receiving an acknowledgment (i.e. client/resource-winner0 channels, select-pair0 channel, and the input channel to cell00).

After completing the cell write, two threads occur concurrently: (i) cell00 broadcasts the new
stored value to both Grant Generators, resulting in external grants asserted high for both active client and resource channels; and (ii) an acknowledgment is sent backwards from the assignment cell to the two queues (via the decoder and the select units). At this point, all related channels indicated above complete the active phase of their 4-phase handshaking. The occupied slots in both queues are first cleared (i.e. freed up); the select unit and the decoder are then reset in serial order.

Finally, after an arbitrarily long time, the client and resource each finish their utilization phases. The assignment is then released. The external requests, client\_req0 and resource\_req0, are both de-asserted low, which can occur in any order. These two de-asserted requests are directly forwarded to Cell00, which is cleared (i.e. 0 is written). The two external grants are then de-asserted accordingly.

**Bursty Scenario**

In this more complex scenario, as there are four client requests and three available resources, three assignments are completed. Each assignment is similar to the friendly case, but with significant overlap of operation.

First, the three resource requests arrive in any order, informing their availability, with no client requests presented. These three resources are stored into the resource queue, loosely depending on their arrival time. They are placed onto different output channels of the FIFO, in order from top to bottom, and in turn partially enable the three Select Units. Next, four client requests arrive almost simultaneously. Similar to the resources, the first three client winners are stored into the client queue, quickly one after the other, and sent out on different output channels, while the fourth must wait at the input of the queue. As soon as each client winner appears on the output of the queue, the corresponding Select Unit is fully enabled and the selection proceeds as in the friendly case. The three selections occurs in sequence, since the Select Units receive requests in order; however, the hardware units are actually decoupled, hence in practice the operations may in fact overlap.

Finally, commit operations occur for these multiple assignments. Unlike the baseline, the design allows fully-parallel access to the array, and the commits can all occur concurrently, including cell writes and external grant generation. Each separate thread observes the same protocol as for the friendly case.
7.6.4 Details for Sub-Modules

This sub-section provides further implementation details of each sub-module shown in the design structure.

7.6.4.1 Masking/De-Coupling Unit

Fig. 7.7 introduces the Masking/De-Coupling Unit for the client side. The unit is a decoupled and customized register. It decouples the long-term handshaking protocol with the client interface, from the rapid handshaking and release of the arbiter. The design takes multiple client requests as inputs from left, and has a single output channel to the right. The arbiter can receive multiple competing input requests, as desired.

A detailed individual element is shown in Fig. 7.7(b) for one of the client input channels. The element is initially transparent. After the client request arrives and passes through, the latch becomes opaque. When the output request wins the mutex and the winner being stored by the Pipeline Register, the element is acknowledged, and forces a reset on its own output, thereby releasing the arbiter and allowing another client to win. There are two pre-conditions for the element to become transparent again (i.e., evaluate phase), which occur in order: (i) the right acknowledgment is de-asserted when the corresponding winner is safely stored into the FIFO; and (ii) the external client request goes low, after the resource is assigned, used, and finally released.

7.6.4.2 Pipeline Register

The Pipeline Register, as shown in Fig. 7.8, is a normal static HC register with simplification. As discussed before, the left part of the control and left CD are deleted, and a more conservative PSO-style acknowledgment is sent to the left.

7.6.4.3 Client and Resource Winner Queues

The two queues are implemented as circular FIFOs to store the client and resource winners, respectively. The FIFO is serial-in-parallel-out, allowing data immediately to appear on the output channel after it is stored into the queue. It is fundamentally a static HC stage, interfacing with multiple output channels in a round-robin fashion. It is also the key component to create parallel threads for
Figure 7.7: Masking/de-coupling unit:
(a) structure; (b) implementation; (c) timing diagram

Figure 7.8: Pipeline register
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Figure 7.9: Client winner queue: (a) structure; (b) implementation for ‘write control’

The structure of the queue is shown in Fig. 7.9. The design is modified from a non-parallel-out transition-signaling circular FIFO proposed in [80]. The data registers, implemented by D-latches, are storage elements. The Write Counter outputs a round-robin 1-hot pointer to select an active register to write.

A write operation starts when a new data arrives at the input channel. The data register is default-open, and the data immediately passes through. The state of the slot is changed to ‘full’, and the register is closed with an acknowledgment asserted to the left. The input channel then completes
the reset phase of the four-phase protocol without other synchronization, during which the write
pointer is moved to the next slot. The register will open again when the following two conditions
hold: (i) the pointer selects the slot again; (ii) the data is read out.

A read operation simply starts as soon as a new data is stored into the FIFO. A read request is
put onto on the output channel. When the entire four-phase handshaking is completed on the output
channel, the data is read out. The state of slot is also changed back to ‘empty’.

7.6.4.4 Select Unit

Each Select Unit synchronizes a pair of client and resource winners and makes the final selection
of the pair. The unit actually has no logic inside: the two input winner IDs (each using a 1-hot DI
code) are concatenated to form a selected-pair ID, which is a new DI code, and sent on the output
channel. The acknowledgment input is simply forked and broadcast to the two serializers.

7.6.4.5 Write Destination Decoder

The detailed implementation of the Write Destination Decoder is shown in Fig. 7.10. The unit
translates each selection result to an output channel activation. Whenever a selection result arrives
at any of the three input channels, a write request is immediately placed onto the associated output
channel for the pair. The unit allows up to three parallel decoding operations. Decoded cell desti-
nations never overlap, since the pending clients are never paired to the same resource, or vice versa.
In practice, however, decoding is very fast, and thus each request is completed without overlapping.

The unit contains twelve Req Generators (one for each output channel) and three Ack Genera-
tors (one for each input channel), and effectively serves as a crossbar. A Req Generator detects a
distinct client-resource pair, which can arrive from any of the input channels. The Req Generator
also routes the acknowledgment from the output channel back to the source input channel. Each
Ack Generator, in turn, merges those directed acknowledgments from all Req Generators.

7.6.4.6 Individual Cell of the Array

An individual cell, shown in Fig. 7.11, is a single-bit memory, and stores the ‘assignment state’ for
a particular client-resource pair. The unit receives a four-phase input channel from the Decoder,
and two direct inputs of the entire arbiter design: the external client and resource requests, which
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Figure 7.10: Write destination decoder

Figure 7.11: Individual cell implementation
are associated with the assignment pair. The output is the single-bit data stored by the cell. The cell is considerably simplified when compared to the baseline design, since the selection operation is extracted out, and blocking capability is no longer needed and therefore deleted.

There are only two cell operations, ‘write’ and ‘clear’, which must strictly alternate. In a ‘write’, the assignment is recorded by writing a 1 into the cell. The client and resource requests are first asserted high in any order, followed by a write request asserted high. The cell is then written, and acknowledges the decoder unit. The cell value is also broadcast to both grant generators to grant the active external client and resource channels. Finally, the input channel completes the reset phase of the handshaking protocol with the decoder. On contrary, a ‘clear’ operation writes a 0 into the cell. The event occurs when the external client and resource channels each release the assignment. The two external release requests, i.e. client/resource requests de-asserted, communicate directly with the cell, which is then cleared.

### 7.7 Timing Analysis

The proposed asynchronous multi-resource arbiter involves a few simple pipeline-related timing constraints. In contrast, the Assignment Unit has entirely QDI\(^1\) operation, with largely a sequential protocol on parallel threads. Since the left and right pipelined units basically use a static HC protocol, most timing constraints are directly transformed from those in HC dynamic pipeline [202]. Also, timing constraints on the N-way arbiters are already listed in [148]. The baseline approach, presented in [85], also has several one-sided timing constraints; however, these are not explicitly identified in this chapter.

The new design has three pipeline stages. Two of them, the linear Pipeline Register and a circular FIFO, largely operate as HC style, and have similar timing constraints. The Masking/Decoupling Unit is a non-standard pipeline element, and operates differently. The timing constraints of the Pipeline Register and the circular FIFO will be discussed, while the constraints of Masking/Decoupling Unit, which are similar and much easier to satisfy in practice, will be omitted.

\(^1\)Quasi-delay insensitive (QDI) is a type of robust asynchronous design style. QDI circuits operate correctly assuming arbitrary gate delays, but all wires at each fanout point must have roughly equal delays, i.e. an isochronic fork assumption [141, 166].
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Timing constraints for Pipeline Register

(i) Hold time. After data passes through the pipeline register, there is a race between two events: (a) the closing of the latch to safely store the data, needs to occur earlier than (b) data reset on the input channel. Since (a) is a local operation for the register control only involving two logic gates, while (b) contains a round-trip communication with the left arbitration stage to release the arbiter, the constraint can typically be simply satisfied.

(ii) Register re-open time. After data goes through the pipeline register, there is another race between two events: (a) the data reset on the input channel, needs to occur earlier than (b) data is stored downstream and the current register is re-opened. Otherwise, a stale data item will be stored. In practice, event (b) requires a complete four-phase communication (i.e. 2 round-trips) with the FIFO stage, while (a) only has a fast arbiter reset operation, as in (i). The timing constraint can also be simply satisfied.

Timing constraints for circular FIFO

This stage also includes the above two timing constraints, as well as an additional constraint.

(iii) Write pointer update. A race starts right after the input channel resets the data, between two events: (a) the write pointer is moved to the next slot, which needs to occur earlier than (b) new data arrival on the input channel, otherwise, the new data will be stored into the same FIFO slot. The constraint can be easily satisfied, because the pointer update involves only a local simple operation through the Write Counter, while a round-trip communication with the left stage is required for a new data to arrive.

7.8 Experimental Results

Detailed evaluations are now presented for the new asynchronous multi-resource arbiters. Results are obtained for two different sizes, 4×3 and 8×4. Each of the proposed arbiters is compared to the baseline non-pipelined design with the same size [85], in terms of area, performance and robustness. Both technology-mapped implementations are at pre-layout level, using the same standard cell library, for fair comparison.

These two design points are carefully selected. The 8×4 arbiter is substantially larger than the
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4×3 one, with more complicated bookkeeping for concurrent assignments. Also, they are fundamentally different arbiter classes. The 4×3 arbiter has similar number of clients and resources, while the 8×4 arbiter has many clients with few resources. Finally, with two design points, a flavor of scaling trends can be observed.

7.8.1 Experimental Setup

All arbiter designs, the two baseline and two new designs, are mapped using the FreePDK 45nm Nangate library. Analog mutual exclusion elements (mutexes) are implemented with a combination of two NAND2 gates and four transistors [183]. The remaining parts of the designs use standard cells. The asynchronous sequential C-elements and aC-elements are implemented using combinational gates with feedback. Results are obtained using the Spectre simulator in the Cadence Virtuoso environment at a typical design corner with nominal temperature and supply voltage (1.0V, 27°C).

7.8.2 Simulation Results

Area Comparison

Pre-layout areas are compared for the baseline vs. new arbiters, at both design points. The final layout area is estimated by summing up the raw cell areas and dividing by a packing factor of 0.8. For 4×3 arbiters, the baseline design has an area of 398.3\(\mu m^2\), while the new arbiter occupies 667.7\(\mu m^2\). A 67.6% increase of area is observed for the 4×3 arbiter size. For 8×4 arbiters, the baseline and new designs have an area of 868.2\(\mu m^2\) and 1271.5\(\mu m^2\), respectively. The area overhead of the new approach becomes less: only 46.5%. However, for both design points, the absolute area overhead is quite small. As an application example – an asynchronous SDM NoC [208] –, the multi-resource arbiter is estimated to occupy one order of magnitude smaller area than the router in which it is used.\(^1\)

More insight is gained by focusing on the cell array, which is the core component of both baseline and new designs. The NxM array is the only quadratic area contributor (i.e. growing with NxM). Interestingly, the new array has significantly smaller area than the baseline: 174.8 vs. 213.9\(\mu m^2\).

\(^1\)According to the implementation in [105], a basic asynchronous router has an area of 5081.4 \(\mu m^2\), while the new arbiter area is only 667.7 \(\mu m^2\) using a similar technology library.
Table 7.1: Average latency comparison (ps)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latency</th>
<th>1st assignment</th>
<th>2nd assignment</th>
<th>3rd assignment</th>
<th>4th assignment</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Average improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4x3 Arbiter</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>1673</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>968</td>
<td>1397</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8x4 Arbiter</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>2401</td>
<td>3229</td>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>2305</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The area for assignment of the baseline and new designs is 215.0 vs. 230.0 µm², respectively, for the 4×3 arbiters; and 456.0 vs. 570.3 µm², respectively, for the 8×4 arbiters. In order not to overstate the benefits, the array area of the new design also includes its periphery (i.e. the decoder). This area improvement is stable: 18.2% (4×3) and 20.0% (8×4). Since the remaining components in baseline and new arbiters grow only linearly in area, a smaller array provides better scalability for larger arbiter sizes, as the size of the array will eventually dominate the entire design area. Therefore, it is expected that the overall area overhead of the new approach will become even smaller beyond the 8×4 design point.

**Zero-Load Latency**

In order to obtain zero-load latency results, each arbiter is set up with no client requests while all resources are available. Latency is then calculated from the arrival of a client request to the assertion of the client grant. Comparable results are observed for baseline and new approaches at both design points. For 4×3 arbiters, the baseline has a latency of 555 ps, while the new arbiter has a result of 537 ps. For 8×4 arbiters, the latencies are 712 ps and 689 ps, for baseline and new designs, respectively. Interestingly, in spite of the overhead of fine-grain pipelining, the proposed approach obtains slightly better latency. This is largely due to the deletion of ‘blocking’ from the critical path of assignment commitment.

**Average Latency: Bursty Client Requests**

Table 7.1 shows the average latency when a burst of client requests arrives. The arbiter starts with no client requests and all available resources. All client requests then arrive within a small time frame, and three assignments are successively completed. The latency of each assignment is recorded and
the average is taken. The scenario examines an adversarial case where the arbiter needs to complete many resource allocations at its maximum rate.

The new 4×3 arbiter shows a moderate improvement of 12.8%, when compared to the 4×3 baseline design. When the arbiter size grows, a larger relative improvement of 24.5% is observed for the new 8×4 arbiter, when compared to its corresponding baseline approach. As shown in the table, for each of the design points, the baseline and new designs have similar latencies for the first assignment, because the first one is largely the same as the zero-load case, and the baseline and new arbiters have comparable zero-load performances. However, latency differences increase rapidly as more assignments being tested. The reason is that the new arbiter allows back-to-back assignments to overlap and be performed in parallel, while the baseline design only allow serial operation.

**Cycle Time #1: Back-to-Back Assignments**

Cycle times for back-to-back assignments are shown in Table 7.2. The benchmark shows the maximum rate for assignment completion, which can be directly translated to throughput performance. The same benchmark is performed as in the ‘average latency’ case. The metric is the time interval between two consecutive assignments being granted. The new arbiters show large improvement for both 4×3 and 8×4 design points: 23.5% and 36.2%, respectively, over the baseline designs. The result again validates the benefits of fine-grain pipelining.

**Discussion:** separating the benefits of pipelining vs. parallelism. Each of the two techniques used in the proposed design, pipelining and parallelism, has its own benefits. The pipelining technique decouples the winning of arbitration from the actual assignment operation. The client and resource winner pairs are therefore provided to the middle assignment unit at a very fast rate. Compared to the baseline design, when there are multiple active requests, the overhead of winner arbi-

---

**Table 7.2: Cycle time comparisons (ps)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4x3 Arbiter</th>
<th></th>
<th>8x4 Arbiter</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case #1:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back-to-back</td>
<td>591</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assignments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case #2:</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>742</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>1059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>congestion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tration is removed from the critical path. The *parallelism* technique further enables the *assignment unit* a faster rate of absorbing winner pairs. This is because each assignment operation is still much slower than the rate of winner pair generation. Each selected pair is now absorbed as soon as it arrives. By combining the two techniques, *pipelining and parallelism*, the throughput is now entirely determined by the rate of pair selection.

**Cycle Time #2: Congestion Scenario**

Finally, cycle time is obtained for a typical congestion scenario, also as shown in Table 7.2. During setup, all the clients and resources are busy: a maximum number of assignments (e.g. three in $4 \times 3$ arbiters and four in $8 \times 4$ arbiters) are already completed, and an extra client is waiting. The time is computed from when an assignment is released to when the same resource is allocated to the waiting client. The *new* arbiters show slightly better cycle time, by 6.0% and 3.3%, respectively, for two different design points, $4 \times 3$ and $8 \times 4$. It is understandable, because the scenario only involves one assignment, and effectively is a variant of a zero-load latency scenario, while the proposed pipeline technique requires multiple overlapping operations to exhibit its benefits.

The ‘congestion scenario’ actually has a dual case: a single active client channel with back-to-back sequential requests, and all resources are available. In this case, we also expect similar and no worse cycle time results for the *new* approach over the *baseline*.

**Robustness: Grant-Overlapping Problem**

A robustness challenge for arbiters has been identified as the grant-overlapping (GO) problem [148], where a new grant may be illegally asserted before the previous grant has been de-asserted. Such behavior is a specification violation, though in some environments it can be safely tolerated. The problem, previously defined for single-resource arbiters, can be simply extended to multi-resource designs, for each individual resource: where two distinct grants can briefly overlap with identical resource ID. However, GO exists for neither the *baseline* nor the *new* design. In both arbiters, a resource needs to proactively inform the arbiter its availability every time after it is used and released. This protocol thus provides a gap between two usages for the same resource and prevents the GO problem.
7.8.3 Summary and Discussion of Scaling Trends

Overall, the new arbiter has significant performance benefits over the baseline. As a highlight, when the arbiter size grows from $4 \times 3$ to $8 \times 4$, the cycle time improvement for processing back-to-back assignments increases from 23.5% to 36.2%. The performance benefit of the new approach comes from two factors. First, the two pipelined serializers (client and resource) allow high-rate back-to-back arbitration of the input streams, decoupled from the operation of the assignment unit, unlike the baseline. Second, the assignment unit is instrumented for parallel (i.e. overlapping) operation, hence it can process multiple back-to-back assignments simultaneously, also unlike the baseline. Interestingly, the performance improvement increases with larger number of clients and resources, since the larger arbiters and assignment unit in the baseline become a greater serial bottleneck, while the new design maintains decoupled pipelined arbitration and concurrent assignment.

In terms of area, the new arbiter has moderate overhead compared to baseline: 67.6% ($4 \times 3$) and 46.5% ($8 \times 4$). However, as indicated earlier, the absolute area of the arbiter is quite small: only $403.3 \, \mu m^2$ for the larger $8 \times 4$ size. In addition, it typically occupies only a small fraction of area of a NoC switch. In terms of scaling trends, the quadratic array is always smaller in the new design, and its size starts to dominate in larger arbiters (see earlier), leading to continued area overhead reduction as the size increases. These encouraging trends strongly indicate that beyond the $8 \times 4$ design point, the new arbiter will have a even better performance gain with a smaller overhead. Also, the new approach is overall suitable for a wide range of arbiter classes.

7.9 Conclusions and Future Work

The chapter introduces a new asynchronous multi-resource arbiter. The proposed design targets high-throughput by using a fine-grain pipeline protocol. The client-resource pairs are now selected rapidly in sequence, and multiple back-to-back assignments can largely overlap. The proposed arbiter is simple and highly scalable, which can be simply extended to a design with arbitrary numbers of clients and resources. It can be directly used in existing asynchronous NoC’s for performance optimization. In addition, the well-structured stand-alone design promises its future use in SDM NoC’s, which opens up new NoC directions. In addition, a new static four-phase asynchronous pipeline is introduced, with only a single backwards synchronization arc per cycle, and has been
successfully incorporated into the microarchitecture. The results are obtained for two new arbiters with different sizes, $4 \times 3$ and $8 \times 4$. Large improvements in throughput are observed at both design points, when the new design is compared to the corresponding baseline serial approach.

In terms of future work, the proposed asynchronous multi-resource arbiter will be deployed in real asynchronous NoC’s, either for VC allocation or SDM area. Also, it will be integrated and tested in a variety of other applications, e.g. asynchronous Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) queues and asynchronous RAID storage systems, to prove its high-quality as a stand-alone design.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis presented a set of design solutions for performance optimization and evaluation of asynchronous on-chip interconnection networks, in order to significantly advance the state-of-art and prove the viability of asynchronous and GALS networks-on-chip, for the use of high-performance and low-energy systems. The contributions are instantiated in three ways. First, practical acceleration techniques are proposed to focus on optimizing the system latency, in order to break through the latency bottleneck in the memory interfaces of many on-chip parallel processors. While these novel acceleration technologies lift the network performance considerably, the designs are very cost efficient in terms of both area and power. Second, an advanced high-performance and low-power asynchronous router is instantiated and validated using a leading industrial technology library, in collaboration with AMD Research. And for the first time, an asynchronous router design is compared to a commercial energy-efficient synchronous NoC baseline in an advanced technology, i.e. 14nm FinFET. Finally, a high-performance multi-resource asynchronous arbiter design is developed. This small but important component can be directly used in existing asynchronous NoC’s for performance optimization. In addition, the well-structured stand-alone design promises its future use in opening up new NoC directions.

*Latency acceleration for asynchronous NoC’s.* A new concept, named a monitoring network,
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is introduced. Monitoring networks are lightweight shadow networks used for fast-forwarding anticipated traffic information. The routers are notified with incoming traffic in the near future, and therefore allowed to initiate and perform arbitration and channel allocation in advance. Corresponding NoC designs are proposed to implement the protocol. The technique is successfully applied to two network topologies which belong to two different categories – a mesh-of-trees (MoT) variant structure and a 2D-mesh structure. The solution has only small overhead, without creating an extra network plane; nor extra VCs are needed. Considerable and stable latency improvements are observed in all kinds of traffic patterns, with moderate throughput gains.

An industrial instantiation for a high-performance and low-power asynchronous router. The work was completed and in collaboration with AMD Research, which provides an industrial implementation of an asynchronous NoC router in a leading technology. The proposed router integrates several advanced techniques, including a low-latency circular FIFO for buffer design, and a novel end-to-end ‘lazy’ credit-based virtual channel (VC) flow control. This asynchronous router is then compared to an AMD commercial synchronous router using a realistic 14nm FinFET library. This is the first such comparison, to the best of our knowledge, for an asynchronous router vs. an industrial synchronous baseline using an advanced technology library. The synchronous design is used in recent high-end AMD processors and graphic products. In addition, a semi-automated design flow is created for the asynchronous router design. In particular, industrial tools are used for place-and-route (P&R) and design validation. These tools are modified from a standard synchronous design flow and therefore open real future opportunities for industrial asynchronous NoC designs. Significant benefits in terms of area, latency and power were obtained.

A pipelined high-throughput asynchronous multi-resource arbiter. Finally, a new fine-grain pipelined asynchronous multi-resource arbiter is proposed. This is an understudied but important research area. Multi-resource arbitration is used in existing asynchronous NoC’s for VC allocation. Also, it serves as a key component for a potential future NoC direction – spatial-division multiplexing (SDM) NoC’s. Besides the NoC applications, it can be treated as a great stand-alone design for future large-scale parallel systems. The new arbiter design aims for high throughput while retains a low latency. The allocation of a resource to a client is divided into several steps. Multiple successive client-resource pairs can be selected rapidly in sequence, and the completion of the assignments can overlap in parallel.
8.2 Future Work

There are a few potential areas for future work.

*Post-layout evaluation and fabrication.* Most of the designs in this thesis, including the early arbitration NoC’s in Chapters 4 and 5, as well as the arbiter design in Chapter 7 are implemented and evaluated only at pre-layout level. In order for more accurate results and comparisons for the performance and power of the designs, full layout and possibly fabrication are required.

*Build complete GALS systems.* This thesis only focuses on the NoC itself. The designs are either for the interconnection networks only (Sections 4 and 5), or for individual routers (Section 6) and the router’s sub-components (Section 7). The next step is to use these networks and components as the communication fabric to build complete GALS systems. These GALS systems can be high-performance chip multiprocessors (CMP’s) or lower-power embedded systems. Mixed-timing interfaces typically need to be implemented and added to connect the synchronous cores with the network-on-chip. In the performance comparison, the synchronization overhead will be thereby taken into account, and results are closer to the reality.

*Simulations on real parallel benchmark suites.* In the near future, after a complete CMP system is built, real benchmarks suites for parallel computing, such as PARSEC and SPLASH-2, can be used for testing instead of synthetic benchmarks. These benchmarks are much closer to real-world large-scale multi-threaded commercial applications, and therefore more accurate performance and power numbers can be obtained.

*Synthesis flow integration.* In the next step, an automated design flow for NoC synthesis and verification can be integrated. The lack of CAD tools is one of the key reasons to prevent asynchronous style designs from industrial consideration. Our next step is to optimize the design flow in Section 6, and integrate it with emerging tools [147], in order to bring our designs a step closer to the industry.

*Practical applications for the proposed multi-resource arbiter.* The proposed asynchronous multi-resource arbiter in Section 7 will be deployed in real asynchronous NoC’s, either for VC allocation or SDM area. Also, it will be integrated and tested in a variety of other applications, e.g. asynchronous Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) queues and asynchronous RAID storage systems, to prove its high-quality as a stand-alone design.
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